 23 September

Saints,
Another 78 of our brothers and sisters confessing Christ have been killed by murdering infidel terrorists.  Are your deacons watching the doors of your church building?  More importantly, are you asking and praising the Lord for the safety of your people?  And shall we pray for the living martyrs left behind, our fellow saints, in these lands of dark terror?  God have mercy upon them and upon us that we not forget them in our ease lest the day come upon us as a snare also.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/23/world/asia/pakistan-church-bombing.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130923&_r=0
Scores Are Killed by Suicide Bomb Attack at Historic Church in Pakistan
By ISMAIL KHAN and SALMAN MASOOD
Published: September 22, 2013
PESHAWAR, Pakistan — A suicide attack on a historic church in northwestern Pakistan killed at least 78 people on Sunday in one of the deadliest attacks on the Christian minority in Pakistan in years. … ...

**********************
22 September

Saints,

Now, Kenya, dozens are slaughtered in a shopping mall by al-Shabab.  A few days back, a Chicago park sees 13 gunned down; days before that a crazed man opens fire in the Navy's shipyard in Washington, killing 12.  Dozens of churches torched in the Middle East with much loss of life as Christians are persecuted and driven out.  Syrian deaths stand between 100,000 and 200,000;  a thousand gunned down in one day in Egypt; the Mumbai (Bombay) attacks seem like ancient history.

Is there any doubt terror is stalking the planet?  Shall we, if we still have the appearance of peace in "our backyard," just bury our heads in the evangelical sand and pretend all is well with the world?  The awakening may be very rude indeed.

Some years back a man and a teenage boy drove around DC for weeks on end, with a gun portal where a metal auto label had been on the trunk of a big Chevy, and with one of them killing people with a rifle while the other drove him around.  I wondered then how long it would take the terrorists, often dedicated to their own suicides as "martyrdom," to figure out similar tactics.  The public are surely just sitting ducks in big shopping centers, malls, supermarkets, sporting events, etc.  Is the time now come when the dark lords of the terrorists move them to this scenario?

The old story of the interview is,  "I can't believe it happened here!  It is always so peaceful here, etc."  But, today, NBC reporters are telling us that many are recruited from "Portland, Maine to Minneapolis, Minnesota" to go and volunteer for the overseas jihad.  It is only a matter or time, if that, before they really start to open up here.

Solutions?  Make new habits of watching and praying every time you go out, and for your loved ones too.  Look around carefully, scope and scout large public areas before you commit yourself to them.  Keep you eyes open in public.  Know your exits.  Know your back.  Sit facing any possible action rather having your back to it.  Old and simple survival rules.  

But, FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN ANY OF THEM is to do the same things spiritually.  Stay in constant touch with the Lord by the Spirit given to you and pay attention.  Why should you or your loved ones die before your time?  Here is what he says about terrorism:

"He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.  I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I trust.  Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.  He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust:  his truth shall be thy shield and buckler.  Thou shalt not be afraid for the TERROR by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day;  Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday.  A thousand shall fall at they side, and ten thousand at they right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee…( and following verses in Psalm 91) 
IF, IF, IF… you make the LORD your abiding place!

May God keep you alive until the Blessed Hope, the catching up / harpazo / rapture of the Church!

bro. Tim

****************************

19 September /  Breaking News Alert / The Pope spewing heresy?


Breaking News Alert /  The New York TimesThursday, September 19, 2013 10:55 AM EDT
Pope Bluntly Faults Church's Focus on Gays and Abortion

Pope Francis, in the first extensive interview of his six-month-old papacy, said that the Roman Catholic church had grown “obsessed” with preaching about abortion, gay marriage and contraception, and that he has chosen not to speak of those issues despite recriminations from some critics.In remarkably blunt language, Francis sought to set a new tone for the church, saying it should be a “home for all” and not a “small chapel” focused on doctrine, orthodoxy and a limited agenda of moral teachings.“It is not necessary to talk about these issues all the time,” the pope told the Rev. Antonio Spadaro, a fellow Jesuit and editor in chief of La Civiltà Cattolica, the Italian Jesuit journal whose content is routinely approved by the Vatican. “The dogmatic and moral teachings of the church are not all equivalent. The church’s pastoral ministry cannot be obsessed with the transmission of a disjointed multitude of doctrines to be imposed insistently.

NTF Commentary—

Martin Luther said the Pope is the Antichrist.  With more history, and with Scripture, I think he is the Spirit of Antichrist, and the last Pope will be the sidekick of the Antichrist called "The False Prophet."

Saint Malachy's prophecy, circa 12th century A.D., which CANNOT in any way be equated with biblical prophecy, says this is the last pope, therefore, if so, and very possibly, he is The False Prophet.  I would call this "news conference" a good start as he throws open the door to the sodomites, the baby killer genocidists, etc. while making mockery of doctrine,  Indeed, much doctrine of the church is merely dogma and tradition, better done without, but the doctrine of Scripture is the Divine and Eternal Word of God.  The Word says, concerning abortion and other murders, "Thou shalt not kill."  Of those practicing homosexuality and other forbidden acts, It says, "they shall not inherit the Kingdom of God."

(For Malachy's "prophecy of the popes," surf that very phrase in wikipedia.  It may be that God has sent a message to the multiplied millions of Catholics through this source, but again, it is not to be taken as or equated with Holy Scripture.  The gift of prophecy is for the New Testament era, but such is to be tested before being accepted, rejected, or waited on.  Only the Scriptures have full authority.)*************************

19 September

Saints —

"This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.  For men shall be…(mentally) incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good."  (2 Timothy 3:1-2, in part).  This surely describes the latest shooter who slaughtered those who had done him no wrong, nor even knew him.  And how long will the pundits and experts "analyze" his insanity for "clues"?  Today, it turns out, he was setting up a website with the name "Mohammed" in it.  Another man going mad under the pressures of these last, warring days.

As I've noted here before, mass shootings and murders have gone from once in a while to once a year, then twice a year, then once every three months, then once a month, then once a week, to now some kind of multiple shooting nearly daily.  What are we to do?  "Watch and Pray" isn't only about the direct watching for the Lord's return, but it a general characteristic of obedient followers of the Lord Jesus.  It is how we as his sheep defend ourselves in looking to see our Shepherd's directions in every day life.  Do you pray before you set foot out of the house; do you also ask the Lord to defend you and your loved ones even while at home?  Do you seek the Lord's will and protection in crowd settings and learn to avoid unnecessary ones?  Do you seek to be protected because you are trying to be about his business in all that you do? Or do you just run wildly like lemmings, taking no thought?  We need to be wise and watchful in these days lest we be slaughtered unnecessarily.  It is enough if we are martyrs, but let that be the Lord's leading, and may God teach us now to seek his protections as society and the planet unravel before our eyes.

God save us!

bro. Tim

*****************************
13 September

Saints,

Two markers of physical apocalypse here in the United States within the last 24 hours:  Colorado, which only a week or two ago (seems like months, doesn't it?), was ablaze with forest fires, is now drowning in horrific gushing floods with rain pouring out of the skies unabated at this hour.  Meanwhile, fanned by strong south winds, the New Jersey Boardwalk burns down to sea level just days after Labor Day, when it had only reopened with Gov. Christie's ribbon cutting on Memorial Day after being turned to matchsticks by Hurricane Sandy.  

A forlorn sign, "Fun Town" sits, badly burned, at the edge of the disaster.  Saints, "Fun Town" is over, and with this Omen will the United States also be at its end, or left whimpering into irrelevance for its blazoning of "sodomite rights," nauseatingly, all over the world--as its final declaration of "democracy and human rights"?  The rest of the world and its power players are now ready to laugh at old castrated, effeminated Uncle Sam as he dithers away into an effete old age, but will worldwide "anchorless chaos" be his last child as Roger Cohen intones below?

For the saints, our hour is come, for "when you see these things come to pass, then, look up, lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh."   —Lord Jesus Christ

***

"perplexity of nations" said the Lord Jesus—

Yesterday's Op-Ed by columnist Roger Cohen—

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/13/opinion/global/cohen-an-anchorless-world.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130913

OP-ED COLUMNIST
An Anchorless World
By ROGER COHEN
Published: September 12, 2013

BERLIN — At dinner the other night, perusing the debacle that is Syria, a German friend observed: “It’s the post-American world — and that means chaos.” We were joined by John Kornblum, the former U.S. ambassador to Germany, whose verdict was similar: “What you’re seeing is the steady break-up of the postwar system.”

The United States, through its secretary of state and president respectively, promises an “unbelievably small” military response to the gassing of hundreds of Syrian children by President Bashar al-Assad, then vows that “the United States military doesn’t do pinpricks,” and then backs away. Britain abandons its closest ally at crunch time. The European Union is divided, Germany silent, France left dangling, and NATO an absentee. If there are other pillars of the trans-Atlantic alliance, do let me know. … ...


*********************************
11 September / The Anniversary of "9/11"

—Book Review, a new secular, apocalyptic novel that might seem to understand that the world is full of, indeed, is made of, "alternate realities," that is, Lies.  The Scriptures speak of "the whole world lying in darkness," and the nature of the unsaved, still in original sin, being "the children of disobedience."

We should give thanks continually that the Word of God has been given to us, and it should be our only "rule of faith and practice," yet evangelical America picks and chooses what it will from it, and so descends into the same Apostasy for which the world lusts and lives.

A frightening and fearful picture where "men's hearts fail them for fear at the things coming upon the earth"—

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/11/books/bleeding-edge-a-9-11-novel-by-thomas-pynchon.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130911&_r=0

BOOKS OF THE TIMES
A Calamity Tailor-Made for Internet Conspiracy Theories
‘Bleeding Edge,’ a 9/11 Novel by Thomas Pynchon
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI
Published: September 10, 2013“A screaming comes across the sky. It has happened before, but there is nothing to compare it to now. … ...

******************************
9 September

Commentary—

Do you stop to think, as I do, that somebody, somewhere, in some Situation Room, or nuclear-shielded bunker, actually knows about and studies these prophecies of the upcoming war?  They are extremely detailed in many aspects and utterly consistent with the developing scenario.  Tell me that the serious Israelite commanders and strategists don't read them and have experts poring over them.

See this piece then as an inoculation for the public.  "Oh, those fundamentalists have their ancient prophecies (yawn).  Hey, it's worth a short news story."


Secular USAToday hears about us looking for the destruction of Damascus, and takes the story for a test drive.

http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/09/08/some-see-biblical-visions-of-doom-in-syria-trouble/2780827/
Some see biblical visions of doom in Syria trouble
J.D. Gallop, Florida Today 9:39 a.m. EDT September 8, 2013

Some are pointing to Old Testament passages that predict the destruction of Damascus and a civil war in Egypt.

MELBOURNE, Fla. -- The deadly violence percolating half a world away in Syria and the warnings of a possible U.S. attack have some people not only looking ahead to what might happen in the coming days — but also looking backward into ancient, apocalyptic prophecies in the pages of the Old Testament. … ...

***

Will we get nuked over Syria?  "…fire will fall on them that dwell carelessly in the isles…"  Ezekiel 39:6

A thoughtful review of the history of the present situation as America decides whether to go to war again.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/09/opinion/keller-our-new-isolationism.html?pagewanted=1&nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130909
OP-ED COLUMNIST
Our New Isolationism

By BILL KELLER
Published: September 8, 2013

THE United States has just spent thousands of American lives in a distant land for a victory that now seems hollow, if indeed it can be called a victory at all. Our own country, moreover, is emerging from a recession, dispirited and self-absorbed, worried about the fragility of the recovery and the state of our democracy. Idealism is in short supply. So, as another far-off war worsens, Americans are loath to take sides, even against a merciless dictator, even to the extent of sending weapons. The voices opposed to getting involved range from the pacifist left to the populist right. The president, fearful that foreign conflict will undermine his domestic agenda, vacillates.

This is the United States in 1940. Sound a little familiar? … …

****************************
4 September

(What is an "alarmist"?  What those who don't want to be bothered call someone who warns of danger.  What does God say?  "Sound the Alarm!")

Saints,

If you haven't sat down and carefully studied the details of Ezekiel's prophecy of the great war of the latter days, chapters 38 and 39, NOW would be a good time to do it.  They MAY well hold the key to the timing of the catching up of the watching church.  Some observers make this battle the same as the Battle of Armageddon, but I do not believe this is so;  the armies are different; the locations are different, the strategies and troop movements are different; the outcome is different.  Armageddon ends with the Second Coming of Christ to set up the Millennium Kingdom.  Ezekiel's war has a seven year weapons clean up and a seven month burial clean up at "Hamongog," the city of the dead of Gog, a great cemetery against the mountains of the Jordan Valley that God will establish for the purpose.  This seven years could well coincide with the length of the Great Tribulation.  Ezekiel's war may be nearly imminent and its elements in formation right now while Armageddon cannot occur until 3.5 years after the Temple is rebuilt and the Abomination of Desolation committed, the Antichrist declaring himself to be the Messiah and sitting down on the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant (or a model of the original) in the Holy of Holies of this Tribulation Temple.

Please also observe the prophecies concerning a future—as it has never happened in the past—OVERNIGHT DESTRUCTION OF DAMASCUS:  Isaiah 17, the whole chapter but especially see the opening and closing verses; also, Jeremiah 49:23-27, and Amos 1:3-6.

BOTH OF THESE EVENTS APPEAR TO HAVE A NUCLEAR COMPONENT.  The instant, or overnight, destruction of Damascus, the oldest continually occupied city in the world and in history, with "fire in the (stone) walls of Ben-Hadad," the biblical name of the rulers of Syria, may well be a reaction by Israel with a small, nuclear weapon to "get Assad for sure" if he launches missile strikes on Tel Aviv, etc. as both he and Iran have threatened to do.  Or the USA may well be about to get in over it's head and create a scenario in which Damascus suffers such destruction that it will never be inhabited again, as the prophecies say.  (Note the present news stories below.)

The Destruction of Damascus would appear to be a triggering event for the gathering of the armies of Gog, Magog, Rosh, Tubal, Meshech, the Persian Empire, including ethnicities from Greece to Pakistan, along with present Iran (Persia), and the islamic hordes of the "-istans" of Gog, Magog, and the former USSR, and the hordes throughout the Middle East and all along North Africa, excluding Egypt.  God says through Ezekiel, "Prepare yourselves for battle…I will put a hook into your jaws and draw you forth to battle."

While the named combatants converge on Israel where God will destroy them to glorify himself before the rest of the nations of the world, as the text states, there will also be a "fire falling on the isles(KJV)/coastlands(NIV)" or, in other words, on the unknown, distant areas in the prophet's day, and the fire will fall on "them that dwell carelessly." (39:6)  This MAY indicate a NUCLEAR ATTACK ON MAJOR WORLD CITIES as Islamic radicals state that they will willingly kill themselves and all in order to advance the cause of their evil faith.

Who are those that "dwell carelessly"?  Well, in part, this may indicate unbelievers or lukewarm and apostate believers who are not obeying the command to "Watch!" (Mark 13:37)  And so this may very well be an indicator of the Rapture's timing.  WARNED JESUS HIMSELF,  "Watch ye therefore always that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man."  (Luke 21:36).  What better time for God to "snatch away," harpazo, rapture his people than when Pakistan's 100-200 nuclear-tipped ICBMS are launched toward various targets worldwide by Islamic forces?  Pakistan is a very large country in population (177 million) and that population is 98% Islamic.  Present Pakistan occupies the eastern edge of the ancient Persian Empire, and is thus still under the purview of the great fallen angel, "the Prince of Persia," who resisted the Archangel Michael himself when he came to answer Daniel.  This same prince is named among the fallen angelic players in Ezekiel's upcoming war.

"Watch and pray that you may be accounted worthy" to be taken in the Rapture! (Luke 21:36;  Revelation 3:10) Don't "dwell carelessly"!

***

via khouse.org—

http://www.wnd.com/2013/08/iran-thousands-of-missiles-to-rain-on-israel/

(Israel, please act with restraint, begs Gulf nations)
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/171397#.UiczNqXWGiY

Thursday that Gulf leaders have been in touch with Israel, and have asked that Israel act “with restraint” in the event of an attack by Western nations on Syria. That restraint would be necessary if Bashar al-Assad responds to an attack against him by attacking Israel.
Earlier this week, Syrian officials said that if Syria was attacked, a coalition of nations and terror groups, including Syria, Iran, Lebanon, and Hezbollah, would respond with an all-out attack on Israel….
*******************************
2 September, Labor Day

Saints,

Shoot your Smartphone?

Has the onset of the Great Artificial Intelligence led us to live artificial lives?  Do we now have to record every moment in video rather than enjoying the moment?  Watching this video reminds me of the old Star Trek world where a band of digital zombies under the master 'Borg clumped around doing their master's business having completely forgotten that they were once human beings.  This seems to be where we are landing.  I want to stay human; hope that doesn't get me listed as a criminal in the days ahead.

Watch this NYTimes video and grasp the horror.

SEPTEMBER 1, 2013, 11:00 AM
Disruptions: More Connected, Yet More Alone
By NICK BILTON

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/09/01/disruptions-more-connected-yet-more-alone/?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130902

*****************************
31 August

The first "mind melds"—

Got that "just another node in the 'Borg" feeling lately?  Here's the latest in "nervous tics" from one human brain to another via the digital world.

At what point does a human being lose individuality and the ability to have free will and exercise it? There will be a 5 month period during The Great Tribulation when men will desire to die and be unable to do so (Rev.9:6).  Will it be because they have lost their own ability to will and have given it over to the Great AI Beast through the digital electronics and implants of the Mark of the Beast?   

Scientists achieve human brain-to-brain interface
http://www.gizmag.com/human-brain-interface/28851/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=9e93d3aa66-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-9e93d3aa66-89976034

******************************
30 August
"And I will call for a sword against him throughout all my mountains, saith the LORD God:  every man's sword shall be against his brother."  Ezekiel 38:21.

WE now stand on the brink of the great war which shall institute the Great Tribulation.  It will like begin with the foretold and only destruction of Damascus yet to occur, very likely when Israel's hand is forced.  It will end with the vast destruction of Islam, the defeat of Russia and Iran and others by God Himself directly, and then the Antichrist will rise to full power, and the forces of Armageddon will begin to gather.

"And I will plead against him with pestilence and with blood:  and I will rain upon him, and upon his bands, and upon the many people that are with him, an overflowing rain, and great hailstones, fire, and brimstone.  Thus will I magnify myself, and sanctify myself; and i will be known in the eyes of many nations, and they shall know that I am the LORD."    Ezekiel 38:22, 23.

HERE is a secular analysis by a very wise commentator, David Brooks, who himself speaks as though he were a prophet.  (I have bold emphasized some lines below.)


http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/30/opinion/brooks-one-great-big-war.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130830

OP-ED COLUMNIST
One Great Big War
By DAVID BROOKS
Published: August 29, 2013 

What’s the biggest threat to world peace right now? Despite the horror, it’s not chemical weapons in Syria. It’s not even, for the moment, an Iranian nuclear weapon. Instead, it’s the possibility of a wave of sectarian strife building across the Middle East.

The Syrian civil conflict is both a proxy war and a combustion point for spreading waves of violence. This didn’t start out as a religious war. But both Sunni and Shiite power players are seizing on religious symbols and sowing sectarian passions that are rippling across the region. The Saudi and Iranian powers hover in the background fueling each side.
As the death toll in Syria rises to Rwanda-like proportions, images of mass killings draw holy warriors from countries near and far. The radical groups are the most effective fighters and control the tempo of events. The Syrian opposition groups are themselves split violently along sectarian lines so that the country seems to face a choice between anarchy and atrocity.
Meanwhile, the strife appears to be spreading. Sunni-Shiite violence in Iraq is spiking upward. Reports in The Times and elsewhere have said that many Iraqis fear their country is sliding back to the worst of the chaos experienced in the last decade. Even Turkey, Pakistan, Bahrain and Kuwait could be infected. “It could become a regional religious war similar to that witnessed in Iraq 2006-2008, but far wider and without the moderating influence of American forces,” wrote Gary Grappo, a retired senior Foreign Service officer with long experience in the region.
“It has become clear over the last year that the upheavals in the Islamic and Arab world have become a clash within a civilization rather than a clash between civilizations,” Anthony Cordesman of the Center for Strategic and International Studies wrote recently. “The Sunni versus Alawite civil war in Syria is increasingly interacting with the Sunni versus Shiite tensions in the Gulf that are edging Iraq back toward civil war. They also interact with the Sunni-Shiite, Maronite and other confessional struggles in Lebanon.”
Some experts even say that we are seeing the emergence of a single big conflict that could be part of a generation-long devolution, which could end up toppling regimes and redrawing the national borders that were established after World War I. The forces ripping people into polarized groups seem stronger than the forces bringing them together.
It is pretty clear that the recent American strategy of light-footprint withdrawal and nation-building at home has not helped matters. The United States could have left more troops in Iraq and tamped down violence there. We could have intervened in Syria back when there was still something to be done and some reasonable opposition to mold.
At this late hour, one question is whether the sectarian fire has grown so hot that it is beyond taming. The second question is whether the United States has any strategy to limit the conflagration.
Right now, President Obama is focused on the imminent strike against the Assad regime, to establish American credibility when it sets red lines and reinforce the norm that poison gas is not acceptable.
But the president does have the makings of a broader antisectarian strategy. He has at least three approaches on the table. The first is containment: trying to keep each nation’s civil strife contained within its own borders. The second is reconciliation: looking for diplomatic opportunities to bring the Sunni axis, led by the Saudis, toward some rapprochement with the Shiite axis, led by Iran. So far, there have been few diplomatic opportunities to do this.
Finally, there is neutrality: the nations in the Sunni axis are continually asking the United States to simply throw in with them, to use the C.I.A. and other American capacities to help the Sunnis beat back their rivals. The administration has decided that taking sides so completely is not an effective long-term option.
Going forward, there probably has to be a global education effort to reduce anti-Sunni and anti-Shiite passions. Iran could be asked to pay a higher price not only for its nuclear program, but for its mischief-making around the region.
But, at this point, it’s not clear whether American and other outside interference would help squash hatreds or inflame them. The legendary diplomat Ryan Crocker argues in a recent essay in YaleGlobal that major outside interventions might only make things worse. “The hard truth is that the fires in Syria will blaze for some time to come. Like a major forest fire, the most we can do is hope to contain it.”
Poison gas in Syria is horrendous, but the real inferno is regional. When you look at all the policy options for dealing with the Syria situation, they are all terrible or too late. The job now is to try to wall off the situation to prevent something just as bad but much more sprawling.  
(END)

"…fire will fall on them that dwell carelessly in the isles," — the lands that lay unknown beyond the prophet's view at that time.  
Ezekiel 39:6

********************************
29 August

Hubble Universe Exploring Telescope Turned Toward Earth Instead?

A massive, Delta IV Heavy rocket, the largest ever launched from Vandenberg AFB in California, has just been launched to put a huge payload of a 1 billion dollar spy satellite into orbit.  Between this and the huge new data processing center in Utah (tied into all the others worldwide), we may soon get "advisories" on when a speck of dandruff falls from head to shoulder!  Surely, the message will be, "Be happy, Big Brother is watching (out) for you!  You don't need to think!  Thinking is discriminatory, and may be a potential 'hate crime.'  Just relax.  Take these little pills especially prescribed for your own 'mental illness,' and sit back and watch your screen.  You'll be fine."

Why do we need this massive of a spy satellite?
http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2013/08/28/vandenberg-set-for-launch-of-largest-rocket-ever/
Largest Rocket Ever Launched From Vandenberg AFB Makes Lift-Off

…Once it reaches orbit in about two days, the classified payload is expected to be able to distinguish details back on Earth as minute as the make and model of an automobile…
…ULA officials alerted the public about the launch through its Facebook and Twitter pages “so they wouldn’t be concerned when they felt their windows rattle and felt the vibrations,” Hennigan added...
*******************************
27 August

Saints,

An update on recent posts—

Iran and Syria threaten Israel if US attacks Syria—
(boldfacing added for emphasis)

The Prophecies: 

Isaiah 17:  "The burden of Damascus.  Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap…And behold at eveningtide trouble; and before the morning he is not. This is the portion of them that spoil us, and the lot of them that rob us."  (vss. 1 & 14)  (Damascus is the oldest continually occupied city in the world, and this has never happened to date.)

Jeremiah 49:23-27: (27):  "And I will kindle a fire in the wall of Damascus, and it shall consume the palaces of Ben-hadad."  (the rulers of Syria).

Amos 1: 3-6:  (4): "But I will send a fire into the house of Hazael, which shall devour the palaces of Ben-hadad."


http://www.timesofisrael.com/syria-iran-issue-explicit-warning-to-israel-if-us-attacks/
Syria, Iran issue first explicit warning to Israel if US attacks
‘We have strategic weapons and we’re capable of responding,’ says official in Damascus; Russia: West has no proof of chemical attack.

A senior Syrian official on Monday issued a first direct warning that if attacked, his country would retaliate against Israel. Khalaf Muftah, a senior Baath Party official who used to serve as Syria’s assistant information minister, said in a radio interview that Damascus would consider Israel “behind the [Western] aggression and [it] will therefore come under fire.
Muftah concluded with a warning that “If the US or Israel make the mistake of taking advantage of the chemical issue… the region will go up in flames… that will affect security not only in the region but across the world.”  (See Ezekiel 39:6 for worldwide effects)
“We have strategic weapons and we’re capable of responding,” he said. “Normally the strategic weapons are aimed at Israel.”
His words were echoed by Iranian officials, who on Monday shrugged off the threat of a US attack on its close ally Syria, but said that if such a strike were to take place, Israel would suffer.
“[The Americans] are incapable of starting a new war in the region, because of their lacking economic capabilities and their lack of morale,” said Mohammad Reza Naqdi, the commander of the Republican Guards’ elite Basij force.  (emboldened, "the hook set in the jaw to draw them forth to battle", especially when Gog and Magog, Meshech and Tubal take notice and "decide" to come, Ezekiel 38:2-4 &ff.)
“No military attack will be waged against Syria,” said Hossein Sheikholeslam, a member of Iran’s Islamic Consultative Assembly. “Yet, if such an incident takes place, which is impossible, the Zionist regime will be the first victim of a military attack on Syria.”
Israeli military officials have indicated they believe it unlikely that Syria would target Israel if the US or others intervened, but Israel has reportedly been taking security precautions just in case.
“Our hand is always on the pulse,” Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Sunday. “Our finger is a responsible one and if needed, is on the trigger. We will always know how to protect our citizens and our country against those who come to injure us or try to attack us.”
The Syrian and Iranian statements Monday came as Britain reportedly pushed for US action on Syria in the wake of a horrific alleged chemical weapons attack on civilians outside Damascus. According to a report from the Times of London, British Prime Minister David Cameron wants a strike in the coming days while outrage over the alleged attack is still fresh. British Foreign Minister William Hague said in an interview with the BBC on Monday that action could be taken even without the full support of the UN Security Council.
Meanwhile, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said that Western nations calling for military action against Syria have no proof the Syrian government is behind the alleged chemical weapons attack.
France, Britain, Israel and some US congressmen have said military action against Syrian President Bashar Assad’s regime should be an option if it has used such weapons. A UN team is on the ground investigating the August 21 attack that left hundreds dead.
Lavrov said in a news conference that the countries calling for action have assumed the role of “both investigators and the UN Security Council” in probing the incident.
“They cannot produce evidence, but keep on saying that the ‘red line’ has been crossed and they cannot wait any longer,” he said.
Lavrov likened the situation in Syria to the run-up before the 2003 military operation in Iraq. He warned against military intervention in Syria, saying “the use of force without a sanction of the UN Security Council is a crude violation of the international law.”
Russia’s foreign policy chief also blamed the Syrian opposition for manipulating reports of the attack in order to derail a peace conference on Syria. Lavrov said Russian and US experts were days away from meeting up to arrange a peace conference in Geneva on Syria.
“This hysteria will definitely work against this meeting,” he said.
In Syria, a UN vehicle belonging to a team investigating the alleged use of chemical weapons in Damascus was shot at by snipers Monday as experts were moving to investigate the incident, which left hundreds dead.
“I don’t have any doubts that it will be said that the firing came from the other side. But all this is moving in one direction and doesn’t inspire optimism,” Lavrov said.

********************************
26 August

Saints,

"Good Monday Morning," in a planet turning upside down!  Floods in Las Vegas, a desert region, while fires rage all over the rest of the West.  The crests and valleys of the Jet Stream and other planetary systems continue to act like a steep roller coaster instead of a gentle ocean swell.

Meanwhile, Egypt started off its killing fields with a good round thousand.  Today, Iraq is seeing the worst escalation of car bombings in months and dozens if not hundreds are dead.  In Syria, the death toll continues to rise from over 100,000 toward the 120,000 mark,  but some are now saying the figures should already be assessed at over 200,000.  Refugees by the hundreds of thousands camp in Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey.

But, now, the most fearsome news of all, at least for prophetic import.  Someone has turned the poison gas weapons on the Syrian populace. And the US and the Obama Administration appear to be ready to blame the Syrian government and end the foot dragging and are now, today, winding up the "talk machines"/propaganda mills to get ready to bomb Syria.  Putin and his Middle East allies, especially Persia/Iran are already warning not to do it…and talking about "red lines" of their own. The great regional war of Ezekiel 38 and 39, regional but with global implications according to the Prophet is rapidly forming strategically. 

 It would appear that the sudden destruction of Damascus as foretold by the Prophets Isaiah (17:1ff), Jeremiah (49:23-27), and Amos (1:3-6) is on the horizon.  Yes, the Russians and the Iranians and allies are not ready to take on the West and the US, but they are and will be being goaded toward their own invasion of the Middle East/Israel.  Will the US itself fire bomb or nuke Damascus, or will it be more likely that the US aggression will up the ante of the regional players--Gog, Magog, Rosh, the Persian Empire, Ethiopia, Cush, and Put--until Israel has to push the button on Damascus--if Assad suddenly targets them, as he has threatened already to do--to obliterate Tel Aviv for example--to justify himself to the Arab world--in the bloody melee of nations as the pot is stirred?

And this would appear to be the last excuse needed for the hordes of Islam under the direction of Rosh/Russia and Persia/Iran to attack.  We know that they will all come to a bloody and horrific end "against the mountains of Israel," in Hamongog, the city of the dead, named of God to the Prophet, along the eastern walls of the Jordan Valley.  We know they will also turn against one another near the end of the battle, and we see the stage is set for this in the terrible and present hatred between Sunni and Shia and the other sects.  Only a vastly stirred up hatred for Israel will surmount this self-hatred briefly,  but after God Himself begins to show their destruction with the greatest Earthquake in history to date, then will they also turn on one another--as the Prophet declares.

In this war, as the Prophet also declares, "fire will also fall on them that dwell carelessly in the coastlands."  To the prophet and the Israelites of that day, "coastlands" meant the distant and unknown places beyond their borders.  This war may see a number of major international cities nuked.  We need not wait for Iran to become nuclear and then sizably nuclear;  this is a deception.  Pakistan which is 98% islamic and is at the eastern end of the original Persian Empire, over which the dark spirit lord, the Prince of Persia, rules, now has between 100 and 200 nuclear tipped missiles, enough to take out many cities worldwide, even if all the missiles do not get through.

SHOULD WE FEAR?  ABSOLUTELY NOT!  The Lord Jesus himself said, "ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars:  see that ye be not troubled:  for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet" (but will be at a time appointed).

Watch always and pray are also his commands.   And the Almighty could have set the Rapture and the End at any time in the last 2000 years, and yet He holds off.  But He has also said that when we see all the signs taken together (and not the dribbles here and there throughout fallen history), THEN to prepare.  For watchfulness, consider that though the Rapture could occur at any time,  CONSIDER the appropriateness of it at a time when nuclear missiles are racing toward different sites worldwide from their launch in Pakistan or to whatever sites Al-Qaeda has toted them throughout the Middle East.  Why should God let his saints be vaporized and burnt alive en masse when he has the promised the deliverance of the Rapture, a Rapture of the Living, at the appropriate time?  What better time?

The hour approaches.  Let us be found joyfully watching and obedient.  Let us hunger and thirst for righteousness…for then we shall be filled.  MARANATHA!  The Lord is at hand; the Lord is coming!

bro. Tim

P.S.  Some say Ezekiel's Battle and the Battle of Armageddon are one and the same, but I do not think so.  Carefully look at the lists of combatants, the staging and geography, and they look to be different battles, the same War maybe (as it began with Cain and Abel for that matter) but different battles.  Notice that Egypt is not named in Ezekiel's battle, though hordes of Ethiopians and Cush and Put-ites (Somalia, Sudan, and North African islamite countries) will somehow surge around or through her to join the battle.  Egypt is called by the Prophets, "the King of the South," and is reserved for the later battle, The Battle of Armageddon.  Isn't it interesting that Egypt has now suddenly turned on Islam and withdrawn from it as a political and military and ruling force?

P.P.S.  In the prophecies of the final battle leading up to the Second Coming of our Lord, notice that kings of the North, of the East, and of the South are all mentioned, but no "king of the West" is mentioned.  The "West" is, roughly, Europe and North America, the great Western Civilization, the revived Roman Empire.  Some say the Antichrist must now be Islamic, and Islam is antichrist in spirit, or that he must be a Jew or a European or Roman.  That he may even be Nero cloned, etc.  But, God will make all the prophecies concerning him fit together, and likely in ways we cannot fully anticipate.  Yet, I believe he will also be that great unnamed, "King of the West" which the other Kings of the Four Cardinal Points of the Earth will join battle with when the Lord comes from Heaven to end it all.

What a Great Day and a Great Privilege and Responsibility to be called to be a Watcher at this time in history!

******************************
12 August

Saints,

Been in a very busy season, so, to catch up, here's a brief digest of things transpiring now.  Actually, the time of the Apocalypse is racing in so fast and from so many directions, these are but a few indicators of the immensity of the times we are in.  Maranatha!  Come, Lord Jesus!

***

As the Middle East continues to boil, we may likely be seeing the beginning of the great gathering of troops, the hordes of jihadis, who will be the cannon fodder pushed ahead by Rosh (Russia) when it decides to move against Israel.  

For a long watch now, I have envisioned a great influx of jihadis from many quarters--see the widespread list of countries in Ezekiel 38 & 39--like a surge of lemmings as the day of the great battle approaches.  It is interesting that Dr. Kerchov, the European Union's anti-terrorism co-ordinator, says this, (he) "spoke of jihadists flocking to Syria from Europe. He described the European jihadist travelers as self-radicalized and traveling on their own initiative."  It would seem the great dark spirits of the great Prince of Persia, of Gog, Magog, Rosh, et al are sending out the call to the entranced jihadis.

It is very likely this war will turn nuclear as Ezekiel reports that cities in the "coastlands" (the distant places beyond the borders of Israel) will also have "fire fall on them."  This would be a very reasonable time for the Rapture of the Church to occur, at the latest, as God spares his own, scattered over the globe, by suddenly snatching us out of harm's way. 

The Middle East does not need to wait for Iran to become weaponized with nukes.   Remember, Pakistan, a country within the sphere of the ancient Persian Empire, and thus under Prince of Persia, has at least 100-200 nuclear tipped ICBMs EVEN NOW!

Greatest Threat To U.S.: These 6,000 Jihadists
http://www.wnd.com
 http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/August12/122.html#pPMGhwOUF1dwe524.99

At least 6,000 jihadist rebels in Syria, many affiliated with al-Qaida, now pose a major security risk to the United States and Europe, according to Obama administration officials and Mideast experts. … …


***

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE!

The Lord Jesus, the gentle Shepherd, who said, "Cast all your cares upon me…for I am meek and lowly and you shall find rest for your souls."  The Lord, the Door, the Way, the Truth, and the LIfe was and is also the greatest of all "fire and brimstone preachers."  He spoke more on hell and death and warning than any other speaker in the Bible.


"Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels."  (Matt. 25:51)


Finally, the devil will be eternally consigned to the Lake of Fire, and there he may imagine, as much as he chooses to believe, that his screams are his liberty.  And the more he imagines, the more he screams.

This is also the fate of the angels that chose to follow him, and, finally, it is the fate of all men who will not repent.  In the end, everyone gets to have his own way, and if it is not the way of repentance unto life, it will be the utter torment to have "one's own way" forever in the Lake of Fire.

"And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire." (Rev. 20:15)


***

Saints,

Commentary—

The Great Cyborg/Hive MInd of the Beast will erase individuality and replace it with soothing fantasy…as the ideal for the masses.  Who knows what IT will do to those who resist?  Over the 42 months of its fullness, even those who cooperate and become fully integrated with the 'Borg by receiving the Mark of the Beast, will come to the end of their neurally enhanced fantasies and will long for death and even attempt it but will not be able to…trapped in the binding mental powers of the Beast? (Revelation 9:4-6).  In the meantime, individualism and personal humanity will continue down the slippery slope of being denigrated by the Politically Correct Clones and Drones—ever staring at their glowing screens—and will be increasingly criminalized.

The Lord will come in the Father's time (Matt. 24:16, Acts 1:7), but it will also be at a time when the Spirit and the Bride say, "Come, Lord Jesus!" (Rev. 22:17)  This one soul of the Bride cries, "O, come, Lord Jesus!  Maranatha!  Hasten the Day!"  Look into the mysteries oF our part in his coming again:
II Peter 3:11-14, James 5:7-8, Titus 2:13, II Timothy 4:8, I Thessalonians 5:4-6, etc.

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/08/04/disruptions-rather-than-time-computers-might-become-panacea-to-hurt/?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130805&_r=0


AUGUST 4, 2013, 1:39 PM

Computer-Brain Interfaces Making Big Leaps
By Nick Bilton

Scientists haven’t yet found a way to mend a broken heart, but they’re edging closer to manipulating memory and downloading instructions from a computer right into a brain.
Researchers from the Riken-M.I.T. Center for Neural Circuit Genetics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology took us closer to this science-fiction world of brain tweaking last week when they said they were able to create a false memory in a mouse.
The scientists reported in the journal Science that they caused mice to remember receiving an electrical shock in one location, when in reality they were zapped in a completely different place. The researchers weren’t able to create entirely new thoughts, but they applied good or bad feelings to memories that already existed.
“It wasn’t so much writing a memory from scratch, it was basically connecting two different types of memories. We took a neutral memory, and we artificially updated that to make it a negative memory,” said Steve Ramirez, one of the M.I.T. neuroscientists on the project.
It may sound insignificant and perhaps not a nice way to treat mice, but it is not a dramatic leap to imagine that one day this research could lead to computer-manipulation of the mind for things like the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder, Mr. Ramirez said.
Technologists are already working on brain-computer interfaces, which will allow us to interact with our smartphones and computers simply by using our minds. And there are already gadgets that read our thoughts and allow us to do things like dodge virtual objects in a computer game or turn switches on and off with a thought.
But the scientists who are working on memory manipulation are the ones who seem to be pushing the boundaries of what we believe is possible. Sure, it sounds like movie fantasy right now, but don’t laugh off the imagination of Hollywood screenwriters; sometimes the movies can be a great predictor of things to come.
In the movie, “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind,” a character played by Jim Carrey uses a service that erases memories to wipe his brain of his former girlfriend, played by Kate Winslet.
But it seems the movie’s screenwriter, Charlie Kaufman, was selling science short.
“The one thing that the movie “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind” gets wrong, is that they are erasing an entire memory,” said Mr. Ramirez of M.I.T. “I think we can do better, while keeping the image of Kate Winslet, we can get rid of the sad part of that memory.”
Hollywood and science-fiction writers, of course, have had fun with memory manipulation over the years.
In the film “Total Recall,” which is based on a short story by Philip K. Dick, a character played by Arnold Schwarzenegger receives a memory implant of a fake vacation to Mars. In “The Matrix,” characters can download new skills like languages or fighting techniques to their mind, much like downloading a file to a computer.
Far-fetched? Perhaps, and we’re not yet fighting our robot overlords as the humans were in “The Matrix,” but researchers really are exploring ways to upload new information to the brain.
In 2011, scientists working in collaboration with Boston University and A.T.R. Computational Neuroscience Laboratories in Kyoto, Japan, published a paper on a process called Decoded Neurofeedback, or “DecNef,” which sends signals to the brain through a functional magnetic resonance imaging machine, or FMRI, that can alter a person’s brain activity pattern. In time, these scientists believe they could teach people how to play a musical instrument while they sleep, learn a new language or master a sport, all by “uploading” information to the brain.
Writing to the brain could allow us to interact with our computers, or other human beings, just by thinking about it.
In February, Dr. Miguel A. Nicolelis, a neuroscientist at Duke University successfully connected the brains of two rats over the Internet, allowing them to communicate with their minds so when one rat pressed a lever, the other one did the same. The rats were in different locations, one at Duke University, in North Carolina, and another in a laboratory in Natal, Brazil.
Dr. Nicolelis said he has recently performed other experiments in his lab where he has connected the brains of four mice in what he calls a “brain net” allowing them to share information over the Internet. In another experiment, he took two monkeys and gave them both half of a piece of information to successfully move a robotic arm, which required them to share the information through their brain.
Last week scientists at Harvard Medical School created a brain-to-brain interface that enables a human to move a rat’s tail just by thinking about it.
Of course, in all the movies about brain technology and enhancing memories there is usually a downside. In “Total Recall,” the character has a difficult time distinguishing between reality and his fantasy adventure. This leads to mayhem. In “Eternal Sunshine,” after Mr. Carrey’s character erases his memories, they reappear in a jumble. Hilarity (and insight into love and loss) ensues.
But some researchers don’t appear to be worried about that sort of thing. In his book, “Beyond Boundaries: The New Neuroscience of Connecting Brains with Machines — and How It Will Change Our Lives,” Dr. Nicolelis said he believes it is possible that humans will be able to communicate wirelessly without words or sound, where brain waves are transmitted over the Internet.
“I think this is the real frontier of human communication in the future. We already can get our monkeys, and even humans, to move devices just by thinking,” he said. “Once you can write to the brain, I can imagine the same type of logic working for communication where your thoughts and a message will be communicated to another human being and they will be able to understand it.”
It looks like mending that broken heart, through manipulation of our memories, might be here closer than we think

***

What the tribulation folks have to look forward to—sicko burgers spawned from dead cow tissue?
Worse yet?  Ever seen the old sci-fi flick where the populace was fed "soylent green,"  unbeknownst to them, the ground up remains of their fellows? Well, guess that would solve the lack of fat problem in these hideous "burgers" offered below!  The Tribulation will be a time of great famines.  Where will the governments find food?  Many people will be beheaded for refusing to take the mark.  Is this also the first step in slaughtering for butchering?  I earnestly want to be found among the Philadelphians, who for their faith, will be allowed to escape this hour of temptation that will come upon all who dwell on the Earth, Revelation 3:10.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/06/science/a-lab-grown-burger-gets-a-taste-test.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130806&_r=0
A Lab-Grown Burger Gets a Taste Test

By HENRY FOUNTAIN
Published: August 5, 2013 270 Comments
		FACEBOOK
		
A hamburger made from cow muscle grown in a laboratory was fried, served and eaten in London on Monday in an odd demonstration of one view of the future of food.

According to the three people who ate it, the burger was dry and a bit lacking in flavor. One taster, Josh Schonwald, a Chicago-based author of a book on the future of food, said “the bite feels like a conventional hamburger” but that the meat tasted “like an animal-protein cake.”
But taste and texture were largely beside the point: The event, arranged by a public relations firm and broadcast live on the Web, was meant to make a case that so-called in vitro, or cultured, meat deserves additional financing and research. Proponents of the idea, including Dr. Mark Post, the Dutch researcher who created the hamburger at the University of Maastricht, say that lab-made meat could provide high-quality protein for the world’s growing population while avoiding most of the environmental and animal-welfare issues related to conventional livestock production.
Neil Stephens, a social scientist at Cardiff University in Wales who has studied the development of cultured meat and who attended the tasting, said the event generated a lot of interest. “The exciting thing will be to see the response,” he said. … ...
****************************
30 July

Saints,

In case you have any remaining doubt that BB is watching you, take a look at this.  Check the zoom resolutions.  Astounding.  With Facial Recognition software, your whole identity and life history and predictive profile is available to the operator, even when you are buried in a crowd of thousands.

Is Snowden a patriot hero or a traitor criminal?  You decide.

bro. Tim

***
Now this is scary.


If you think you can hide in a crowd you will never believe that again after seeing this! Best behave 'cause Big Brother is watching

This is amazing...if it happens in Canada it can happen in the U.S.
http://www.gigapixel.com/image/gigapan-canucks-g7.htmlThis picture was taken with a camera 70,000 x 30,000 pixels (2100 MegaPixels).

These cameras are not sold to the public and are being installed in Canada in strategic locations.


It can identify a face in a multitude.

Place the cursor in the multitude of people and left double click a couple times. It will continue to show the people much closer, when you double left click again. or click more if needed. Amazing!!

You will see the image amplify and discover with an incredible sharpness the faces.

There were thousands of persons and yet one can spot and recognize any face.

Imagine what this means… both police and army have it.

***

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/30/technology/apps-that-know-what-you-want-before-you-do.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130730

"creepy" "mind melds"… deeper and deeper into the universal Cyborg, the Beast?

Apps That Know What You Want, Before You Do
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER
Published: July 29, 2013

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/30/technology/apps-that-know-what-you-want-before-you-do.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130730

SAN FRANCISCO — In Hollywood, there are umbrella holders. Outside corner offices, there are people who know exactly how much cream to pour in the boss’s coffee. In British castles, royals have their valets.

And then there is Silicon Valley, where mind-reading personal assistants come in the form of a cellphone app. ...
*****************************************
28 July Postscript (missed one!)

***

Saints, 

Brave New World MEETS "as it was in the days of Noah."  Centaurs, fauns, satyrs, 'pigmen',"…coming soon!

www.blacklistednews.com
via prophecynewswatch.com
Human-Animal Hybrids: Sick And Twisted Chimeras Are Being Created In Labs All Over The Planet

Over the past decade, there have been some absolutely stunning advances in the field of genetic modification. Today, it is literally possible for college students to create new lifeforms in their basements. Unfortunately, laws have not kept pace with these advancements, and in many countries there are very few limits on what scientists are allowed to do. 

As you will read about below, extremely creepy human-animal hybrids are now being created in laboratories all over the planet. And this is just the stuff that is publicly admitted. Can you imagine what kind of sick and twisted experiments are taking place in the dark corners of secret labs that nobody knows about? 

And what happens if these creatures get out into the wild and starting mating? At that point, it would be nearly impossible to “put the genie back into the bottle”. Scientists seem very eager to test the limits of what is possible, but what they are unleashing may have consequences that none of us ever dreamed possible.

Just the other day, we learned that scientists have created mice that have an artificial human chromosome “in every cell of their bodies”. 

So what should we call such creatures? They are definitely not fully mice anymore.

Scientists are hailing this as a “breakthrough” which could lead to all sorts of new treatments for disease. The following is from an article entitled “Mice with human chromosomes – the genetic breakthrough that could revolutionise medicine“…

Scientists have created genetically-engineered mice with artificial human chromosomes in every cell of their bodies, as part of a series of studies showing that it may be possible to treat genetic diseases with a radically new form of gene therapy.

In one of the unpublished studies, researchers made a human artificial chromosome in the laboratory from chemical building blocks rather than chipping away at an existing human chromosome, indicating the increasingly powerful technology behind the new field of synthetic biology.

This is quite bizarre.

But creating mice with artificial human chromosomes is one thing.

Creating mice with partly human brains is a whole different ball of wax.

According to LifeNews.com, researchers at the University of Wisconsin have successfully transferred cells from human embryos into the brains of mice. Those cells began to grow and develop, and they actually made the mice smarter…

Yet experiments like these are going forward just the same. In just the past few months, scientists at the University of Wisconsin and the University of Rochester have published data on their human-animal neural chimeras. 

For the Wisconsin study, researchers injected mice with an immunotoxin to destroy a part of their brains–the hippocampus–that’s associated with learning, memory, and spatial reasoning. Then the researchers replaced those damaged cells with cells derived from human embryos. The cells proliferated and the lab chimeras recovered their ability to navigate a water maze.

For the Rochester study, researchers implanted newborn mice with nascent human glial cells, which help support and nourish neurons in the brain. Six months later, the human parts had elbowed out the mouse equivalents, and the animals had enhanced ability to solve a simple maze and learn conditioned cues. 

These protocols might run afoul of the anti-hybrid laws, and perhaps they should arouse some questions. These chimeric mice may not be human, or even really human, but they’re certainly one step further down the path to Algernon. It may not be so long before we’re faced with some hairy bioethics: What rights should we assign to mice with human brains?

Is this really a good idea?

Do we really want to start creating entities that are part-human?

Apparently, it is now even possible to grow entire human organs inside animals. In fact, scientists in Japan plan to start systematically growing human organs inside of pigs within 12 months. The goal is to increase the number of organs available for medical transplants as a recent Infowars.com article explained…

A panel of scientists and legal experts appointed by the Japanese government will be gathering together to begin drafting guidelines governing Japan’s historic embryonic research. If all goes according to plan, scientists hope to begin growing human organs in animals within the next 12 months.

The research sounds like something out of a science fiction novel. Scientists place a human stem cell into the embryo of an animal to create a “chimeric embryo” that can be implanted into the animal’s womb. According to the Telegraph, the animal in question will most likely be a pig.

Once the embryo is implanted it will grow into a perfect human organ – a heart, a kidney, a pancreas, and so on. Then, when the adult pig is slaughtered, the organ will be harvested and transplanted into someone who needs a new one.

But once a human organ is grown inside a pig, that pig is no longer fully a pig.

And without a doubt, that organ will no longer be a fully human organ after it is grown inside the pig. Those receiving those organs will be allowing human-animal hybrid organs to be implanted into them.

One can only imagine what the consequences of doing such a thing would be.

You would think that there should be strict limits on this kind of a thing. And in a few areas around the globe, there are some limits. But most of the time the ethical decisions are left up to the scientists…

Two years ago, the UK Academy of Medical Sciences released a groundbreaking report on “animals containing human material”. It concluded that most research on chimeras is permitted by existing UK laws. But it also identified some experiments that should not (yet) be done because of strong ethical objections. One is to breed an animal that has human sperm or eggs. Another is to create a non-human primate with a humanised brain.

Most people would be absolutely shocked to learn some of the things that are currently being done in the name of science.

For example, did you know that rice that contains actual human genes is being grown right now in Kansas?…

Unless the rice you buy is certified organic, or comes specifically from a farm that tests its rice crops for genetically modified (GM) traits, you could be eating rice tainted with actual human genes. The only known GMO with inbred human traits in cultivation today, a GM rice product made by biotechnology company Ventria Bioscience is currently being grown on 3,200 acres in Junction City, Kansas — and possibly elsewhere — and most people have no idea about it.

Since about 2006,Ventria has been quietly cultivating rice that has been genetically modified (GM) with genes from the human liver for the purpose of taking the artificial proteins produced by this “Frankenrice” and using them in pharmaceuticals.

We are corrupting nature, and yet very few people seem alarmed. When the Daily Mail reported back in 2011 that scientists in the UK had created “more than 150″ human-animal hybrid embryos, hardly anyone got upset about it…

Last night a campaigner against the excesses of medical research said he was disgusted that scientists were ‘dabbling in the grotesque’.

Figures seen by the Daily Mail show that 155 ‘admixed’ embryos, containing both human and animal genetic material, have been created since the introduction of the 2008 Human Fertilisation Embryology Act.

This legalised the creation of a variety of hybrids, including an animal egg fertilised by a human sperm; ‘cybrids’, in which a human nucleus is implanted into an animal cell; and ‘chimeras’, in which human cells are mixed with animal embryos.

Sadly, this kind of thing is being done all over the planet. Just check out some of the truly bizarre human-animal hybrid experiments that have been taking place all over the globe according to a recent Slate article…

Not long ago, Chinese scientists embedded genes for human milk proteins into a mouse’s genome and have since created herds of humanized-milk-producing goats. Meanwhile, researchers at the University of Michigan have a method for putting a human anal sphincter into a mouse as a means of finding better treatments for fecal incontinence, and doctors are building animals with humanized immune systems to serve as subjects for new HIV vaccines.

Are you disgusted by those examples?

You should be.

Here are some other ways that humans and animals are being combined…

-Rabbit Eggs with Human Cells

-Pigs with Human Blood

-Sheep with Human Livers

-Cow Eggs with Human Cells

-Cat-Human Hybrid Proteins

And these are just the things that we know about.

What kind of sick and twisted experiments are going on around the globe that we don’t know about?

Like I mentioned at the top, we live at a time when the possibilities in the field of genetic modification seem endless.

But just because we can do something does not mean that we should actually do it.

The movie “Splice” demonstrated the danger of creating an entirely new lifeform that is only partially human. When we create something that is neither fully human or fully animal, what kind of spirit enters that being? What would the consequences be if such beings started mating with other animals? Could we end up creating creatures that are far beyond our capacity to control?

Unfortunately, Pandora’s box has already been opened and it is going to be extremely difficult to control the creation of human-animal hybrids. This technology is racing ahead all over the planet, and at this point even college students can create new lifeforms in their own basements.

We are entering a strange new world, and nobody is quite sure what comes next.

**********************************
28 July

Saints, 

With knowledge doubling every few months now, humans are in overload everywhere, and going mad at alarming rates.  Daily multiple murders and mass killings are the "new normal."  Saint Paul said that at the time of the end of the Age, mental incontinence, madness, would be a sign.  Those of us who know the Lord and believe his word must steadfastly keep our eyes on him, lest we also be subject to the great pressures breaking all around us.

Of course, the time may be at hand when we are labelled as mad for believing in the Prince of Peace for "many shall be offended and shall betray many."  The Great Apostasy has infected most of American Evangelicalism, but the Remnant will set their eyes on Jesus and continue in Him alone.

Here's just a smattering of the wild adventures of this week.

***

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/27/technology/the-faithful-embrace-youversion-a-bible-app.html?

nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130727&_r=0

In the Beginning Was the Word; Now the Word Is on an App
By AMY O’LEARY
Published: July 26, 2013
EDMOND, Okla. — More than 500 years after Gutenberg, the Bible is having its i-moment.

For millions of readers around the world, a wildly successful free Bible app, YouVersion, is changing how, where and when they read the Bible. … ...
Commentary:  Sounds good.  Any downsides?  Be careful not to wander from the Majority, Byzantine text with all kinds of paraphrases, "gnostic gospels," and the addition of vastly minority texts dug up by "higher critics."  Don't throw away your printed Word;  we don't know what solar flares and EMPs can do to the whole digital network up ahead.  That said, vast online resources for Word study are out there, many very helpful  and providing obscure research material not easily available otherwise.  The Israelites have even made the Dead Sea Scrolls available for online viewers!  What a marvelous if frightening Day this End of the Age is!
***
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2013/07/26/doj-ripped-for-making-transgender-restroom-use-new-front-in-civil-rights-battle/?test=latestnews
Thanks for the heads-up, Ross!  R. Crumb on acid couldn't have come up with this kind of stuff. 
The last line is very telling.  Sex for the sodomites isn't about gender anymore but about wallowing in a cesspool of nerve endings for all the grunts they can work up.  So Satan is destroying our humanity.  John says in the Revelation, at the time of the End, that Messiah would come back, in part, to destroy those that destroy the Earth (and its inhabitants), Revelation 11:18:

***
Just for fun—

http://www.gizmag.com/colorado-drone-hunting/28360/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=8cd708ef74-UA-2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-8cd708ef74-89976034

Colorado Town Considers Drone Hunting Licenses
By James Holloway  July 18, 2013
Deer Trail, Colorado (population 600 or so) is to vote on a local ordinance that would allow drone hunting licenses and bounties for shooting down UAVs, according to ABC affiliate KMGH-TV.
Those with a valid drone hunting license will be rewarded US$100 if they present "identifiable parts" of UAVs "known to be owned or operated by the United States federal government," the draft ordinance states.
"We do not want drones in town," local Phillip Steel, who came up with the draft, tells KMGH-TV. "They fly in town, they get shot down."
If passed, the ordinance would see one-year drone hunting licenses sell for $25, and there's talk of a novelty drone-hunting festival to boost tourism.
To Steel it's a serious issue, however. "This is a very symbolic ordinance. Basically, I do not believe in the idea of a surveillance society, and I believe we are heading that way."
The town board is set to vote on the ordinance on Aug. 6. …

Commentary:  Anyone out there figured out yet how to build a small, handheld, focusable/aimable EMP generator from oversized microwave oven parts…something that could zap the electronics of small drones?
************************************
22 July

Saints,

Your computer screen is a window to the world, but now it's as likely someone is looking in, not just you looking out.  A brother in Florida sent this along.  We are at the point where NSA and other spooks are recording your every keystroke and rooting around even in your offline files, photos, etc.

I am just very glad that my God and his Spirit are bigger than this Silicon Beast.  When He is done with it, it will just be pile of melted sand somewhere.  In the meantime, take note!

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-blank/your-computer-may-already_b_3599084.html

**********************************
18 July
"When you see these things begin to come to pass, then look up, lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh."     —Jesus
***
Is Orwell's "Ministry of Truth" now in place in which we shall be brain-mushed and cowed by constant "newspeak" and "doublespeak" news and feature stories designed to create a certain, politically-correct reality?  Another recent news item (http://www.wnd.com/2013/07/obama-orders-federal-workers-to-spy-on-each-other/) says that the administration has now entered a program in which all federal employees, under threat of federal prosecution, MUST inform on any fellow employees who take unexpected vacations, have sudden changes in their schedules, home lives, health, state of mind, etc.  Are we nearing the totalitarian state of the former USSR and East Germany but with far more advanced technology?
People Groups out of favor like "fundamentalist Christians," those who believe the Bible is the inspired and inerrant Word of God, will be among the first to be targeted as pariahs of society.  Are we at least as ready as we can be, or who will be found among those "many who shall be offended and shall betray many"?
via:    http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/July16/162.html
U.S. Repeals Propaganda Ban, Spreads Government-Made News To Americans
thecable.foreignpolicy.com
For decades, a so-called anti-propaganda law prevented the U.S. government's mammoth broadcasting arm from delivering programming to American audiences. But on July 2, that came silently to an end with the implementation of a new reform passed in January.   The result: an unleashing of thousands of hours per week of government-funded radio and TV programs for domestic U.S. consumption in a reform initially criticized as a green light for U.S. domestic propaganda efforts. So what just happened?  Until this month, a vast ocean of U.S. programming produced by the Broadcasting Board of Governors such as Voice of America, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, and the Middle East Broadcasting Networks could only be viewed or listened to at broadcast quality in foreign countries.   The programming varies in tone and quality, but its breadth is vast: It's viewed in more than 100 countries in 61 languages. The topics covered include human rights abuses in Iran, self-immolation in Tibet, human trafficking across Asia, and on-the-ground reporting in Egypt and Iraq.  The restriction of these broadcasts was due to the Smith-Mundt Act, a long-standing piece of legislation that has been amended numerous times over the years, perhaps most consequentially by Arkansas Senator J. William Fulbright.   In the 1970s, Fulbright was no friend of VOA and Radio Free Europe, and moved to restrict them from domestic distribution, saying they "should be given the opportunity to take their rightful place in the graveyard of Cold War relics."   Fulbright's amendment to Smith-Mundt was bolstered in 1985 by Nebraska Senator Edward Zorinsky, who argued that such "propaganda" should be kept out of America as to distinguish the U.S. "from the Soviet Union where domestic propaganda is a principal government activity."  Zorinsky and Fulbright sold their amendments on sensible rhetoric: American taxpayers shouldn't be funding propaganda for American audiences. So did Congress just tear down the American public's last defense against domestic propaganda?  BBG spokeswoman Lynne Weil insists BBG is not a propaganda outlet, and its flagship services such as VOA "present fair and accurate news."  "They don't shy away from stories that don't shed the best light on the United States," she told The Cable. She pointed to the charters of VOA and RFE: "Our journalists provide what many people cannot get locally: uncensored news, responsible discussion, and open debate."  A former U.S. government source with knowledge of the BBG says the organization is no Pravda, but it does advance U.S. interests in more subtle ways. In Somalia, for instance, VOA serves as counterprogramming to outlets peddling anti-American or jihadist sentiment. "Somalis have three options for news," the source said, "word of mouth, al-Shabab, or VOA Somalia."  This partially explains the push to allow BBG broadcasts on local radio stations in the United States. The agency wants to reach diaspora communities, such as St. Paul, Minnesota's significant Somali expat community. "Those people can get al-Shabab, they can get Russia Today, but they couldn't get access to their taxpayer-funded news sources like VOA Somalia," the source said. "It was silly."  Lynne added that the reform has a transparency benefit as well. "Now Americans will be able to know more about what they are paying for with their tax dollars -- greater transparency is a win-win for all involved," she said. And so with that we have the Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012, which passed as part of the 2013 National Defense Authorization Act, and went into effect this month.  But if anyone needed a reminder of the dangers of domestic propaganda efforts, the past 12 months provided ample reasons. Last year, two USA Today journalists were ensnared in a propaganda campaign after reporting about millions of dollars in back taxes owed by the Pentagon's top propaganda contractor in Afghanistan.   Eventually, one of the co-owners of the firm confessed to creating phony websites and Twitter accounts to smear the journalists anonymously. Additionally, just this month, the Washington Post exposed a counter-propaganda program by the Pentagon that recommended posting comments on a U.S. website run by a Somali expat with readers opposing al-Shabab. 
"Today, the military is more focused on manipulating news and commentary on the Internet, especially social media, by posting material and images without necessarily claiming ownership," reported the Post.
***
via khouse.org

The end of biblical authority among so-called evangelicals?
http://www.charismanews.com/us/40243-fuller-seminary-allows-first-lgbt-campus-group
Fuller Seminary Allows First LGBT Campus Group
1:00PM EDT 7/15/2013 

***

The "slippery slope" turns into an off-the-cliff experience—

http://www.greeleygazette.com/press/?p=11517
Pedophiles want same rights as homosexuals
Claim unfair to be stigmatized for sexual orientation
by Jack Minor –
Using the same tactics used by “gay” rights activists, pedophiles have begun to seek similar status arguing their desire for children is a sexual orientation no different than heterosexual or homosexuals.
Critics of the homosexual lifestyle have long claimed that once it became acceptable to identify homosexuality as simply an “alternative lifestyle” or sexual orientation, logically nothing would be off limits. “Gay” advocates have taken offense at such a position insisting this would never happen. However, psychiatrists are now beginning to advocate redefining pedophilia in the same way homosexuality was redefined several years ago.
In 1973 the American Psychiatric Association declassified homosexuality from its list of mental disorders. A group of psychiatrists with B4U-Act recently held a symposium proposing a new definition of pedophilia in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Health Disorders of the APA.
B4U-Act  calls pedophiles “minor-attracted people.” The organization’s website states its purpose is to, “help mental health professionals learn more about attraction to minors and to consider the effects of stereotyping, stigma and fear.”
In 1998 The APA issued a report claiming “that the ‘negative potential’ of adult sex with children was ‘overstated’ and that ‘the vast majority of both men and women reported no negative sexual effects from  childhood sexual abuse experiences.”
Pedophilia has already been granted protected status by the Federal Government. The Matthew Shephard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act lists “sexual orientation” as a protected class; however, it does not define the term.
Republicans attempted to add an amendment specifying that “pedophilia is not covered as an orientation;” however, the amendment was defeated by Democrats. Rep. Alcee Hastings (D-Fl) stated that all alternative sexual lifestyles should be protected under the law. “This bill addresses our resolve to end violence based on prejudice and to guarantee that all Americans, regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability or all of these ‘philias’ and fetishes and ‘isms’ that were put forward need not live in fear because of who they are. I urge my colleagues to vote in favor of this rule.”
The White House praised the bill saying, “At root, this isn’t just about our laws; this is about who we are as a people. This is about whether we value one another  – whether we embrace our differences rather than allowing them to become a source of animus.”
Earlier this year two psychologists in Canada declared that pedophilia is a sexual orientation just like homosexuality or heterosexuality… ...


**********************************
15 July

"Big Data applied to retail."  Watching Every Thought?

The Video:
http://www.nytimes.com/video/2013/07/14/business/100000002206849/big-data-hits-real-life.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130715
The Story:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/15/business/attention-shopper-stores-are-tracking-your-cell.html?pagewanted=2&_r=0&nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130715

Video:  Big Data Hits Real Life

Brick-and-mortar stores are looking for a chance to catch up with their online competitors by using software that allows them to watch customers as they shop, and gather data about their behavior.

Commentary—

Sure, you know you're being tracked online, that "cookies" are being filed into your computer or smart phone that keep track of you, send you ads and emails, know when you're online, even where you are by GPS, and make your reconnects to the sending site faster and easier.

BUT, did you know that when you walk around wired retail shops, whatever you pick up and study, wherever you tarry, certainly whatever you buy or return is analyzed in "personal cookies" just about you.  Even your iris fluctuations, breathing patterns, heart rate, and other bio indicators of your interest or lack thereof are going into "the great memory banks in the sky"…for ongoing analysis.  

Think the Beast isn't ready to rule the world?  …and becoming more ready every microsecond?  It already knows more about you, as far as data and knowledge, than you even realize about yourself…and it can process "zillions" of data bits per second for every single soul on the planet that it can find a way to observe and track.  Yes, even people in highly undeveloped countries, not at all connected to the internet can be observed, tracked, numbered, and counted in many ways.  

Just for fun recently, I took a googleearth tour above the nature preserve near me, a place I had helped paint small marks on the rocks as trail guides, white marks about 2 1/2 inches wide by 6 inches long.  I could find them easily from the satellite photos used by googlearth!   This is software with photos at least a year old taken by satellite and made available free to the public.  What do you suppose the latest stuff, not available to the public, can do?

What keeps this Silicon Beast from Absolute Power…the obvious End and Desire of those who wield it?  Only One Thing, God Himself, the Holy Spirit, until he allows it its full liberty for the Great Tribulation which lies just ahead:
"And now you know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time.  For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth (restrains) will let (restrain), until he be taken out of the way" (when the Holy Spirit filled church is snatched (harpazo - "harpooned" up) at the Rapture of the True Church and the Holy Spirit leaves the Earth to the devil's devices for the time of true terror to come. (2 Thes, 2:6,7 ff.)  

I want to go up; how about you?************************************
6 July

A scene out of Dante's Inferno?

Bizarre Image of the Day:  A man holds a residential TV satellite dish as a battle shield in street warfare in Cairo as revolution brings back an ancient style of war to the center of Cairo.  The police allow the battle, their choppers circling overhead, and finally enter it to cheers from the anti-Morsists.  The bridge is cleared of the assault.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/06/world/middleeast/egypt.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130706&_r=0

Mayhem in Cairo as Morsi Backers Fight for Return
By BEN HUBBARD
Published: July 5, 2013

(excerpt:)

… ...“This has become a gang war, a street battle,” said Hisham al-Sayyed Suleiman, 50, who stood watching the clashes from the bridge.
Military helicopters circled as the two sides faced off, each protecting its front line with huge sheets of metal. Rioters pelted each other with rocks and chunks of concrete and lobbed fireworks over their opponents’ heads, showering them with a rain of red, green and blue sparks.
The pro-Morsi rioters surged onto the bridge, and a battle raged over the Nile for hours until dozens of armored vehicles packed with black-clad riot police officers were deployed.
The anti-Morsi crowd hailed their arrival with cheers of “The people and the police are one hand!” and marched alongside as the armored convoy routed the Islamists off the bridge with blasts of birdshot and volleys of tear gas.
“They wanted to enter Tahrir so they could try to bring back Morsi, but we’ll never let that happen,” said Adel Ibrahim, 42, who carried a small satellite dish for a shield in one hand and stones in the other. “If the Islamists try to come back, we will all unite against them.”
Once the clashes subsided, dozens of young men climbed atop the police vehicles to cheers from the crowd. Some stopped to pose for photographs with police officers holding their shotguns — a curious sight since the police had been widely detested for killing protesters during the anti-Mubarak uprising. … …
***
People sometimes ask me where to go for refuge.  I have to tell them there is no place left but abiding in the Spirit of the Lord.

Otherwise, the beast system is closing in quickly from all directions.  Now, in Deutschland, you can't lean your head against a train window without adverts being pumped directly into your skull!  (But, Maranatha!  …all signs of the soon coming of the Lord for his watching people)

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/mediatechnologyandtelecoms/media/10158311/Sky-Deutschland-to-broadcast-adverts-directly-into-train-passengers-heads.html

Sky Deutschland to broadcast adverts directly into train passengers' heads
Sky Deutschland has developed technology to transfer adverts from train windows directly and silently into commuters' heads.
By Andrew Trotman
5:44PM BST 03 Jul 2013

(lead):

Passengers leaning their head against the window will "hear" adverts "coming from inside the user's head", urging them to download the Sky Go app.
The proposal involves using bone conduction technology, which is used in hearing aids, headphones and Google's Glass headset, to pass sound to the inner ear via vibrations through the skull.
A video for the Talking Window campaign released by Sky Deutschland and ad agency BBDO Germany states: "Tired commuters often rest their heads against windows. Suddenly a voice inside their head is talking to them. No one else can hear this message." … ...

********************************
4 July —  As we celebrate our liberty, 14-16 million people in the streets at once in Egypt swirl in joyous/bloody/confused and crazy anarchy, wanting democracy but needing to cast out an islamic rat they just installed by the popular vote of democracy only a year ago.  What next?  The Lord said the nations will be in perplexity as the Age ends, and, yes, even democracy will fail, and will be found to be the toes of iron mixed with clay in Daniel's vision of the final empire, weak and strong at the same time, the rule-of-the-people called "democracy."  We need for our Sovereign King, the God-King to come! This part of the Bride cries, "Come, Lord Jesus! Maranatha!"

***

Just in case you missed it the first time—

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/04/us/monitoring-of-snail-mail.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130704
U.S. Postal Service Logging All Mail for Law Enforcement
By RON NIXON
A Postal Service program created after anthrax attacks gathers photos of the exterior of every piece of paper mail processed in the nation - about 160 billion pieces last year. … …

Commentary—

Spooked by the utter surveillance of the digital world, and think that an old fashioned letter might still be private?  Think again.  Maybe disguise your letter as a piece of advertising trash?  or get a passenger pigeon? maybe a pigeon drone :) ?  Supposedly, the insides are still sacred, without a warrant, but all your actions can be traced and much implied and tracked without opening the letter. And who knows what kind of scanning device that can read without opening the letter is already here or near to implementation?

But, what really amazes me is the humanly unthinkable amount of memory for data storage that is available and that is forming the mind of the WorldWideArtificialIntelligence, "the image of the Beast" that speaks and acts and manages all human affairs, even prosecuting to death (Rev. 13:15) those who cross it, once it is fully in place.  And how near is that?  Maybe already here and only awaiting full legal implementation of direct physical authority over populaces?


***

(see also the NTF post for 22 June)

Closer and Closer—

I am still somewhat spooked (maybe it's just me) at transplanting parts of one human into another.  It's not like blood that regenerates, to pluck this and that organ or part or face, etc. from a corpse and plug it willy-nilly into/onto other humans as they have need of it.  Too me, somehow, it risks dishonoring the Creator to treat the beings made in his image as mere assembly line/repair shop product.  But then,  what do I know?  I don't even want a tattoo!  And I refused a dental project that was going to infuse "cadaver bone" into my jaw.

In spite of the "insistent moral indignation and condemnation" provided by the check-off square on the back of my driver's license, it still creeps me to consider people walking around with other people in them, usually dead people.  No wonder our society has such a fascination with zombies? What happens to the parts of dead Christians in living humans when the blessed Rapture occurs?

But now, we will solve it all…by growing our own parts, with our own genetic signatures, in animals?  This technology is now less than a year away from public offering in Japan, and "everywhere" ears are being grown on the backs of mice, and now tiny human livers are being grown in mice…a prelude to growing full sized ones in pigs or cows or monkeys?

The technology is exploding so exponentially fast that the whole planet will soon be like the fictional Dr. Moreau's island of monstrosities.  Yet, it is a wonder that we can soon replace our own organs from a few of our own skin cells, bio-stroked, and then implanted into a pig until grown and ready.  I am tempted to get my new corneas, kidneys, arteries, heart valves, etc. by simply placing an order, waiting a bit, and then letting the technicians install them.

And so will come one of the great tempting offers of the spirit and the Age of antichrist — greatly extended, enhanced life, and the carrot on a stick promise of ongoing, extended life — on into eternal life — "Better living through chemistry!" — as the old '60's ad slogans promised.

But what horrors will develop as we live sentient lives on and on in a sin sick world?  How jaded, how utterly self-centered and self-consumed will we become?  How ready are we to cannibalize another being that we may go on and live a bit more?  Is it not perhaps God's mercy that the lifespan of man has been reduced as the wickedness of the world staggers on, Age after Age?  Is not perhaps, "three score and ten, and if by reason of strength, fourscore" about long enough to live here in this vain world below?

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/04/health/scientists-fabricate-rudimentary-human-livers.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130704&_r=0

Scientists Fabricate Rudimentary Human Livers
By GINA KOLATA
Published: July 3, 2013

Researchers in Japan have used human stem cells to create tiny human livers like those that arise early in fetal life. When the scientists transplanted the rudimentary livers into mice, the little organs grew, made human liver proteins, and metabolized drugs as human livers do. … ...**********************************
1 July

Israel is, at least for now, an island of tranquillity, "peace and safety," in the midst of a roiling sea and constantly shifting currents of adversaries, turmoil, blood, and death.

Some feel Psalm 83 concerns a specific war, but I think, at least at present, that it speaks of an ongoing condition that will surround events like the upcoming, supernaturally ordained, destruction of Damascus, and then the gathering of the islamic hordes under Rosh and Gog against the mountains of the Jordan Valley, Ezekiel 38 and 39.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/02/world/middleeast/mideast-chaos-grows-as-us-focuses-on-israel.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130702&_r=0

Chaos in Middle East Grows as the U.S. Focuses on Israel
By MARK LANDLER and JODI RUDOREN
Published: July 1, 2013
(lead):
WASHINGTON — In Damascus, the Syrian government’s forces are digging in against rebels in a bloody civil war that is swiftly approaching the grim milestone of 100,000 dead. In Cairo, an angry tide of protesters again threatens an Egyptian president.

At the same time, in tranquil Tel Aviv, Secretary of State John Kerry wrapped up a busy round of shuttle diplomacy, laboring to revive a three-decade-old attempt at peace negotiations between the Israelis and Palestinians. He insisted on Sunday that he had made “real progress.”
The new secretary of state’s exertions — reminiscent of predecessors like Henry A. Kissinger and James A. Baker III — have been met with the usual mix of hope and skepticism. But with so much of the Middle East still convulsing from the effects of the Arab Spring, Mr. Kerry’s efforts raise questions about the Obama administration’s priorities at a time of renewed regional unrest.
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict, once a stark symbol and source of grievance in the Arab world, is now almost a sideshow in a Middle East consumed by sectarian strife, economic misery and, in Egypt, a democratically elected leader fighting for legitimacy with many of his people. … ...
Psalm 83
Keep not thou silence, O God: hold not thy peace, and be not still, O God.2 For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult: and they that hate thee have lifted up the head.3 They have taken crafty counsel against thy people, and consulted against thy hidden ones.4 They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance.5 For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate against thee:6 The tabernacles of Edom, and the Ishmaelites; of Moab, and the Hagarenes;7 Gebal, and Ammon, and Amalek; the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre;8 Assur also is joined with them: they have holpen the children of Lot. Selah.9 Do unto them as unto the Midianites; as to Sisera, as to Jabin, at the brook of Kison:10 Which perished at Endor: they became as dung for the earth.11 Make their nobles like Oreb, and like Zeeb: yea, all their princes as Zebah, and as Zalmunna:12 Who said, Let us take to ourselves the houses of God in possession.13 O my God, make them like a wheel; as the stubble before the wind.14 As the fire burneth a wood, and as the flame setteth the mountains on fire;15 So persecute them with thy tempest, and make them afraid with thy storm.16 Fill their faces with shame; that they may seek thy name, O Lord.17 Let them be confounded and troubled for ever; yea, let them be put to shame, and perish:18 That men may know that thou, whose name alone is Jehovah, art the most high over all the earth.
**********************************
30 June

ANARCHY lurches onto the streets of Egypt—

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/30/world/middleeast/egypt-its-streets-a-tinderbox-braces-for-a-spark.html?pagewanted=1&_r=0&nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130630
Egypt, Its Streets a Tinderbox, Braces for a Spark
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
Published: June 29, 2013

a quote from the piece:

“It is gone — that unity is gone completely,” said Islam Lotfy, a former youth leader of the Brotherhood who helped lead the revolt against Mr. Mubarak. He no longer knows what side to stand on in the protests on Sunday, he said, because as a governing party the Brotherhood has turned out to be “a bunch of losers” while the opposition in the streets now includes too many elements of the former autocracy, “the people who killed my friends and who tried to kill me.”
***
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/30/technology/stealth-wear-aims-to-make-a-tech-statement.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130630&_r=0
BITS
Stealth Wear Aims to Make a Tech Statement
By JENNA WORTHAM
Published: June 29, 2013

(lead):
THE term “stealth wear” sounded cool, if a bit extreme, when I first heard it early this year. It’s a catchy description for clothing and accessories designed to protect the wearer from detection and surveillance. I was amused. It seemed like an updated version of a tinfoil hat, albeit a stylish one. … …


Comment:  I wonder if any anti-surveillance wag out there in cyberville has published a simple way to turn elements of a microwave oven into a focusable beam weapon to fry the circuits of and bring down small drones?  I don't have time or inclination for such googling, but it seems anti-surveillance could be quite the new hobby of the 20-teens.
**************************************
27 June
Saints,
The event-horizon is drawing near now.  The Christian prophecy blogosphere has been reporting since last year's Bilderberg Conference, that the powers behind it are planning to have the whole world chipped by 2017.  Technologies for the Mark abound, and may come through any of them or any combination of them, and, no doubt, with the latest cutting edge of techno as the Mark begins to be implemented.  India, with a billion people is also in process of a national biometric ID for all citizens, and the recent revelations concerning our own NSA include it collecting State photo ID and biometric databases into a national ID database, but it is interesting that small Israel, a very tech-savvy country, and the center of all prophetic revelations is now forwarding its own, for-every-citizen- bio-ID system. 
It is also interesting that many citizens of the rich and elite West are now so entranced with Artificial Intelligence Technology (Smart Phones, Siri, Kinect, etc., etc. that they will be standing in lines miles long to be among the first to get the Mark.
Maranatha!
bro. Tim
via: prophecynewswatch.com
Israel's Biometric Database To Begin Operating In Two Weeks
http://www.haaretz.com

Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/June27/275.html#pVidDrQ82BYmxQaz.99

Israel's pilot biometric database will begin operations in two weeks, Deputy Interior Minister Fania Kirshenbaum announced Monday.   The database was supposed to have started working in November 2011, but its commencement was delayed due to longer-than-expected legislative proceedings, an appeal to the High Court of Justice by the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (which was turned down) and a labor dispute between the Population and Immigration Authority and the Finance Ministry. 
This dispute was resolved two weeks ago, removing the last obstacle for implementation of the project.   The Population Authority issued a statement saying that there was no timetable as of yet, and that due to the complexity of this initiative, schedules might still change.   The biometric database is a computerized compilation of data, collecting and centralizing fingerprints and facial features of all citizens of Israel, as part of a process of issuing new ‘smart’ identification documents.   The digital chip in the new ‘smart’ I.D.s will contain biometric data to enable the bearer to be identified according to physical traits, fingerprints and facial features.   The pilot will continue for two years, with a possible extension, after which it will be decided whether to make it permanent. During the trial run, anyone renewing their I.D. or a passport will be asked by Interior Ministry officials whether they want a new ‘smart’ biometric document. People will have the choice of opting out.   The touted advantage of this project is that the ‘smart’ documents will facilitate pre-flight processing at many airports around the world. The Association for Civil Rights oppose the initiative, claiming that its purpose is to compile a huge police database.   They argue that the centralized biometric database is not essential for producing ‘smart’ or biometric documents. The project, according to them, is an infringement on privacy, and leaked data could cause irreversible damage.
***

Time-Machine App??? / Augmented Reality at Biblical Archeology Sites
Fox News via prophecynewswatch.com
watch the amazing video trailer here:  http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/June27/274.html

*********************************

25 June

Saints,

Is constant cell phone blab and texting, GPS, Smartphones, etc. turning our brains to jelly?  Does too much device-staring turn the user into a dehumanized drone of hive mentality, unable to function otherwise or independently?

We are "made in the image of God;" let us resist the urge to become insect drones, mere nodes of a worldwide Artificial Intelligence, the techno part of St. John's divine vision of The Beast.


http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/southkorea/10138403/Surge-in-digital-dementia.html
Surge in 'digital dementia'
Doctors in South Korea are reporting a surge in "digital dementia" among young people who have become so reliant on electronic devices that they can no longer remember everyday details like their phone numbers.

By Julian Ryall, Tokyo
8:36AM BST 24 Jun 2013

South Korea is one of the most digitally connected nations in the world and the problem of internet addiction among both adults and children was recognised as far back as the late 1990s.
That is now developing into the early onset of digital dementia – a term coined in South Korea – meaning a deterioration in cognitive abilities that is more commonly seen in people who have suffered a head injury or psychiatric illness.
"Over-use of smartphones and game devices hampers the balanced development of the brain," Byun Gi-won, a doctor at the Balance Brain Centre in Seoul, told the JoongAng Daily newspaper.
"Heavy users are likely to develop the left side of their brains, leaving the right side untapped or underdeveloped," he said.
The right side of the brain is linked with concentration and its failure to develop will affect attention and memory span, which could in as many as 15 per cent of cases lead to the early onset of dementia.

Sufferers are also reported to suffer emotional underdevelopment, with children more at risk than adults because their brains are still growing.
The situation appears to be worsening, doctors report, with the percentage of people aged between 10 and 19 who use their smartphones for more than seven hours every day leaping to 18.4 per cent, an increase of seven per cent from last year.
More than 67 per cent of South Koreans have a smartphone, the highest in the world, with that figure standing at more than 64 per cent in teenagers, up from 21.4 per cent in 2011, according to the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning.
Dr Manfred Spitzer, a German neuroscientist, published a book titled "Digital Dementia" in 2012 that warned parents and teachers of the dangers of allowing children to spend too much time on a laptop, mobile phone or other electronic devices.
Dr Spitzer warned that the deficits in brain development are irreversible and called for digital media to be banned from German classrooms before children become "addicted."

**********************************
22 June

Saints,

Transhumanism:  This is one of our Adversary's premier offers and temptations to the monied and western minds, civilizations, and societies in the Time of the End:  Eternal Life without God or with yourself as god, and/or by bowing down to and receiving the spirit of antichrist.

It does and will come in with an onslaught of new medical advances, many of them good in themselves — as since the Garden of Eden, what we bought into is the Knowledge of both Good and Evil, together and inseparable.  It will and is being quickly advanced by the hopes and wishes of Science Fiction and popular desire, both of which, for those who can afford to pay, are advancing in fulfillment at an exponential pace at this point.  See also, another post in this NTF blog update, about Japan promising to grow your own genetic organs in animals for transplant into you, starting within this year!

The hidden problem of Transhumanism is that many facets of it will lead to a horrendous hell of being trapped either physically or mentally or both in avatars, chimeras of mixed animal/human form, cyborgs, etc. with no hope of deliverance, and after a while, no way to tell if you are already in hell or still in your "transed" housing.  Like the sodomite culture, with a mosh pit of humans, etc.  pawing each other's sexual and pleasure nerve endings without end and with rapidly diminishing "pleasure," transhumanism will quickly end up utterly de-humanizing humans.  The "New Man" will be the man or woman in hell.

Maranatha!  The Lord has to come soon to put a stop to those who are intent on destroying the Earth and all its inhabitants,  Revelation 11:18.

your fellowservant in tribulation,

Tim

(Also surf for the futurist, Ray Kurzweil and Singularity University by Google for similar plans. Review my blog archives for more, too:  ntfellowship.net)

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/June20/206.html

The Quest For Immortality Without God
How's this for a weekend conference: Some of the smartest people in the world are gathering in New York to try to figure out how to build lifelike copies of humans ... to be eventually uploaded with the contents of a real human brain. 

It's the brainchild of a Russian multimillionaire, Dmitry Itskov. ... And he says he's perfectly serious, and that it could be accomplished by 2035.

Crazy? The New York Times gave Itskov a front-page profile on its Sunday Business page a week and a half ago. 

Imagine this ... a digital copy of your brain in a different life form that could live for hundreds of years and be replaced.

There are several stages to his proposal, including an early stage (Avatar A) where lifelike avatars (androids) are created, but without an actual brain in them. Instead, you would be able to mentally "occupy" the avatar and would have the same sensations. 

If you have ever seen the 2009 movie "Surrogates" with Bruce Willis, this is the first stage. Willis remotely moves around an android that is an optimized version of himself. He is in a darkened room and has a live telepresence of that avatar, including all senses.

Dmitry says that we could have the first phase—that will enable people to operate a nonbiological body—in the next seven years. And he believes that the concept can be proved viable in the next three years. He is talking about an artificial body with sensations—the sensation that you would be walking in the body.

The next phase (Avatar B) is brain transplantation. Instead of your dying, neurosurgeons isolate the brain and some of the spinal chord, put it in a life support system, and that is inserted into the android developed in Avatar A. The timetable: 2020-25.

In the next phase (Avatar C), you make the brain non-biological by uploading it into a computer. The timetable: 2030-35.

Sounds crazy? One of the speakers, Theodore Berger, will show how he has already replaced the hippocampus—the part of the brain most heavily associated with memory—of a rat with a computer chip. Berger has shown that rats so implanted can have a memory without the original biological component. 

The final phase (Avatar D) is replacement of the physical body with a nonphysical, hologram-like body. You are essentially living inside a computer, but you can physically manifest yourself as a hologram. Think Princess Leia in "Star Wars." The goal: 2045. 

Work has already started in Avatars A, B and C. These are parallel threads of scientific research, Itskov said. 

Heady stuff indeed, but some impressive scientists from Harvard, MIT and Berkeley are attending the Global Future 2045 World Conference in New York City this weekend, a showpiece for Itskov and ideas around the concept of life extension. 

Many investors are attending, including, according to the sponsors, Allen & Co., Citigroup, Barclays, and several VCs and hedge funds. Credit Suisse, which has a heavy investment in a Swiss robotics lab along with the Swiss government, will also be there.

Why the interest from business? The intersection of humans and machines involves many fields with huge investment potential: robotics, defense, computers, anti-aging, genetics, prosthetics. 

Uploading a human brain may be a couple of decades away, if ever, but along the way a lot of new, highly profitable technologies may be developed. Itskov will be unveiling a series of products that are immediately investable to the investors present. 

IBM, for example, scored a huge PR hit when its Watson computer defeated the reigning "Jeopardy" champion. Watson is essentially a state-of-the-art artificial intelligence; it is now being tested for use as an advisor to doctors for medical diagnoses. The potential market: every doctor in the world. 

Itskov acknowledges the importance of developing artificial intelligence, but his main interest is in allowing humans to develop their full potential—and that includes the options to occupy a new life form. 

"The avatar is a transition for human beings ... a transition which will allow us to stop aging ... get rid of diseases ... and finally to be almost immortal," he said. 

To show how far these technologies have come, Itskov plans to unveil a robotic model of his own head that will move and talk in tandem with his movements, built by Hanson Robotics.


***


http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/10132347/Human-organs-could-be-grown-in-animals-within-a-year.html

Human organs 'could be grown in animals within a year'

Japanese scientists are expecting to be granted approval to grow human organs in animals and then harvest them for transplant within the next year.

By Julian Ryall, Tokyo
2:41PM BST 20 Jun 2013

A panel of scientists and legal experts appointed by the government has drawn up a recommendation that will form the basis of new guidelines for Japan's world-leading embryonic research.
There is widespread support in Japan for research that has raised red flags in other countries. Scientists plan to introduce a human stem cell into the embryo of an animal – most likely a pig – to create what is termed a "chimeric embryo" that can be implanted into an animal's womb.
That will then grow into a perfect human organ, a kidney or even a heart, as the host animal matures.
When the adult creature is slaughtered, the organ will then be harvested and transplanted into a human with a malfunctioning organ. … …


***


http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2013/06/20/194505/government-could-use-metadata.html#.UcOygaXWGiY
Government could use metadata to map your every move

Read more here: http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2013/06/20/194505/government-could-use-metadata.html#storylink=cpy

By Lindsay Wise and Jonathan S. Landay | McClatchy Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — If you tweet a picture from your living room using your smartphone, you’re sharing far more than your new hairdo or the color of the wallpaper. You’re potentially revealing the exact coordinates of your house to anyone on the Internet.
The GPS location information embedded in a digital photo is an example of so-called metadata, a once-obscure technical term that’s become one of Washington’s hottest new buzzwords.
The word first sprang from the lips of pundits and politicians earlier this month, after reports disclosed that the government has been secretly accessing the telephone metadata of Verizon customers, as well as online videos, emails, photos and other data collected by nine Internet companies. President Barack Obama hastened to reassure Americans that “nobody is listening to your phone calls,” while other government officials likened the collection of metadata to reading information on the outside of an envelope, which doesn’t require a warrant.
But privacy experts warn that to those who know how to mine it, metadata discloses much more about us and our daily lives than the content of our communications.
So what is metadata? Simply put, it’s data about data. An early example is the Dewey Decimal System card catalogs that libraries use to organize books by title, author, genre and other information. In the digital age, metadata is coded into our electronic transmissions.
“Metadata is information about what communications you send and receive, who you talk to, where you are when you talk to them, the lengths of your conversations, what kind of device you were using and potentially other information, like the subject line of your emails,” said Peter Eckersley, the technology projects director at the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a digital civil liberties group.
Powerful computer algorithms can analyze the metadata to expose patterns and to profile individuals and their associates, Eckersley said.
“Metadata is the perfect place to start if you want to troll through millions of people’s communications to find patterns and to single out smaller groups for closer scrutiny,” he said. “It will tell you which groups of people go to political meetings together, which groups of people go to church together, which groups of people go to nightclubs together or sleep with each other.”
Metadata records of search terms and webpage visits also can reveal a log of your thoughts by documenting what you’ve been reading and researching, Eckersley said.
“That’s certainly enough to know if you’re pregnant or not, what diseases you have, whether you’re looking for a new job, whether you’re trying to figure out if the NSA is watching you or not,” he said, referring to the National Security Agency. Such information provides “a deeply intimate window into a person’s psyche,” he added.
The more Americans rely on their smartphones and the Internet, the more metadata is generated
Metadata with GPS locations, for example, can trace a teenage girl to an abortion clinic or a patient to a psychiatrist’s office, said Karen Reilly, the development director for The Tor Project, a U.S.-based nonprofit that produces technology to provide online anonymity and circumvent censorship.
Metadata can even identify a likely gun owner, she said.
“Never mind background checks, if you bring your cellphone to the gun range you probably have a gun,” Reilly said.
“People don’t realize all the information that they’re giving out,” she said. “You can try to secure it – you can use some tech tools, you can try to be a black hole online – but if you try to live your life the way people are expecting it, it’s really difficult to control the amount of data that you’re leaking all over the place.”
A former senior official of the National Security Agency said the government’s massive collection of metadata allowed the agency to construct “maps” of an individual’s daily movements, social connections, travel habits and other personal information.
“This is blanket. There is no constraint. No probable cause. No reasonable suspicion,” said Thomas Drake, who worked unsuccessfully for years to report privacy violations and massive waste at the agency to his superiors and Congress.
Metadata “is more useful than (the) content” of a telephone call, email or Internet search, Drake said in an interview. “It gets you a map over time. I get to map movements, connections, communities of interest. It’s also a tracking mechanism.”
The NSA “can easily associate” a phone number with an identity, he added. “All location information comes from a (cellular) tower. There are tower records. They are doing this every single day. It’s basically a data tap on metadata, and I can build a profile (of an individual) instantly.”
The agency has programs that also can mine the metadata of emails and other electronic information, Drake said.
With advances in data storage, he continued, the NSA is able to maintain massive amounts of metadata for as long as it wants. “This stuff is trivial to store,” he said.
Drake added that U.S. telecommunications companies are prohibited from publicly disclosing arrangements with the NSA and are protected under the Patriot Act from lawsuits. “They literally have the protection of the U.S. government from any, any lawsuit. The United States is literally turning into a surveillance state,” he said. “This is the new normal.”
At a hearing Wednesday on Capitol Hill, FBI Director Robert Mueller said metadata obtained under Section 215 of the Patriot Act had helped authorities “connect the dots” in investigations that had prevented 10 or 12 terrorist plots in recent years. Mueller defended the collection of metadata, saying there were plenty of safeguards in place that protect Americans’ privacy. He warned against restricting or ending the program.
“What concerns me is you never know which dot is going to be key,” Mueller said. “What you want is as many dots as we can (get). If you close down a program like this, you are removing dots from the playing field.”

*************************************
17 June

Another little story, see also the 11 June post for more, on the preparation for the judgments of Revelation 6:8 — widespread death by beasts. 

(Maybe another sign of the times is the ridiculously poor composition, grammar, and lack of copy editing in this piece.  It looks to be at about the third grade level.  Hard to believe it made it into published news copy.)

To add to the list of beasts loosed in America after some large scale catastrophe: 10s of thousands of oversized, raging wild beasts of the zoos and private keepers, a Robin Williams' movie, Jumanjii (1995), scene.  Thousands of rattlesnakes released in inhabited areas by "green ninnies," "experts," and others trying to recreate some past ecology, reintroduced wolves, mountain lions eating mountain bikers our west, foreign jungle snakes multiplying without much check in the Everglades, feral, tusked and vicious pigs also proliferating in the south and Texas, etc….and, you see where this is going.  We need to wake up from complacent civilized snoozing and be watchful!

http://stlouis.cbslocal.com/2013/06/14/dangerous-dogs-on-the-loose-in-north-st-louis-county/
Dangerous Dogs On The Loose In North St. Louis County
June 14, 2013 7:28 AM

ST. LOUIS COUNTY (KMOX) – Dangerous dogs are becoming more of a problem in parts of north St. Louis County.
It’s so bad, some people say they’re afraid to go out for a morning jog.
Resident Carolyn Immer says she was attack and now has a hole in her leg.
“I felt like I was out in the middle of nowhere and there was nobody around to help,” Immer says. “I was screaming for a long time – it seemed like a long time lets put it that way.”
Another resident Faye Turner says she and her sister-in-law have had several encounters with loose dogs.
“We actually went behind someone’s house, that we don’t know, trying to get away from the animal, but they continued to follow us,” Turner says. “We called my husband and he picked us up, that’s the way we were able to get away.”
Turner says they don’t go walking anymore.
Another woman complained that she had called County Animal Control about a couple of pit bulls who followed her around outside, but nothing was done.
At a town hall meeting Thursday evening, County Animal Control recommended people go out walking with an umbrella, a cane, or a stick.
Animal Control representatives promised to make sure they respond to every call, but they weren’t allowed to talk with the media or give specifics on how bad the problem is.
*********************************

13 June

Saints,

Recently my email account was hacked.  My apologies for the apparent weight-loss advertising spam that was sent to many of you.  I got it too, but "my antennae" went up, and I did not open it.  I have changed my passwords which should keep the spammers from surfing on my account again.  Interesting, how iniquity is as bad or worse in the virtual world as it is in the real one.  We humans just can't escape the sin that pollutes everything we touch.

Two interesting turns in the watch of prophetic events:  Will America slide utterly down into the judgment of Sodom as it first decriminalizes and now exalts sodomite lifestyles?  Will we go out with a bang, in some glory, as the Great Eagle that rescues the woman in Revelation 12:14, or will we just whimper our way down into utter sensual depravity and dissolve like a dark ghost?  Maybe some of both?  Other parts of the world stand aghast at our cultural choice in this matter, and Russia, Georgia, Nigeria, and other places make sodomite behavior and propaganda the criminal activity it should be.

Another sign of impending doom is the exaltation of the mockers or fools as the Scriptures variously call them.  Apocalypse Comedy must sure be a sign of the End of the Age.  Something like Nero fiddling while Rome burned; maybe worse.


2 posts
***

Good for them!  Russia still has some sense that united-sodomite-amerika seems to want to forget in the rush to self-destruction!  Any human being and body can descend into depravity and commit all kinds of sexual perversions but none needs to, and God's Word remains certain on the issues:  sin is sin.

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/russia-set-to-pass-strict-antigay-law-that-could-see-foreigners-deported-for-sexual-propaganda-8652840.html

Russia set to pass strict anti-gay law that could see foreigners deported for 'sexual propaganda'
Shaun Walker
MOSCOW
MONDAY 10 JUNE 2013
Russia’s parliament will debate a controversial law on Tuesday that could see people arrested for behaviour that is deemed to promote homosexuality.
The bill provides for Russian citizens engaged in the “propaganda of non-traditional sexual orientation” to be fined, while foreigners could be arrested and immediately deported.
If the Duma passes the law in its key second reading, it could come into force by the end of the month.
A number of regions have already adopted a similar law, and now MPs from President Vladimir Putin’s United Russia party want to implement a nationwide ban on “gay propaganda”.
The law defines the rather nebulous concept as “spreading information aimed at forming non- traditional sexual behaviour among children, suggesting this behaviour is attractive, and making a false statement about the socially equal nature of traditional and non-traditional relationships”.
Fines for breaking the law will be up to £100 for individuals, £1,000 for officials, and £20,000 for organisations. Already there have been doubts about how to define propaganda, with a group of Communists in southern Russia complaining that Elton John’s stage outfits should be considered “homosexual propaganda”.
Gay rights activists have sharply criticised the law, which they say worsens an already difficult situation in Russia, where many people still believe homosexuality should be “treated”. In recent weeks there have been two killings in which homophobia appears to have played at least a part, and the loose language of the law suggests that even services such as counselling for gay teenagers, or safe-sex advice, could theoretically be deemed illegal.
Gay-rights activists and anti-gay activists plan separate demonstrations as MPs debate the law. The first reading of the bill was passed in January by 390 votes to one.

***
"Apocalypse Comedy"

How to numb a populace, already pretty well scared about world events, with a dumb, cynical movie, mocking the whole thing with a take on a pack of stupid males who cannot grow up.  

"We are not ignorant of his (satan's) devices," said Peter.  Said the Psalmist,  who "…sitteth in the seat of the scornful…shall not stand in the judgment." (Psalm 1)

http://movies.nytimes.com/2013/06/12/movies/this-is-the-end-with-seth-rogen-and-james-franco.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130612&_r=0

MOVIE REVIEW
Whoa, the Apocalypse. We’re Still Buds, Right?
ByA.O. Scott
Pu blished: June 11, 2013
‘This Is the End,’ With Seth Rogen and James Franco
“This Is the End” — in more ways than one. The premise of Seth Rogen and Evan Goldberg’s new movie — a foul-mouthed, good-natured "Funny or Die"sketch stretched to feature length and garnished with special effects — is that the apocalypse is here. As a bunch of funny guys gather at a party in Los Angeles, events foretold in the Book of Revelation come to pass. The righteous are raptured up to heaven, while the rest (or at least most of the famous people in Hollywood) are swallowed up in fiery pits that open up in the ground, or pursued by scaly, oily, horned demons with enormous genitals.

The end of the world is a hot topic at the movies these days, and there is no shortage of commentary linking this trend to anxiety about global warming, economic crisis, overconsumption and other scary real-life phenomena. But the allegorical significance of “This Is the End” may lie closer to home, in the creative exhaustion of its makers and the popular, profitable strain of humor they represent. The film, at its phoned-in worst and also at its riotous best, has a terminal feeling. It suggests that a comic subgenre based on the immaturity, sexual panic and self-mocking tendencies of men who should be old enough to know better has reached its expiration date.  … … ...
***********************************
11 June / death "by the beasts of the earth…"
  

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/11/science/cougars-glamorous-killers-expand-their-range.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130611

Cougars return to civilized areas.  "A conservation story that may have been too successful."

A Glamorous Killer Returns

By GUY GUGLIOTTA
Published: June 10, 2013 296 Comments

The great migration began perhaps 40 years ago. From strongholds in the Rocky Mountains and Texas, young males headed east, seeking female companionship and new places to settle.

The emigrants were about seven feet long, nose to tail, and weighed up to 160 pounds. Given a dietary choice, they preferred deer, but would eat almost anything that moved: elk, bighorn sheep, wild horses, beaver, even porcupines. Left free for an evening, they were capable of killing a dozen domestic sheep before dawn, eating their fill and leaving the rest for the buzzards. They were also known to attack humans on occasion. ...

NTF Commentary—
Saints,
Seldom do students or teachers of prophecy mention or consider one of the specific detail judgments of the Last Days.   In Revelation 6:8, the Pale Horse and Rider name Death with Hell following after is loosed, and a list of his acts is given.  Last of them is death "by the beasts of the earth."
It would be easy to make figurative this prophecy and see it as only a spiritual event in that other realm, but a constant and increasing sprinkling of news stories seems to confirm a very literal and material aspect to the verse.  
From time to time over the years of this blog, I have been stopped to mention this prophecy as a literal outpouring of events upon a highly civilized and developed people, society, and infrastructure that will find it nearly totally unexpected, very frightening, and very hard to deal with.  I mention it when I read news stories about the multitude of wild animals in captivity in America and the West, from Lions and Tigers and Bears to Elephants, Pythons, and Boa Constrictors.  There are tens of thousands of them right here in America.  I mentioned it when the Ohio private zookeeper lost his mental continence and set loose many dangerous animals that all had to be shot, etc.  I mentioned it again when mountain lions began eating mountain bikers in California.  I mention it when pet snakes, "mercifully" set free in Florida'a Everglades have created a scourge of huge Pythons, killing deer, even alligators, and will be preying on humans.  I mention it when wolves are romanticized and brought back into civilized areas. A lengthy list of such issues can be compiled.
In frontier times, wild animals were often admired, but their wildness and dangerousness were never forgotten.  They were driven out of areas that humans chose to possess.  Later, we began to preserve them, and this is fine stewardship as our society matured.  But, as it comes to its malignant end, many have forgotten the rage of a wild beast, have romanticized and paganized their views of Nature, and have turned nearly to the worship of the Earth and its Beasts.  Unfortunately, many of those who have fallen into this trance will be ill-equipped to face actual hungry, wild beasts, and will become a screaming surprised lunch instead.
What to do?  Be aware of any specific outbreaks in your area.  Be aware of any purposeful reintroductions of wild beasts to your area.  Instruct your children.  Do not forget that the human body itself can be a fearful presentation to another beast.  Do not merely fold up, screaming and give up, waiting only to be digested.  First of all, call upon the name of the Lord, and do not be afraid to use VOLUME:  "In the Name of Jesus Christ, be gone, beast!"  Will you have faith in the name of the Lord, or only save that for your show on Sunday morning?  Secondly, wake up to the times and be wise.  Even Jesus said, "Let a man sell his cloak and buy a sword," for when the times require it.  Do not just loll around nature and the wild areas, or even your backyard or street without having knowledge of what is happening in your region.  Be on your guard; be vigilant.  If need be, be armed.  This does not mean merely a gun, which may or may not be used in time to save you, but it it the armament of vigilance, being aware of your surroundings, being quiet and watchful instead of a gamboling fool.  Carry a good, stout, wooden stick on your walks in nature, even "neighborhood nature."  Even nasty loose dogs innately understand a strong stick in the hands of a human.  On walking tours in earlier days, I found that just lifting up my stick and saying, for the sake of verbalizing, "Do you know what this is?" to a rapidly approaching ,barking or growling dog, has been sufficient to send many a dog on its way.
Here in Vermont, the Fish and Wildlife Department mocked early reports of the return of Moose to Vermont.  This was in 1981, and they called them "Northeast Kingdom hallucinations."  But, it wasn't long before moose were ambling down Church Street in Burlington, our largest city.  Now, both wolves and catamounts (the name for cougars in our area, "cats o' the mountains") are being reported as back in the state. I have equipped my son with bear spray as he also likes to run the woods as I do.  I never go out there without at least my sturdy native Ash walking stick.  And while, I used to spend many a night deep in the forest camping solo via backpack, now, I am pondering how I will be armed if I do again, and whether I should any longer take solo sojourns or travel in at least a party of two, with one keeping night watch as in the olden times.  "Forewarned is forearmed,"  and "Walk softly and carry a big stick" (Teddy Roosevelt) are two apothegms that have come to apply again in these times.
**********************************
8 June

New York Times Quote of the Day for 8 June:

QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"Nobody is listening to your telephone calls."
PRESIDENT OBAMA, defending government surveillance programs.


One of Murphy's Laws:  "If it can be done, it will."

We all know this, don't we?

***

Today' NYTimes is completely awash in Surveillance State stories; kind of like a debut, eh?

***

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/08/us/many-americans-appear-resigned-to-surveillance.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130608
In U.S., News of Surveillance Effort Is Met With Some Concern but Little Surprise
By ADAM NAGOURNEY
Published: June 7, 2013

LOS ANGELES — The string of revelations over the past 48 hours about sweeping government surveillance of American telephone records and Internet activity by foreigners, including e-mail, stirred expressions of concern across the country on Friday — along with something of a collective national shrug. …

***

Did you think old fashioned hard copy "snail mail" was the last domain of privacy?   (Maybe get a carrier pigeon and hope an artificial drone pigeon doesn't try to seduce it?).  Now, according to reports in the recent story on Ricin-laced letter arrests, ALL pieces of mail are digitally photographed on both sides and added to memory storage.  (Sorry, can't recall the ref on this recent story; try surfing some more if desired.)


***
On the Surveillance State—
"Yep", says Big Brother, "you know I am watching you.  I don't care if you know it.  I want you to know it.  I am not going to stop.  Make whatever adjustments you need to.  This is the way it is now."

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/08/us/politics/as-criticism-grows-curtailing-surveillance-program-seems-unlikely.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130608
As Criticism Grows, Curtailing Surveillance Program Seems Unlikely
By JONATHAN WEISMAN
Published: June 7, 2013

WASHINGTON — New revelations about the scope of government surveillance elicited some bipartisan criticism in Congress on Friday, but beyond the bluster, prospects for a legislative response to curtail monitoring of Internet and telephone communications appear remote. ...**********************************

6 June

Saints,

The top of today's MM news...

A reiteration and verification of other recent posts here (9 May) (and from the NYTimes).

For all who love personal human liberty, freedom, individuality, and personal privacy:  take note that no use of cyberspace or digital communication is now private, from emails to text messages to ALL phone calls.  All are monitored by the vast and daily growing memory storage and analyzing and profiling software abilities of the AI worldwide beast with its reins increasingly on all governments. (Either this era forces them to use it as a tool, or whether is it seen as enslaving them and using them as its tool.)

Think before you speak.  Decide how you will be profiled.  As for me and my house, God help us and defend us, we will stand for the Lord and the Word of his Coming to deliver the Earth from those who seek to destroy it, Revelation 11:18, and we have no other political interest or plan.  We want to see his arrival, and He is Lord over all.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/06/us/us-secretly-collecting-logs-of-business-calls.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130606
U.S. Is Secretly Collecting Records of Verizon Calls
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and EDWARD WYATT
Published: June 5, 2013


***
(and a second post):


Just so you know, a "mental disorder" is being designed for you too.  Here, take your prescribed mental adjustment pills and be a good boy or girl for the Beast!

Well, the DSM-5 has really figured it out this time!  Now, caffeine withdrawal is also to be listed as a mental disorder!

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/Caffeine_withdrawal_is_now_a_mental_disorder.html

************************************
23 May

NTF Commentary—  The New QE2, not an Ocean Liner but an Asteroid, and a Big One!
  
AS a "young Earth creationist,"  I don't believe the blather about an asteroid killing off the dinosaurs sixty zillion years ago.  It's just a theory, like evolution, not a fact though it's reported like one.  My own theory that the dinosaurs may have been genetic experiments by the inspiration of the Nephilim and killed off by the Flood is just as good a theory, if not a better one!

But what's all this recent asteroid news?  They seem to be coming at us like snowballs among kids after a snowstorm lately.  LIke earthquakes, skeptics point out they have always been, but the Lord has indicated there would be a great increase of both in the time leading up to his coming.  Some of it is only press and media and hollywood, but this is how we are infected with the Zeitgeist, the spirit of the Age, as our Enemy's propaganda machine rolls along, year after year.

But, we do seem to be hitting a real cluster of asteroids lately too; no, not just from one shower like the Pleiades every year, but just a general increase from all directions.  This rock, nearly two miles wide, is said to be a "planet killer of similar size to the one that killed off the dinosaurs" through the supposed climate change/"global winter" it brought on.  Space-distances-wise, it is also a close shave, passing an expected mere 3.6 miles from our surface.  NBC news' anchor said that all we can do is pray and maybe lay in some flashlights, spare food and water, etc.  Yeah, that'll help.  Prayer will though!  The Book of Revelation mentions at least nine occurrences of "falling stars" or asteroids hitting the Earth during the Tribulation.  Looks like the announcements are going out now!

Just in recent news too—an asteroid hit the moon and sent off a blast of light equivalent to a Magnitude 4 star.  Though most mortal eyes didn't notice it—it was short and sweet—instruments went off all over the part of our planet facing the moon at the time.  Videos can be found online.

Tim

Close encounter: Asteroid nearly 2 miles wide to pass Earth this month
http://www.newsnet5.com/dpp/weather/weather_news/Close-encounter-Asteroid-nearly-2-miles-wide-to-pass-Earth-this-month#ixzz2TnaGKwgy

Posted: 05/18/2013
CLEVELAND - It's a dark rock that's a full 1.7 miles wide. It's an asteroid.
Scientists compare it to the one that killed off the dinosaurs. But, before you start scrambling for the next shuttle flight off this planet, rest assured: It will not strike Earth.
But, it will come very close to us in just a few days.
At 4:59 p.m. EDT on May 31, the asteroid, known as Asteroid 1998 QE2 will make its closest approach to Earth. It will be about 3.6 million miles from our planet at that point. That's 15 times farther than the Earth is to the moon. The approach may not sound close, but in space terms it is.
Although we won't be able to see the asteroid with the naked eye, scientists will be watching it closely. It will allow them to study the space rock with high powered telescopes that can see areas as small as 12 feet across.
Asteroid 1998 QE2 is unique. It is covered in a black soot-like substance that has scientists pondering where this rock came from. The theory is that this asteroid is a former comet that passed a little too close to the sun. It literally was charred by the sun's heat.
Thankfully, this rock won't get close to Earth again until 2119. And that's a good thing. Scientists say if a rock like this struck our planet, it would almost certainly mean extinction. There are certainly some scary things floating around out there in space. Sleep tight.

*************************************

21 May   

Commentary on the Great Whirlwind that has hit Oklahoma City, etc.

Saints,

Some thoughts on the cascades of natural disasters and similar catastrophes.  Some people may think I am a "sky is falling kind of guy," but I just happen to think the Person of Jesus is the Center of Christianity, and I want to be found obediently and expectantly and zealously watching for him as he told me to do. I want to be with Him as a Person, not just as a system or religion; how about you?

He said there would be great upheaval in all realms  of human experience as the time for his Second Coming approached.  Just the other day, the Mainstream Media (MM) reported that half of the population of the United States was then presently under imminent threat of extremely violent storms.  By my approximate count that would be about 156 million souls.  Then, a vast Whirlwind/Tornado hit Oklahoma City with Force 4 or even Force 5 ferocity.  Miles of every home in sight are nothing but rubble.  It looks like the aftermath of a nuclear holocaust.

Big things are happening constantly now.  Is it a sign of the End?  Yes.  But is every natural disaster judgment?  Well, in that it threatens us in our Mortality, yes.  But, every one a specific judgment?  Maybe not.  It is true that there is no such thing as "Mother Nature."  This is a pagan construct.  And, yes, nothing is outside either the purview or the permission of our Almighty God.  But some things, He allows.  While, others, He may specifically appoint or send.

Remember, that Satan is "the god of the world," and "the prince of the powers of the air."  He rages around, causing plagues, all sickness and death, tornadoes, and earthquakes, wars and rumors of wars, etc. constantly.  Yet, God has him on a leash and promises that all things will finally work out for good for those who are his Elect, the Saved.  God does not appoint every disaster, but none are without his permission, and he can use any of them in any way.  And, others He specifically sends to do his bidding…like the great earthquake that is appointed to slay the hosts of Hamongog, and bring all the nations to the recognition of his Hand in the days of that battle which still lays ahead (Ezekiel 38 & 39).

Nevertheless, the Scriptures also mention "the earthquake in the days of King Uzziah" as a morally neutral event.  It is just mentioned as a passing fact, not a judgment.  The storms Paul suffered were mentioned as seasonal events.  Jesus also spoke of the catastrophe of a collapsed building project that killed 18 men at once and was in the news and the talk of the day.  He said, "Do you suppose that they were any more evil than any of you?  Therefore, all of you need to repent."  (paraphrase)

From these things, we can learn not to specifically condemn those upon whom this present fearsome whirlwind (tornado) fell in Oklahoma, and yet see worldwide Tribulation judgment in it too.  We can rush to their aid, and yet stop to earnestly consider the Voice of God in the matter.  Beyond this, we can really take heed as Christians, be very watchful and prayerful and ask God to keep us from these disasters, even in the midst of them if necessary.  Many Christians also perish before their time for not trusting God imminently and calling upon Him urgently and in full faith when faced with death and its horrors that come at us in many forms.  Note also, that even the MM reporters, when greatly shaken themselves by the magnitude of events, end up interviewing survivors, many of whom attribute their survival to calling out to God and Christ, and "give thanks to Jesus" for sparing them.

The lesson seems to be to watch and pray, diligently and in faith.  May God spare us to live for him and not be taken before our time, and not even to lose our homes and resources, our health, sanity, and loved ones if we can be wise enough to commit all to him daily and regularly…and stand ready to eagerly obey him in all things.  Why should we perish?

brother Tim

***************************************
20 May

Syria threatens missile attack against Tel Aviv (biblical Joppa, where  Peter lodged for a time)
 "...at eveningtide trouble; and before the morning he is not."

http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/report-assad-preparing-missile-strike-against-tel-aviv-in-case-attacked-again-1.524664

Report: Assad preparing missile strike against Tel Aviv in case attacked again
The Syrian army is deploying advanced surface-to-surface missiles aiming at Israel in the aftermath of the alleged Israeli strikes, The Sunday Times reports. …

Saints,
Though expecting the great battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39 with its destruction of islamic hordes and devastation of Israel's enemies,  it appears that the sudden, overnight destruction of Damascus, which the Scriptures also prophesy, may occur first.
As a watcher, I have been predicting a possible scenario since these developments began to unfold some months back:  a serious attack by the Syrians against Israel, either/or both chemical and aerial/missile delivery, might prompt Israel to drop a low yield nuclear bomb on Damascus in a desperate attempt to end the Assad regime and, for certain, in the constant surveillance and assessment of Mossad, TO GET ASSAD.  This would also fulfill the prophecies:  Isaiah 17, Jeremiah 49, and Amos 1:3-5.

"Watch ye, therefore, and pray always, that ye may accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man."    
—Luke 21:36

*********************************
19 May
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/19/opinion/sunday/dowd-irs-investigation-means-more-taxing-times-for-obama.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130519
TAXING TIMES FOR OBAMA
By MAUREEN DOWD
Published: May 18, 2013

Saints,

I have to work really hard not to turn into a right-winger with things going to hell at the rate they are.  But, I insist with myself not to become politically aligned.  (Heard that aphorism, "A man at 20 who isn't a liberal has no heart, and a man at 40 who isn't a conservative has no brain."  I'm somewhat north of 40.)

Sometimes, I really get a kick out of the wit of NYTimes columnist, Maureen Dowd.  She can be way too liberal, but she can also set her hooks and her comedic take on them too and everybody-at-large.  In today's "Taxing Times for Obama," she has and quotes some great one-liners, while Rome burns:

"Just four months after his second inauguration, the president is buffeted by gushing investigations, smug and deranged Republicans, and cat-who-ate-the-canary conspiracists."
"…Everybody in the country who hates the I.R.S. — so, then, everybody — was listening to the lugubrious acting I.R.S. commissioner who had been ousted, Steven Miller, tell a House committee…"
" “Is this still America?” demanded Congressman Kevin Brady, a Republican from Texas."
"Democrats fret that it will hurt them in 2014. As one strategist put it: “Now the kooky, paranoid Tea Party people will believe they had a reason to be paranoid. And there’s no better way to express their feelings than to vote next year.” "  (Or to put that back into an old '60's proverb:  "You're only paranoid if they're not really after you!")
"Who knows? If Washington keeps imploding, Hillary may run in 2016 on restoring honor to the White House."
***
Might as well laugh (to keep from crying)!
Happy Lord's Day,
bro. Tim
(for more serious stuff, stop by ntfellowship.net) 
**************************************
16 May

Siri and Googlebots...

Saints,

"Mother's LIttle Helper," 2013 model!

I gotta admit, it is very nice to have nearly all info at fingertip or at voice prompt, but how long will it be before we become utterly dependent and cannot function on our own?  What't the answer to that, Siri?  What, my dear little Artificial Intelligence Robot, can you tell us about St. John's 1900 year old prophecy of The Beast?  Will "silicon-based life forms" ever be souls made by God?  No, thanks, I already know the answer to that one!

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/15/google-introduces-new-search-tools-to-try-to-read-our-minds/?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130516

GOOGLE I/O 2013 MAY 15, 2013, 2:21 PM 3 Comments
Google Introduces New Search Tools to Try to Read Our Minds
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER

Google keeps trying to read our minds.
The company revealed some new search tools on Wednesday at I/O, its annual developers conference. Taken together, they are another step toward Google’s trying to become the omnipotent, human-like “Star Trek” search engine that its executives say they want it to be.
When people ask Google certain questions, it will now try to predict the person’s follow-up questions and answer them, too. Ask for the population of India, for instance, and you will also get the population of China and the United States, because Google knows those are the most common follow-up questions.
“The ‘Star Trek’ computer shouldn’t just answer questions, it should make you more intelligent, should anticipate what you expect next,” said Amit Singhal, senior vice president for search at Google, in an interview before the conference.
This is an extension of Google’s knowledge graph — its semantic search product that aims to understand the meaning of things, not just keywords. It is why a search for Barack Obama brings up links to Hillary Clinton and Honolulu, for instance.
Google Now, the service that sends you information on traffic and weather before you even ask for it, is also digging deeper into our minds. Google is adding more entertainment alerts, like new music based on videos watched on YouTube, and turning Google Now into a robotic to-do list and a stronger competitor to Apple’s Siri. Tell Google to remind you to buy milk next time you are in a grocery store, for instance, and the alert will automatically pop up when you step in a Safeway.
Google is also trying to make search more conversational by encouraging people to talk to their phones and computers and hear answers out loud. Voice search has already been possible on both types of devices, but on Wednesday, Google announced that people can now talk to its Chrome browser to perform a search, by saying, “O.K. Google.” (If Google has its way, we will all soon be walking around shouting, “O.K.,” because “O.K. Glass” is the command to activate its Internet-connected glasses.)
Google also uses location information to answer questions. So people can ask, “How far from here to Santa Cruz?” and Google will know where “here” is, or they can ask, “How tall do you have to be to ride the Giant Dipper?” and Google will know that is a ride nearby.
In another step to personalize search, Google is expanding its tool that plucks information from Gmail and presents it in search results. Already, a search for “flights” by logged-in users produces flight information from Gmail. Now, you can ask Google to show your photos from your trip to New York last year, and it will find them on Google Plus and show them to you.
Underlying many of these developments is Google’s privacy policy, which it revised last year to permit the company to use information shared with one Google service on another one. That is why Google can, for instance, pull information from Gmail to show up in search results or send you alerts about new movies because of a trailer you have watched on YouTube.

****************************************
15 May / Two Items
The Bilds. cozy up with The Sing.
Is Jolie's choice setting a new zeitgeist for women?

Saints,

A recipe for paranoia?  Start checking out the Bilderberg conferences where the world's richest and most elite meet under a cloud of occulted speculation.  See Ezekiel 8 for what can go on labelled as good but under the surface is evil.  Last year, the street talk on Bilderberg was that they planned to have the whole planet's population chipped by 2017.  This year, they are joining hands with Google, the international power without being a country, that is engineering our future.  Google runs a similar  by-invitation "college" each year of the last several called "Singularity University" where such as Ray Kurzweil hold forth on the coming takeover by the Singularity (biblically, read, "The Beast").  Kurzweil plans to resurrect his own father either by cloning, cyborgery, or some combination of both that will find his soul, captured in silicon chips, reimplanted into an enhanced and meant-to-be immortal body, etc., etc., etc.  The "Transhumanism" being announced will see many old human qualities, bad and good, criminalized and set on track to be eliminated.

This "Zeitgeist" (setting the spirit of the Age) Conference seems to be particularly a union between Google and Bilderberg.

These folks in all their immense wealth and lofty illumination are still merely the fools and play toys of Satan.  He will exalt or dispatch them at will.  Pray for them.  Some may escape and find Christ, but the rest are being used to prepare a hell on Earth that will be The Great Tribulation.  God says that part of why his Son is returning is "to destroy them that destroy the Earth."  (Rev. 11:18)

The next few years should be very interesting indeed.  Is the Singularity already in place?  We need not fix our fears on it, but rather let us look unto Jesus, the Author and the Finisher of our Faith, Who said, "Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man."  (Luke 21:36)


Google-Berg: Global Elite Transforms Itself For Technocratic Revolution
		Authoritarian, anti-democratic power networks are being re-branded as trendy, philanthropic-style forums

Paul Joseph Watson & Alex Jones Infowars.com May 13, 2013

Read the story here: http://www.infowars.com/google-berg-global-elite-transforms-itself-for-technocratic-revolution/

****************

Jolie's choices as reported here yesterday, may the Lord be merciful to her as an individual, have caused quite a stir all through the the day yesterday and seem to be building a conversation.

Spiritually, my thoughts are how is this reflecting "the Zeitgeist,"  or "the spirit of the Age"?  Is there simply more breast cancer now than previously (or are we just diagnosing better?).  Is it due to our hormone and chemical-additive life? due to stress levels of the digital, multi-tasking culture? due to the overall angst of feminist hatred?  due to birth control pills and morning-after pills, etc.?

Is traditional femininity itself on the brink of extinction?  Will other women run like lemmings after Jolie's example?  Is there a "New Woman" forming like the oft-heralded "New Man" of cyborg, bio-engineering and heralded as "the next stage of evolution" when we become the kept serfs of the Singularity (The Beast)?

Here are a few quotes from a follow-up in today's NYT:  See the whole piece @:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/15/health/angelina-jolies-disclosure-highlights-a-breast-cancer-dilemma.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130515&_r=0
Reader Comments is also interesting.

Jolie’s Disclosure of Preventive Mastectomy Highlights Dilemma
By DENISE GRADY, TARA PARKER-POPE and PAM BELLUCK
Published: May 14, 2013 459 Comments

select quotes:

A woman at genetic risk should feel empowered to remove both breasts as a way to prevent the disease.
*
“She’s the biggest name of all, and I think given her prominence and her visibility not only as a famous person but also a beautiful actress, it’s going to carry a lot of weight for women,” said Barron H. Lerner, a medical historian and the author of “The Breast Cancer Wars.”
*
But some doctors also expressed worry that her disclosure could be misinterpreted by other women, fueling the trend toward mastectomies that are not medically necessary for many early-stage breast cancers. In recent years, doctors have reported a virtual epidemic of preventive mastectomies among women who have cancer in one breast and decide to remove the healthy one as well, even though they do not have genetic mutations that increase their risk and their odds of a second breast cancer are very low.
*
For women at very high risk, preventive mastectomy makes sense, but few women fall into that category, she said.
For women’s health advocates, the trend toward double mastectomies in women who do not have mutations is frustrating. Studies in the 1970s and 1980s proved that for many patients, lumpectomy was as safe as mastectomy, and the findings were seen as a victory for women.
Even so, there is increasing demand for mastectomy. Dr. Morrow says that she has often tried to talk patients out of it without success. Some imagine their risk of new or recurring cancer to be far higher than it really is. Others think that their breasts will match up better if both are removed and reconstructed.
*
“She is a special case, and you can completely understand why she did it,” said Dr. Susan Love, the author of a best-seller, “Dr. Susan Love’s Breast Book,” and a breast surgeon. “But what I hope that people realize is that we really don’t have good prevention for breast cancer. When you have to cut off normal body parts to prevent a disease, that’s really pretty barbaric when you think about it.”
*
“I think there is an important upside to the story, and that is that women will hopefully be more curious about their family history,” Dr. Bedrosian said. “We need to be careful that one message does not apply to all. Angelina’s situation is very unique. People should not be quick to say ‘I should do like she did,’ because you may not be like her.”
****************************************

14 May

Saints,

NBC's Today announces this morning that famed, beautiful actress (even her stage name means "pretty angel") Angelina Jolie has elected to have a double mastectomy because of cancer indicators in her genome.  She does not presently have cancer.  I certainly would offer no judgment whatsoever on this and pray she recovers well.

But, it is interesting that the time of the End will see a general butchering of gender as the enemy attempts to obliterate the glory of God's creation.  All kinds of sodomite mutating will occur far beyond the "norm" of earlier years, all of it putting forward as a new ideal or new necessity the canceling of gender distinctives that the Creator has set in place:  cross-dressing, transgenderism, sex changing, blatant homosexuality of every kind and degree, and many other manifestations will be put forward as the "new good."  Even "transhumanism," the supposed evolutionary leap to a "new human" will find human souls trapped in cyborg frames or twisted cloned beings.  Such will rage insanely and be demonic killers; others will only weep and scream in agony, asking to be killed.  Transhumanism is only satanism under a technological front.  It is the work of the return of the spirit of the Nephilim.

We need to stand, advocating for God's Order as long as we can.  Without his intervention, we will ultimately be swept away in the tide, but He told us that when we see these things beginning to come to pass, then we should look up and expect his redemption.  These are the signs.  He has said that he will come at a time when he must come to stop those who are destroying the Earth (Rev. 11:18)

Two scriptures on which to meditate in the light of today's story:  

Concerning the fruit of wickedness among Woman:  "Thou shalt…pluck off thine own breasts:  for I have spoken it, saith the Lord GOD."  (Ezekiel 23:39)

...and as a sign of the times:  "For, behold, the days are coming, in the which they shall say,  Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never bare, and the paps (breasts) which never gave suck."  (Luke 23:29)

May God draw you closer to him by his Spirit this day.

****************************************

12 May

Saints,

I have a hard time passing up a chance to mock the psychobible or psychobabble called the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the APA), especially when the erudite, astute, and utterly liberal NYTimes backs me, calling it essentially, a potpourri of professional opinions that are utterly subjective and without any basis in any true science.  Don't get me wrong, I know there are many people hurting mentally and in their psyches (souls), and that many in this profession really do try to help.  They just don't really accomplish much more than earning a living because they are trying to do God's business by the devil's means.  Soothsaying (listening to someone tell you all your problems are someone else's fault), sorcery (using charted drugs to alter your consciousness or numb you out to your pain or help you "cope," and endless rounds of enchantment, believing the powers of suggestion offered, invented paradigms, and alternated, placating realities in the name of "therapy."  These don't really help the troubled soul; they just enchant it.

God and his holy Word, which gives us all we need for life and godliness (II Peter 1:3-4) identifies all mental illness simply as the work of an individual's sin, the work of original sin at work in us all as we act and interact, brain damage (or what the Scriptures call "feeble,") and finally the direct work of the devil and his minions, deep levels of demonic oppression and finally of possession.  The Bible also gives the cure when it will be found:  faith, repentance, salvation, and deliverance.  And for the truly enfeebled, by birth defect or injury, etc., simply loving care and accommodation.

Nothing's perfect down here, and we make the best of many things.  The psychotherapeutic industry, however, is nothing less than a secularized priesthood of babbling nonsense, often not really that secular but also full of occult rituals and methodologies, dressed in the feathers of white coats, clipboards, erudite looks, endless libraries and manuals, and PhD.s, and M.D.s.  The sum being bunk, robed in statistics, as far as actually ministering to the soul.  

With the new DSM, it will be whoever holds the power of majority that decides who else is mentally fit.  As I never tire of saying, the editor of the Fourth edition, quit in disgust at the Fifth edition, saying, in essence, "Now we have created a document that provides for every person to be diagnosed as mentally imbalanced."  For a man already this deep into Mystery Babylon to see this and to say this, how bad must it be?  Imagine what an evil ruler over the people will do with this babble for a tool.


http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/12/opinion/sunday/shortcomings-of-a-psychiatric-bible.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130512

EDITORIAL
Shortcomings of a Psychiatric Bible
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD
Published: May 11, 2013

Patients and parents concerned about mental illness have every right to be confused. The head of the federal agency that finances mental health research has just declared that the most important diagnostic manual for psychiatric diseases lacks scientific validity and needs to be bolstered by a new classification system based on biology, not just psychiatric opinion. The hitch is that such a biology-based system will not be available for a decade or more.

		Opinion: Why the Fuss Over the D.S.M.-5? (May 12, 2013) 

Dr. Thomas Insel, director of the National Institute of Mental Health, posted his critique of the manual in a “Director’s Blog”on April 29 and expanded on his reasoning in a recent interview with The New York Times. He was critiquing a forthcoming revision of the American Psychiatric Association ’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, the first major reissue since 1994. Although there have been controversies over particular changes in diagnostic descriptions, he said, the new revision involves “mostly modest alterations” from its predecessor.
The psychiatric association’s diagnoses are mostly based on a professional consensus about what clusters of symptoms are associated with a disease, like depression, and not on any objective laboratory measure, like blood counts or other biological markers. The mental health institute says scientists have not produced the data needed to design a system based on biomarkers or cognitive measures. To fill the gap, the agency started a program two years ago to finance research in biology, genetics, neuroscience, cognitive science and other disciplines with the ultimate goal of helping scientists define disorders by their causes, rather than their symptoms.
The underlying problem is that research on mental disorders and treatment has stalled in the face of the incredible complexity of the brain. That is why major pharmaceutical companies have scaled back their programs to develop new psychiatric drugs; they cannot find new biological targets to shoot for. And that is why President Obama has started a long-term brain research initiative to develop new tools and techniques to study how billions of brain cells and neural circuits interact; the findings could lead to better ways to diagnose and treat psychiatric illnesses, though probably not for many years.
Meanwhile, the diagnostic manual remains the best tool to guide clinicians on how to diagnose disorders and treat patients. Consensus among mental health professionals will have to suffice until we can augment it with something better.



*****************************************

9 May

Well, here it is…what the folks with the tinfoil lined hats have been telling us for years:  Every phone conversation, as well as email, in the US in now monitored by the surveillance state.  No, they can't listen to every one, but they can run AI profiling software to spot things they want to check on further, and they KEEP all the calls and emails.  Just a heads-up to remember to mind your speech and what you talk about!  The "Thought Police" are profiling you!

As we used to say in "the 'sixties,"  "You're only paranoid if they're not really after you."

Are All Telephone Calls Recorded And Accessible To The US Government?
http://www.guardian.co.uk


The real capabilities and behavior of the US surveillance state are almost entirely unknown to the American public because, like most things of significance done by the US government, it operates behind an impenetrable wall of secrecy. 
But a seemingly spontaneous admission this week by a former FBI counterterrorism agent provides a rather startling acknowledgment of just how vast and invasive these surveillance activities are.  Over the past couple days, cable news tabloid shows such as CNN's Out Front with Erin Burnett have been excitingly focused on the possible involvement in the Boston Marathon attack of Katherine Russell, the 24-year-old American widow of the deceased suspect, Tamerlan Tsarnaev.   As part of their relentless stream of leaks uncritically disseminated by our Adversarial Press Corps, anonymous government officials are claiming that they are now focused on telephone calls between Russell and Tsarnaev that took place both before and after the attack to determine if she had prior knowledge of the plot or participated in any way.  On Wednesday night, Burnett interviewed Tim Clemente, a former FBI counterterrorism agent, about whether the FBI would be able to discover the contents of past telephone conversations between the two. He quite clearly insisted that they could:  BURNETT: Tim, is there any way, obviously, there is a voice mail they can try to get the phone companies to give that up at this point. It's not a voice mail. It's just a conversation. There's no way they actually can find out what happened, right, unless she tells them?  CLEMENTE: "No, there is a way. We certainly have ways in national security investigations to find out exactly what was said in that conversation. It's not necessarily something that the FBI is going to want to present in court, but it may help lead the investigation and/or lead to questioning of her. We certainly can find that out.  BURNETT: "So they can actually get that? People are saying, look, that is incredible.  CLEMENTE: "No, welcome to America. All of that stuff is being captured as we speak whether we know it or like it or not."  "All of that stuff" - meaning every telephone conversation Americans have with one another on US soil, with or without a search warrant - "is being captured as we speak".   On Thursday night, Clemente again appeared on CNN, this time with host Carol Costello, and she asked him about those remarks. He reiterated what he said the night before but added expressly that "all digital communications in the past" are recorded and stored:  Let's repeat that last part: "no digital communication is secure", by which he means not that any communication is susceptible to government interception as it happens (although that is true), but far beyond that: all digital communications - meaning telephone calls, emails, online chats and the like - are automatically recorded and stored and accessible to the government after the fact. To describe that is to define what a ubiquitous, limitless Surveillance State is.  There have been some previous indications that this is true. Former AT&T engineer Mark Klein revealed that AT&T and other telecoms had built a special network that allowed the National Security Agency full and unfettered access to data about the telephone calls and the content of email communications for all of their customers.   Specifically, Klein explained "that the NSA set up a system that vacuumed up Internet and phone-call data from ordinary Americans with the cooperation of AT&T" and that "contrary to the government's depiction of its surveillance program as aimed at overseas terrorists . . . much of the data sent through AT&T to the NSA was purely domestic."   But his amazing revelations were mostly ignored and, when Congress retroactively immunized the nation's telecom giants for their participation in the illegal Bush spying programs, Klein's claims (by design) were prevented from being adjudicated in court.   That every single telephone call is recorded and stored would also explain this extraordinary revelation by the Washington Post in 2010:  Every day, collection systems at the National Security Agency intercept and store 1.7 billion e-mails, phone calls and other types of communications.  It would also help explain the revelations of former NSA official William Binney, who resigned from the agency in protest over its systemic spying on the domestic communications of US citizens, that the US government has "assembled on the order of 20 trillion transactions about US citizens with other US citizens" (which counts only communications transactions and not financial and other transactions), and that "the data that's being assembled is about everybody. And from that data, then they can target anyone they want."  Despite the extreme secrecy behind which these surveillance programs operate, there have been periodic reports of serious abuse. Two Democratic Senators, Ron Wyden and Mark Udall, have been warning for years that Americans would be "stunned" to learn what the US government is doing in terms of secret surveillance.  Strangely, back in 2002 - when hysteria over the 9/11 attacks (and thus acquiescence to government power) was at its peak - the Pentagon's attempt to implement what it called the "Total Information Awareness" program (TIA) sparked so much public controversy that it had to be official scrapped. But it has been incrementally re-instituted - without the creepy (though honest) name and all-seeing-eye logo - with little controversy or even notice.  Back in 2010, worldwide controversy erupted when the governments of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates banned the use of Blackberries because some communications were inaccessible to government intelligence agencies, and that could not be tolerated.   The Obama administration condemned this move on the ground that it threatened core freedoms, only to turn around six weeks later and demand that all forms of digital communications allow the US government backdoor access to intercept them.   Put another way, the US government embraced exactly the same rationale invoked by the UAE and Saudi agencies: that no communications can be off limits. Indeed, the UAE, when responding to condemnations from the Obama administration, noted that it was simply doing exactly that which the US government does:  "'In fact, the UAE is exercising its sovereign right and is asking for exactly the same regulatory compliance - and with the same principles of judicial and regulatory oversight - that Blackberry grants the US and other governments and nothing more,' [UAE Ambassador to the US Yousef Al] Otaiba said. 'Importantly, the UAE requires the same compliance as the US for the very same reasons: to protect national security and to assist in law enforcement.'"  That no human communications can be allowed to take place without the scrutinizing eye of the US government is indeed the animating principle of the US Surveillance State. Still, this revelation, made in passing on CNN, that every single telephone call made by and among Americans is recorded and stored is something which most people undoubtedly do not know, even if the small group of people who focus on surveillance issues believed it to be true (clearly, both Burnett and Costello were shocked to hear this).   Some new polling suggests that Americans, even after the Boston attack, are growing increasingly concerned about erosions of civil liberties in the name of Terrorism. Even those people who claim it does not matter instinctively understand the value of personal privacy: they put locks on their bedroom doors and vigilantly safeguard their email passwords.   That's why the US government so desperately maintains a wall of secrecy around their surveillance capabilities: because they fear that people will find their behavior unacceptably intrusive and threatening, as they did even back in 2002 when John Poindexter's TIA was unveiled.   Mass surveillance is the hallmark of a tyrannical political culture. But whatever one's views on that, the more that is known about what the US government and its surveillance agencies are doing, the better. This admission by this former FBI agent on CNN gives a very good sense for just how limitless these activities are.

Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/May09/092.html#dEQGe13vagKzPugF.99

6 May

Saints,

Is this a harbinger of the fulfillment of the prophecies concerning the sudden, instant, and entire destruction of Damascus that awaits fulfillment?  Will perhaps a chemical response by Assad at some point lead to a low yield nuclear delivery upon Damascus by the Israelites?  (I am going to begin to forego the modern "Israelis" in favor of the biblical descriptive.)

The prophecies again:  Isaiah 17:1ff., Jeremiah 49:23-27, Amos 1:3-6

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/06/world/middleeast/after-strikes-in-syria-concerns-about-an-escalation-of-fighting.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130506&_r=0

Syria Blames Israel for Fiery Attack in Damascus

By ANNE BARNARD
Published: May 5, 2013 143 Comments
(lead):
		
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The Syrian government publicly condemned Israel for a powerful air assault on military targets near Damascus early Sunday, saying it “opened the door to all possibilities,” as fear spread throughout the region that the country’s civil war could expand beyond its borders. … ...

*******************************************
3 May


Is real persecution for Christians at hand in the States?  For some time now, we've heard of zoning regulations being used to disband house churches in certain cities.  That's small stuff now that we are being called "terrorists" by certain agencies and training groups.  Also, the sodomites have targeted us as their enemies because they will not understand that we "hate the sin but love the sinner."  They are gaining ground everywhere and though only a relative few turn that way, they have taken control of the Mainstream Media in their quest to be "the new normal."  One news or features reporter, one sports star after another, have begun to "come out" publicly.  Recently, a national reporter was "pleased to announce" that she was now pregnant, and that "she and her girlfriend were very happy."  A national weather man also recently announced his engagement to applause, but then introduced "Gustav"  (name changed) as his new "bride to be."  We are being labelled hate mongers for not applauding this.

We will also see many Christians who are Christian in name only, or anti-Christians, turn and embrace this stuff as it becomes more and more acceptable, and it will be fulfilled that "the love of many will grow cold, and many will betray many."  This will be a bitter pill when many of our own loved ones turn on us for not being popular anymore.  It is a cost of the cross.

Here's the latest tag to watch.  I don't think this will pass muster in the courts, at least not yet, but it is another trial balloon being sent up by the forces of darkness from the pits of the inferno:  Will it now be a court-martialable offense for a soldier to share his faith with a comrade?

(via Drudge>Fox>Bretibart)

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2013/05/01/Breaking-Pentagon-Confirms-Will-Court-Martial-Soldiers-Who-Share-Christian-Faith
PENTAGON MAY COURT MARTIAL SOLDIERS WHO SHARE CHRISTIAN FAITH
by KEN KLUKOWSKI 1 May 2013
The Pentagon has released a statement confirming that soldiers could be prosecuted for promoting their faith: "Religious proselytization is not permitted within the Department of Defense...Court martials and non-judicial punishments are decided on a case-by-case basis...”. 

see also, via prophecynewswatch.com:
ESPN Apologizes For Commentator's Christian Worldview On Homosexuality http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/May02/023.html#DtJgHc4I6wv57UJf.99
and:

California follows Massachusetts in the de-gendering of children:
California Bill Would Allow Students To Use Bathrooms 'Consistent With His or Her Gender Identity'
Read more at http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/May02/024.html#iVpmSH0IvDM9DhSE.99

***

"The Power of Prayer"?

Every once in a while some paranormal researcher writes a book on prayer as a force; recall the classic "The Power of Prayer on Plants."  But, we who follow the Scriptures know that any power comes from God and not from our effort.  We go to him as he teaches us and he disposes as he will, but he does lead the prayer of the righteous and the faithful.  Here, a secular anthropologist looks at certain realities of prayer:


http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/02/opinion/is-that-god-talking.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130502&_r=0


OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Is That God Talking?
By T. M. LUHRMANN
Published: May 1, 2013

I still remember how startled I was when a young woman I was interviewing told me God had spoken to her, audibly.

I was doing ethnographic field work in a quietly charismatic evangelical church in Chicago. This was the kind of church in which people sought an intimate, conversational relationship with God. It was not at all uncommon for people to talk about hearing God.
This woman, however, said that she had been to a job interview and that later, while tidying up at home, she had heard God say, “That’s not the one” — and that she had looked around to see where the voice had come from. She told me that she heard from God like that many times. The first time as an adult was when she was driving alone in an unfamiliar part of the city — and God spoke up audibly out of the back seat and told her that he would always be with her.
After that, I started to ask people in the church more systematically about whether they had ever heard God speak audibly. About a third said yes. They reported odd auditory events in which God said “Sit and listen” or “Read James” or “I will always love you.”
This woman’s account is a good example: “The Lord spoke to me clearly in April, like May or April. To start a school.”
You heard this audibly, I asked? “Yeah.”
Were you alone? “Yeah, I was just praying. I wasn’t praying anything, really, just thinking about God, and I heard a voice say, ‘Start a school,’ I immediately got up and it was like, ‘O.K., Lord, where?’ ”
What do we make of this? I don’t think that anthropologists can pronounce on whether God exists or not, but I am averse to the idea that God is the full explanation here. For one thing, many of these voices are mundane. A woman told me that she heard God tell her to get off the bus when she was immersed in a book and about to miss her stop. Moreover, odd auditory experiences are quite common. A questionnaire posed to 375 college students found that 71 percent reported vocal hallucinations of some kind, according to a study published in 1984 (a finding consistent with my own research). A 2000 study found that 38.7 percent of the population reported visual, auditory or other hallucinations, including out-of-body experiences.
Schizophrenia, or the radical break with reality we identify as serious mental illness, is also not an explanation. The people who reported these events simply weren’t ill in that way, and schizophrenia is not common (the prevalence among American adults is 1.1 percent in any year). Moreover, the patterns of their voice-hearing are quite unlike the patterns we associate with schizophrenia. The voices heard by people with schizophrenia are often harsh and commanding. They go on and on — sentences, paragraphs, sometimes crowds of people screaming and yelling insults at the poor voice-hearing person throughout the day.
The unusual auditory experiences reported by congregants just weren’t like that. They were rare. Most people said they’d had one or two in their lifetime. They were brief — just a few words. They were pleasant. And they did not have that sense of command. The woman who said God instructed her to start a school — well, she hasn’t done it.
I eventually discovered that these experiences were associated with intense prayer practice. They felt spontaneous, but people who liked to get absorbed in their imaginations were more likely to experience them. Those were the people who were more likely to love to pray, and the “prayer warriors” who prayed for long periods were likely to report even more of them.
The prayer warriors said that as they became immersed in prayer, their senses became more acute. Smells seemed richer, colors more vibrant. Their inner sensory worlds grew more vivid and more detailed, and their thoughts and images sometimes seemed as if they were external to the mind. Later, I was able to demonstrate experimentally that prayer practice did lead to more vivid inner images and more hallucination-like events.
There’s plenty here to alarm secular liberals. A subject in the prayer experiment recalled that she was watching TV when “God told me, ‘Vote for Bush.’ I said — I was having this argument with God. I said out loud, I said, ‘But I don’t like him.’ You know. And God said, ‘I didn’t ask you to like him.’ ” She thought she had heard this exchange with her ears. She voted, in 1988, for George Bush.
The more interesting lesson is what it tells us about the mind and prayer. If hearing a voice is associated with focused attention to the inner senses — hearing with the mind’s ear, seeing with the mind’s eye — it suggests that prayer (which today, the National Day of Prayer, celebrates) is a pretty powerful instrument. We often imagine prayer as a practice that affects the content of what we think about — our moral aspirations, or our contrition. It’s probably more accurate to understand prayer as a skill that changes how we use our minds.
T. M. Luhrmann, a professor of anthropology at Stanford and the author of “When God Talks Back: Understanding the American Evangelical Relationship With God,” is a guest columnist.


***********************************
24 April  / Apocalypse Updates (& some comfort by The Comforter)
NTF Commentary—
In Ezekiel's upcoming war (chapters 38 and 39),  the beginning of the WW3 that will culminate later in the Battle of Armageddon, one of the judgments of the infidel combatants of this initial campaign, is that they will turn on one another in the confusion that God will send to the battlefield of Hamongog.  Here is the seed of it:  the hatred between elements or denominations of Islam.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/world/middleeast/clashes-at-sunni-protest-site-in-iraq.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130424
Dozens Killed in Battles Across Iraq as Sunnis Escalate Protests Against Government
By TIM ARANGO
Published: April 23, 2013
BAGHDAD — Gun battles erupted in cities with Sunni majorities across Iraq on Tuesday after security forces from the Shiite-led government stormed a Sunni protest encampment in a village near the northern city of Kirkuk. The clashes left dozens dead and wounded, and raised fears that the sectarian civil war that is roiling Syria might spill into Iraq.

The fiercest fighting was at the encampment in a town called Hawija, where Sunni gunmen fought government forces throughout the day. At least 42 people were killed, 39 of them civilians, and more than 100 wounded. … …
***
The "civil war" that was once "the Arab Spring," like a cancer, threatens to envelop more and more of the Middle East.  Here, a US Senator does some hand wringing over what "should" be done in Syria, but can it or will it?  Doubtful.  Residents of the region, including the Israelites, are not known for their optimism in the matter, but rather for their utter cynicism.  Israel has also just declared that it has proof the Assad regime in now using chemical weapons:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/opinion/dithering-while-damascus-burns.html?nl=todayshe
OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Dithering While Damascus Burns
By BOB CORKER
Published: April 23, 2013

***
Following up on yesterday's report of the Argentinian Meteor—
Remember the large meteor that descended on Russia a mere 8 weeks or so ago?  Without even hitting the ground, its atmospheric pressure waves, knocked out thousand of windows, injured thousands, and even knocked down brick buildings.
Turns out we are far from the only ones who though it might be judgment and warning.  Here a local Russian Christian minister exhorts and warns:

http://en.ria.ru/russia/20130215/179493189.html
 
Russian Cleric: Meteorite Was Lord's Message
Topic: Hail of Meteorite Fragments Hits Russia
YEKATERINBURG, February 15 (RIA Novosti) – A meteorite which injured hundreds of people in Russia's Chelyabinsk Region on Friday was "the Lord’s message to humanity," a senior local clergyman said.

(Thanks, Brother Doug, for the heads up!)

***

The Azusa Street Revival Documentary

Need some comforting edification in the midst of so much bracing news of preparation!  Kick back tonight and watch this very well done and inspiring video on the Asuza Street Revival of 1906.  While we have seen some modern revivals which were false like the Toronto Laughing Fits revival of the mid-1990s, Azusa Street's long lasting impact can still be felt.  I almost wholeheartedly recommend this video though the makers do cite some "lady pastors" in it which I believe was one of the few errors of the early Pentecostal Revival.  It occurred at about the same time as Suffrage, and the saints then could not anticipate the utter apostasy that would occur in such groups founded at that time as the Assemblies of God, which, post Toronto/Brownsville, etc. is in a terrible state doctrinally.

(Thanks, brother Thayer, southern California pastor and friend, for passing this one along.)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqROdLQQvz8

**************************************
23  April / Another Big Meteor

"…when the stars begin to fall."  ????

http://wtkr.com/2013/04/23/meteor-briefly-turns-night-to-day-in-argentina/

Let's see, since Siberia, we've seen big meteors, highly visible to large numbers of people on both the East and West Coasts of the US, and now here's another bigger today in Argentina;  at least two videos are shown, so far, in this day when everything is videod---another possibly prophetic sign as Christ's coming, which will occur in Jerusalem, will be seen worldwide.  This may be accomplished by supernatural means, but God also may simply let it be live video broadcast as Man takes part in his own judgment?


****************************************
21 April / The new Coptic Diaspora

This piece ends with the sentence:  “This is part of Christianity.”

Recently, we have been considering the intensely increasing persecution of Christians, especially in lands of the "Arab Spring."  Now comes again one solution, and a solution as ancient as New Testament history, and even of the Old Testament saints:  "Diaspora" or Dispersion, or as Justin the Martyr has been attributed,  "The blood of the martyrs is seed."

Now come the Copts to New York City in this piece for today's NYTimes:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/21/nyregion/after-egyptian-revolution-an-influx-of-copts-at-a-queens-church.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130421

Refuge From Egypt Unrest at a Queens Church

By MONIQUE EL-FAIZY
Published: April 19, 2013

It’s Tuesday afternoon, and a few dozen of the faithful members of St. Mary and St. Antonios Coptic Orthodox Church in Ridgewood, Queens, are singing in the liturgy during observation of the Great Lent, the 55 days of prayer and fasting that precede Orthodox Easter, on May 5. The women wear white lace coverings over their hair, and smoky-sweet incense wafts through the air as the ancient melodies fill the icon-rich sanctuary. As at all services here, a screen projects the words being sung or spoken in three languages simultaneously: English, Arabic and Coptic.  …  …

***

Today's P.S:  Wanna keep track of the other side (Beast/Nephilim technology)?
http://www.kurzweilai.net

more info?  visit our site:  ntfellowship.net
************************************
16 April

Psychohistory, Big Data, and the rise of a society run by Artificial intelligence, the arriving Beast—

Isaac Asimov, the great Science Fiction writer of the 20th century postulated a galactic Empire in which the course of history unfolding was designed and predicted by a formula he called "Psychohistory."  The Empire had achieved its multiple millennium reign by carefully following the formulas of Psychohistory.

Today's "Big Data" was prophesied by Asimov's speculation.  Today, the NYT's David Brooks looks at the present situation with Big Data.  His conclusion, left for "another day," is, "You wind up with a demoralized society. But that’s a subject for another day."

His piece in today's Times:  What'll You Do Next?
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/16/opinion/brooks-what-youll-do-next.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130416&_r=0

*************************************
15 April

The US and the West are going to do very little about stopping the persecution of Christians in the lands of the infidels.  It is up to us to pray AND to spread the word concerning this evil towards our brothers and sisters.  Here, a Jewish Zionist warns the Christians of the situation.


Silence as the Christians die
By Charles Jacobs
April 10, 2013 BOSTON JEWISH ADVOCATE
Why is the West so shamefully silent in the face of the onslaught against Christian peoples and communities throughout the Islamic realm?
If the reasons for this are not understood – and if the silence continues – we are almost sure to witness bloody religious/ ethnic “cleansings,” if not actual genocides.
The Syrian Christians in Damascus, whose church has just been bombed by anti-Bashar al-Assad rebels, know their community will be wiped out if Assad is toppled. The Christian Copts in Egypt can see what the Salafists have in store for them as the Muslim Brotherhood assumes more and more control. The Copts’ daughters are already being raped, their priests beaten, their churches set aflame. From Nigeria to Malaysia, from Pakistan to Iraq, from Uzbekistan to Tanzania, Christians are arrested, harassed and threatened. Murder is in the air.
Some in the West see what is coming. The Middle East Forum recently launched a monthly update on Christian persecution in Islamic lands. Last year, Christian Solidarity International (CSI) issued a “genocide warning” concerning the endangered non-Muslim minorities (mostly Christians) in North Africa and the broader Islamic Middle East. John Eibner, President of CSI’s USA branch, asked President Barack Obama to speak out on behalf of the endangered Christians.
Obama has not spoken out. But neither have the “human rights” community and other “caring and compassionate” people who endlessly talk about social justice. And sadly, neither have Christian pastors and priests. Why are both the left and the Christians abandoning these people to their fate? I can see 10 reasons.
The left’s silence
1. Crime by non-Westerners distracts from the left’s message. For many Western progressives, guilt over past Western crimes of colonialism and slavery narrows their focus to horrors committed by Westerners. This enables them to cast themselves as “the good whites” and be exonerated of Western sin. Apartheid committed by South African whites moved them greatly; to protest Arab/Muslim attacks today on Christians would distract from their message and blunt their purpose.
2. Christians cannot be seen as victims.
Progressives perseverate on the notion that Christian missionaries were an arm of Western colonialists, and tricked Asian and African natives with religious mumbo jumbo. Also uppermost in their minds: Christians allowed – and Christian teachings abetted – Hitler’s genocide of Europe’s Jews. The progressives’ history, however, omits centuries of Islamic conquest (by the sword, not the work of missionaries), slaughter, and enslavement of pagans and subjugation of Jewish and Christian communities – which, by the way, preceded Islam in Egypt and of course Israel. Few progressives ever understood that “the tragedy of Sudan” was a murderous anti-Christian (and anti-tribalist) jihad.
3. Pointing to crimes by one’s adversaries hinders “peace.”
Apart from their incomplete and biased view of history, progressives have a PC/therapeutic view of peacemaking: Discussion of Islamist human-rights crimes is barred as “unhelpful” at best and “racist” at worst. To make peace, their theory goes, we must appease and not offend “the other,” and we must think of our adversaries as no different from ourselves. One should not describe cultures that wish only to dominate, encourage men to rape, and force others to reject their own religious faiths. In other words, progressives would object to reporting on what is happening to the Christians in the Muslim world.
4. Many progressives see themselves in a culture war with Christians.
Many progressives may not wish to help persecuted Christians in the Middle East and in Asia because they are at war with Western Christians here over such things as gay marriage, women’s clergy inequality, and abortion. Why help your “enemies?”
Christians’ silence
5. Ignorance, which is sometimes willful.
For the sake of peaceful relations, the media (see “progressives” above) fails to fully inform Christians about Christian suffering at the hands of Muslim radicals. Christian pastors, some of whom have been told by their Muslim “dialogue partners” that any such talk threatens to harm interfaith harmony here, opt for a similar silence. The Diocese of Worcester recently cancelled a talk on Christian persecution by renowned scholar Robert Spencer of JihadWatch.org for precisely that reason.
6. Fear of doing further harm.
The Christian communities in the Islamic realm are effectively hostages. Popes and preachers have known for centuries that Western agitation for Christian rights under – and protection from – their Muslim overlords pose threats to the very lives of the people they wish to help.
7. Christians are not a “people.”
Christians here don’t identify with other practitioners of their faith as “family” – in the way, for example, that Jews do. Recently, Christian students at Gordon College, a Christian school on the North Shore, explained to me that unlike the Jews who mobilized throughout all their communities when one Jew – Gilad Shallit – was kidnapped, Christians are not “a family like the Jews who all come from Abraham and who carry his blood.” (I suggested that the global jihad might cure them of this viewpoint – that their fate was tied now to all Christians.)
8. Few available victims as spokespeople.
When the American Anti-Slavery Group organized mass American support for freeing the slaves of Sudan, our effort was helped immeasurably by escaped slaves who told their personal stories eloquently in English at American churches, synagogues and on campuses. Without such powerful voices here, awakening and mobilizing the Christians – and all Americans – will be much more difficult.
9. Christians cut off from their history
In the American psyche, as Henry Ford suggested, “history is bunk.” Among American Christians there is not much interest in keeping foreign, ancient Christian communities alive, even the cradles of Christian civilization. In Bethlehem, Christians are disappearing at an alarming rate due to Arab/Islamist pressure, with no audible protest in the West.
10. Christian Zionists are otherwise occupied.
Christian Zionists know more than most about Christian suffering under the Islamists. But, strange as it may seem to us Jews, they are motivated overwhelmingly by the duty they feel toward the Jewish people. They have not been convinced that mobilizing here for their own Christian brethren in the Middle East would do more for Israel (I believe it just might) than continuing to “just” be the amazing Zionists they are.
Eibner put it this way in his letter to President Obama: “At the Holocaust Museum, Mr. President, you repeated a truth of which American policymakers must never lose sight: “Preventing mass atrocities and genocide is a core national security interest and a core moral responsibility of the United States of America.”
Americans of all political stripes and religious denominations need to remind ourselves of whom we are – and ask ourselves whom we would be if we leave the Christians to what so clearly seems a terrible, terrible fate.
 
Charles Jacobs
Follow me on Twitter: @DrCharlesJacobs



*************************************
9 April

More "Jesus stomping" as "training," this time not on college campuses but for the military:  "Christians are the No.1 terrorists."

Military Warned 'Evangelicals' No. 1 Threat
http://www.wnd.com
via prophecynewswatch.com for 9 April, '13


Soldiers in the U.S. military have been told in a training briefing that evangelical Christians are the No. 1 extremist threat to America – ahead of groups like the Muslim Brotherhood, KKK, Nation of Islam, al-Qaida, Hamas and others.  “Men and women of faith who have served the Army faithfully for centuries shouldn’t be likened to those who have regularly threatened the peace and security of the United States,” said Col. (Ret.) Ron Crews, executive director of the Chaplain Alliance for Religious Liberty.   “It is dishonorable for any U.S. military entity to allow this type of wrongheaded characterization. It also appears that some military entities are using definitions of ‘hate’ and ‘extreme’ from the lists of anti-Christian political organizations. That violates the apolitical stance appropriate for the military.”  The briefing, which was given to an Army reserve unit in Pennsylvania, came from a U.S. Army Reserve Equal Opportunity training brief titled “Extremism and Extremist Organizations.”  The material mentions neo-Nazis, the KKK and other white supremacist organizations. Pictures are shown on various slides of people in Klan attire and Nazi flags. The significance of gang tattoos, and racist acronyms and the significance of numbers were also discussed.  While the material on gangs and racist organizations is similar to what one might receive from a local police briefing on gang issues, after teaching on neo-Nazis in the military such as Timothy McVeigh, the material makes an amazing link.  A slide titled “Religious Extremism” lists multiple organizations such as the Muslim Brotherhood, al-Qaida, Hamas, the Nation of Islam, the Ku Klux Klan and the Christian Identity movement as examples of extremist groups.  However, the first group on the list is evangelical Christianity. Catholicism and ultra-orthodox Judaism are also on the list of religious extremist organizations.  Following the briefing, one of the soldiers who attended the presentation and describes himself as an evangelical told the trainer he was offended at the material and asked for a copy of the briefing. After receiving a copy, he forwarded the material to Crews.  The material describes religious extremism as those having beliefs, attitudes, feelings or actions that are “far removed from the ordinary.” It then elaborates by saying that “every religion has some followers that believe that their beliefs, customs and traditions are the only ‘right way’ and that all others practicing their faith the ‘wrong way.’”  Crews said it is astounding that soldiers were taught that a key foundation of the Christian faith is now considered extreme and compared to those who want to implement Shariah law.  “The idea of salvation being exclusively through Christ is a key doctrine of the Christian faith,” Crews said. “It is amazing that the trainer felt they had the authority and right to list evangelical Christian, Catholics and orthodox Jews alongside groups like the Muslim Brotherhood.”  When pressed as to how evangelical Christians and Catholics are a danger to those serving in the military, the brief does not provide any examples. However, it does provide several examples of Muslim extremists in the military. Among them are:  •Navy petty officer Hassan Abujihad who emailed classified information to jihadists for possible attacks while serving on a destroyer.  •Ali Abdul Saoud Mohammed, who was an Army Special Forces instructor at the Special Ops Warfare School at Ft. Bragg while simultaneously being a trainer for al-Qaida and traveling overseas to fight with jihadists.  •Sgt Hasan Akbar, who killed two of his soldiers and injured 14 others at a military base in Kuwait when he threw four grenades into three tents where soldiers were sleeping. His reasoning was to prevent the killing of his fellow Muslims.  Conspicuously missing was one Muslim Maj. Nidal Hasan, who opened fire on fellow soldiers at Ft. Hood while allegedly shouting “Allahu Akbar.” Hasan’s rampage left 13 dead and 30 injured.  The Army has gone to great lengths to minimize the Hasan attack, going so far as to call it simply a case of workplace violence, similar to when an employee gets into a fight with another co-worker.  The Army has doubled down on its decision by issuing a report to Congress claiming that recent legislation that would label the shootings a terrorist act in order to help survivors and victim’s families would jeopardize Hasan’s chances of receiving a fair trial.  “Passage of this legislation could directly and indirectly influence potential court-martial panel members, witnesses, or the chain of command, all of whom exercise a critical role under the Uniform Code of Military Justice,” the Army said. “Defense counsel will argue that Major Hasan cannot receive a fair trial because a branch of government has indirectly declared that Major Hasan is a terrorist – that he is criminally culpable.”  Crews said the major problem with the training brief is that it relies heavily on material provided by the Southern Poverty Law Center which has claimed that groups such as WND, the Family Research Council and other pro-family groups are hate groups and extremists.  “We’re concerned the use of the SPLC list is not isolated,” Crews said. “The Army should make sure its equal opportunity officers across the military do not fall prey and use this SPLC list that identifies Christian and conservative organizations as hate groups as the basis for their briefing.”  He went on to say that placing evangelical Christians first on the list of religious extremists speaks volumes about how the SPLC views Christianity compared to other religious groups.  “This is absolutely abhorrent to all those who identify themselves as evangelical Christians in this country,” Crews said. “We know other commands have used the SPLC list in briefing soldiers about hate crimes and hate groups, but this particular briefing is the most egregious in terms of blatantly identifying evangelical Christianity as the number one extremist group in the United States.”  The material claims the number of “hate groups, extremists and anti-government organizations” has increased because of the prospect of “4 more years under a black president who many on the far right view as an enemy to their country.”  It goes on to state the purpose of the training is the belief that this issue “may be an indication of internal issues all services will have to face.” It advised participants that extremist organizations are inconsistent with the Army’s goals, beliefs and values regarding equal opportunity.  According to Crews, the Army Chief of Chaplains office told the Chaplain Alliance the training was an isolated incident and would not happen again.  Crews said while he accepts the explanation, the Army needs to go further and publically apologize to all evangelical Christians, Catholics and orthodox Jews.  “We believe the soldiers who attended this briefing should receive another class with the corrected material and the instructor should present a public apology. Evangelical Christians, Catholics and Orthodox Jews should be given an apology for having their faith called into question as extremists similar to the Muslim Brotherhood.  “We don’t want this briefing to multiply. If it is truly an isolated incident then it should be stopped right now and the instructors should be warned not to teach this material again.”
**************************************
8 April

Many headed beasts?
Beasts full of eyes?
The Many Headed Hydra of Mythology? (The lead photo led to this impression.)
The Beast called AI?
"..and the Beast was given power to rule the Earth…" (paraphrase of Rev. 13:15ff.)

Scotland is Awash in Surveillance in a UK the most advanced in Big Brother technology. The US is not far behind.  We just have bigger spaces to cover, but if you have spent any time with the Google Earth program, you know that even the general public can now count the number of carnations in your window boxes from orbiting satellites.

http://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/rise-of-cctv-in-big-brother-scotland-1-2882223
Rise of CCTV in ‘Big Brother’ Scotland
By SCOTT MACNAB  Published on Monday 8 April 2013 
(lead):
The “widespread surveillance” network of CCTV monitoring Scotland’s towns and cities has trebled in the past decade to more than 4,000 cameras, figures obtained by The Scotsman have revealed. ...
*************************************
7 April
At last week's Passover, some of the Jews take up the ancient practice again:
The Israelites have begun sacrificing again!
at the Wailing Wall, 'neath the Temple Mount
Maranatha!  The Day approaches!
Temple Groups Practice Passover Sacrifice In Anticipation Of Third Temple
http://www.israelnationalnews.com
via prophecynewswatch.comJewish groups held a mock Passover sacrifice on Thursday opposite the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. The ritual slaughter was not merely a historic reenactment, but, they say, practice in advance of the reconstruction of the Temple.  The practice sacrifice has been held annually for the past several years. This year organizers were unpleasantly surprised by a veto from Israel’s Veterinary Services, which refused to authorize the event.  Organizers took the matter to court, and were able to quickly get a ruling permitting the ritual.  The various groups involved in the event were represented by Rabbi Yehuda Glick, who told Arutz Sheva that the ritual was carried out with as much Biblical accuracy as possible.  “We took the goat, as the Torah commands, we had an altar built like the real one, and a cooking pit built according to halacha [Jewish law],” he said. “We slaughtered the goat with Leviim singing and priestly clothing, just like in the real Passover sacrifice.”  Leviim are Jews belonging to the Biblical tribe of Levi, whose members took part in Temple services.  The ritual was emotionally moving, Rabbi Glick reported. “The symbolism of standing opposite the Temple Mount and preparing for the real Passover sacrifice – it was without doubt a special moment,” he said.
****************************
3 April
NYTimes offers a follow up opinion piece on its 31 March (our blog update for 1 April) story on the over-diagnosis of ADHD et al—
Quotes from the piece:
Speaking of his drug-murdered son:  "In another age, David might have been called “rambunctious.” His battery was a little too large for his body. And so he would leap over the couch, spring to reach the ceiling and show an exuberance for life that came in brilliant microbursts."
"Ours is an age in which the airwaves and media are one large drug emporium that claims to fix everything from sleep to sex. I fear that being human is itself fast becoming a (mental) condition."
"…Big Pharma itself prospers from the off-label uses of drugs, often not tested in children and not approved for the many uses to which they are put."
NTF Commentary—Following up on my entry for 1 April on the deluge of Ritalin/Adderal, etc.
Big Pharma, as far as psychological (knowledge of the soul) pills is Satan, more specifically, the Great Sorcerer to whom St. John alludes in his Revelation, 18:23:  "…for by thy sorceries (pharmakeia) were all nations—great and diverse populaces—deceived."
Here, a secular victim, a surviving father, looks with a searching wisdom at the utter dehumanization with which Big Pharma baptizes the deceived masses.
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/03/opinion/diagnosis-human.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130403&_r=0
OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Diagnosis: Human
By TED GUP
Published: April 2, 2013
In another age, David might have been called “rambunctious.” His battery was a little too large for his body. And so he would leap over the couch, spring to reach the ceiling and show an exuberance for life that came in brilliant microbursts.
As a 21-year-old college senior, he was found on the floor of his room, dead from a fatal mix of alcohol and drugs. The date was Oct. 18, 2011.
No one made him take the heroin and alcohol, and yet I cannot help but hold myself and others to account. I had unknowingly colluded with a system that devalues talking therapy and rushes to medicate, inadvertently sending a message that self-medication, too, is perfectly acceptable.
My son was no angel (though he was to us) and he was known to trade in Adderall, to create a submarket in the drug among his classmates who were themselves all too eager to get their hands on it. What he did cannot be excused, but it should be understood. What he did was to create a market that perfectly mirrored the society in which he grew up, a culture where Big Pharma itself prospers from the off-label uses of drugs, often not tested in children and not approved for the many uses to which they are put.
And so a generation of students, raised in an environment that encourages medication, are emulating the professionals by using drugs in the classroom as performance enhancers.
And we wonder why it is that they use drugs with such abandon. As all parents learn — at times to their chagrin — our children go to school not only in the classroom but also at home, and the culture they construct for themselves as teenagers and young adults is but a tiny village imitating that to which they were introduced as children.
The issue of permissive drug use and over-diagnosis goes well beyond hyperactivity. In May, the American Psychiatric Association will publish its D.S.M. 5, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. It is called the bible of the profession. Its latest iteration, like those before, is not merely a window on the profession but on the culture it serves, both reflecting and shaping societal norms. (For instance, until the 1970s, it categorized homosexuality as a mental illness.)
One of the new, more controversial provisions expands depression to include some forms of grief. On its face it makes sense. The grieving often display all the common indicators of depression — loss of interest in life, loss of appetite, irregular sleep patterns, low functionality, etc. But as others have observed, those same symptoms are the very hallmarks of grief itself.
Ours is an age in which the airwaves and media are one large drug emporium that claims to fix everything from sleep to sex. I fear that being human is itself fast becoming a condition. It’s as if we are trying to contain grief, and the absolute pain of a loss like mine. We have become increasingly disassociated and estranged from the patterns of life and death, uncomfortable with the messiness of our own humanity, aging and, ultimately, mortality.
Challenge and hardship have become pathologized and monetized. Instead of enhancing our coping skills, we undermine them and seek shortcuts where there are none, eroding the resilience upon which each of us, at some point in our lives, must rely. Diagnosing grief as a part of depression runs the very real risk of delegitimizing that which is most human — the bonds of our love and attachment to one another. The new entry in the D.S.M. cannot tame grief by giving it a name or a subsection, nor render it less frightening or more manageable.
The D.S.M. would do well to recognize that a broken heart is not a medical condition, and that medication is ill-suited to repair some tears. Time does not heal all wounds, closure is a fiction, and so too is the notion that God never asks of us more than we can bear. Enduring the unbearable is sometimes exactly what life asks of us.
But there is a sweetness even to the intensity of this pain I feel. It is the thing that holds me still to my son. And yes, there is a balm even in the pain. I shall let it go when it is time, without reference to the D.S.M., and without the aid of a pill.
Ted Gup is an author and fellow of the Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics at Harvard University.


*****************************************
1 April, 

April Fool's Day.  "The fool hath said in his heart,  There is no God."  NYTimes quotation of the day:

QUOTATION OF THE DAY
"There's a tremendous push where if the kid's behavior is thought to be quote-unquote abnormal - if they're not sitting quietly at their desk - that's pathological, instead of just childhood."
DR. JEROME GROOPMAN, a professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School, on the dramatic rise in the number of children diagnosed with, and given medication for, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

NTF Commentary—
Even the incredibly liberal sociology of the NYTimes can see the disaster of stoning kids on amphetamines to make them into pleasing zombies.  St.  John, speaking with the voice of Christ, puts it even more plainly, saying that at the time of end, "by thy sorceries ("pharmakeia in the Greek, today—Big Pharma) were all nations (large diverse populations) deceived. 
One such major population is our children who, following this "Pied Piper of Hamelin," are being led down into the abyss of addicted mental ambiguity.  Get your kids off this crap and run for your life with them.   You may have to fight school nurses, teachers, and boards, but arm yourself with  such as this piece and fight for your children's lives.  Take the time to give them instruction and loving discipline, investing in them with patience and time and much prayer and works of the Spirit instead of putting them on this chemical babysitter that leads them down to Hell.
Big Pharma does Satan's work when it "buys and sells...the souls of men" by these means.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/01/health/more-diagnoses-of-hyperactivity-causing-concern.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130401
More Diagnoses of Hyperactivity in New C.D.C. Data
By ALAN SCHWARZ and SARAH COHEN
Published: March 31, 2013

(lead paragraphs):

Nearly one in five high school age boys in the United States and 11 percent of school-age children over all have received a medical diagnosis of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, according to new data from the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
These rates reflect a marked rise over the last decade and could fuel growing concern among many doctors that the A.D.H.D. diagnosis and its medication are overused in American children.The figures showed that an estimated 6.4 million children ages 4 through 17 had received an A.D.H.D. diagnosis at some point in their lives, a 16 percent increase since 2007 and a 53 percent rise in the past decade. About two-thirds of those with a current diagnosis receive prescriptions for stimulants like Ritalin or Adderall, which can drastically improve the lives of those with A.D.H.D. but can also lead to addiction, anxiety and occasionally psychosis.
“Those are astronomical numbers. I’m floored,” said Dr. William Graf, a pediatric neurologist in New Haven and a professor at the Yale School of Medicine. He added, “Mild symptoms are being diagnosed so readily, which goes well beyond the disorder and beyond the zone of ambiguity to pure enhancement of children who are otherwise healthy.”
And even more teenagers are likely to be prescribed medication in the near future because the American Psychological Association plans to change the definition of A.D.H.D. to allow more people to receive the diagnosis and treatment. A.D.H.D. is described by most experts as resulting from abnormal chemical levels in the brain that impair a person’s impulse control and attention skills.
While some doctors and patient advocates have welcomed rising diagnosis rates as evidence that the disorder is being better recognized and accepted, others said the new rates suggest that millions of children may be taking medication merely to calm behavior or to do better in school. Pills that are shared with or sold to classmates — diversion long tolerated in college settings and gaining traction in high-achieving high schools — are particularly dangerous, doctors say, because of their health risks when abused. … … ...
***********************************
27 March

NTF Commentary—
I stay the heck out of politics.  I am not right or left or middle.  I will vote my conscience on occasion but without political alignment.  I am not going to take up arms against the government, though there may be a "right" to defend ourselves in a just war found in the verse, "As much as lieth in you, be at peace with all men"  and elsewhere. This may allow for defense against an aggressive enemy, including the State, if extensive "turning of the other cheek" has no effect.  We do need to care for our own too if they are being attacked and harmed.  This thinking is what justified the revolution that founded our country.

There is a federal doctrine based on our Constitutional rights and liberties called Posse Comitatus.  In essence, it says that that the Federal government shall not turn its armies against its own citizens in the name of policing them.  The armies are only for the outward facing defense of the nation.   This appears to be in danger of being ignored in our day.


This is from the newsletter of Koinonia House, Chuck Missler's teaching ministry for 27 March, 2013:  khouse.org
(I did send them a note asking if their proofreaders were on vacation as there are many text errors, but if you will read between them, this is a good look at the unfolding internal national security situation:

IN ANTICIPATION OF CIVIL UNREST 

For almost twenty years there has been controversy over certain eyewitness reports of abandoned World War II bases here in the US being retrofitted and restored by the federal government. Such bases were confirmed to exist, although, since the government was not acknowledging them, their ultimate purpose was elusive.
A skeptical perspective (maybe paranoid) feared that this was for containment of a resistant population reacting to a federal authority which had chosen disregard the Constitution and dissolve personal freedoms. Private militias were form and commenced training. the stock piling of food stuffs and weapons took went ballistic.
Whether this was a rational response or just prudent disaster planning by the Federal Emergence Management Authority (FEMA), a suspicious rift grew between a segment of the population and the federal government.
Now many years later the same issues have resurfaced once more. This time there is many more overt actions by the federal government that need clarification. These issues have become so concerning that Government officials on both sides of the isle have requested enlightenment to the ultimate implied intentions.
According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics data for 2008 there are now 70 different federal law enforcement agencies employing over 120,000 officers that have the authority to carry firearms and arrest. This represents a nearly 30% increase from 2004-2008. This is a staggering number. The consequential increase between 2008-2013 can only be extrapolated because current data is not available.
There are presently 73 Offices of the Inspector General (OIG) attached to different departments of the Federal government. Because the OIG is tasked with not only auditing their respective agency’s actions but uncovering misconduct, fraud and illegal activities, the individual federal agencies have secured the services of fully trained and armed agents dressed and acting as tactical units. Just a few of the agencies so equipped are the State Department, The Department of Education, The Department of Energy, US Fish and Wildlife Services and the National Parks Services. Even NASA as such a team. This might not sound extreme until you recognize that the Constitution of the US forbids a federal police force who’s purpose is to act against its citizens. The federal government only has authority outward, not inward.
If this wasn’t concerning enough now it has come to light that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for the last year has been stockpiling ammunition. Not just a little. So far the estimates are close to 2 BILLION rounds. This amounts to a 24 year supply. Just yesterday it was revealed they have ordered 340,000 more rounds. There are even reports that these are hollow point rounds that are twice as expensive as regular full metal jacket ones. A curious point is that the Geneva Convention on “civilized” war forbids the use of hollow point bullets. Even our military doesn’t use hollow point ammunition.
Several enquiries have been made to DHS about their intentions with this stockpiled inventory. At first they said they were “bulk” buying to save money. When the price issue was presented they became silent. Even the efforts of several Congressmen have to garnered any answers. Pressure is mounting from both sides of the isle for an explanation.
It is said that “nature abhors a vacuum”. With the lack of verifiable information the public is left to “speculate” as to the intentions of the federal government. And speculate it will. With more guns being sold than any time in our country’s history, and ammunition to the general public becoming more restricted because of DHS’s apparent purchasing, frustration and suspicion is growing. The plausible explanations for this type stockpiling drifts to either trying to curtail Second Amendment rights by restricting supply or preparing for an extreme situation of civil unrest. Either explanation is frightening. Either they want to ignore and invalidate the Constitution and/or they want to be equipped for the consequences when they do.
If there is a plausible explanation we the people need to hear it and soon. Otherwise the words of our president, during his first campaign in Colorado, echo in our ears:
“We cannot continue to rely only on our military in order to achieve the national security objectives we’ve set. We’ve got to have a civilian national security force that’s just as powerful, just as strong, just as well-funded.”


**********************************************

26 March — for refusing to blaspheme

http://radio.foxnews.com/toddstarnes/top-stories/university-files-charges-against-student-who-refused-to-stomp-on-jesus.html

University Takes Action To Punish Student
By Todd Starnes

(lead):
A Florida Atlantic University student who filed a complaint against his professor after he was ordered to stomp on the name of Jesus has been brought up on academic charges by the school and may no longer attend class, according to documents obtained by Fox News. …

NTF Commentary—

It has long been a device of satanic initiations to have initiates deface or profane various Christian symbols such as crosses, crucifixes, etc.   To have this snuck into a mainstream college class illustrates how close we are to the collapse of society.  If the sodomites now get the Supreme Court to justify them, yet more of all hell will soon break over the U.S.  "Pandemonium" literally means in the Greek, "all the demons" or "all the demons loosed."  Are we by prayer as ready as we can get?

***************************************
24 March

Saints,

Does this have prophetic meaning at this time?  I don't know, but look at the size of the locust this guy is holding!  Swarms of millions or billions of them may erupt there as soon as the mass gestation is complete.

http://www.timesofisrael.com/fertile-locusts-swarm-into-israel-on-passover-eve/

Is this the last Passover before the Tribulation?  What is the significance of Obama's trip to Israel?  Since the Russian meteorite a month of so back, a large one has streaked across the skies of the West Coast, and now, this past Friday, a refrigerator size rock passed before many eyes and cameras on the East Coast and plummeted either into the Atlantic but some are saying it hit in Delaware or nearby coastal regions.  No one yet knows at this writing.

Do we really believe Jesus is coming back to deliver his watching people "from the hour of temptation that shall come upon all them that dwell upon the Earth," or is it just some remote, religious fantasy that we entertain from time to time?

God help me;  I want to be found watching.


Fertile locusts swarm into Israel on Passover eve
Arriving with Biblically resonant timing, latest arrivals are ready to reproduce
By AARON KALMAN March 24, 2013, 6:38 pm

A day before Passover, farmers in southern Israel were suffering from another plague of locusts, entering the country from Egypt with biblical timing.
The pests hit fields and greenhouses in the south; the Agriculture Ministry was working to prevent heavy damage to crops in the Negev and stop the insects from penetrating deeper into the country.
Unlike previous swarms that have entered Israel in the past month, the locusts that hit Israel Sunday are yellow and fertile and, in this stage of their metamorphosis, pose less risk to crops because they eat significantly less. Once the insects lay eggs and they hatch, however, Israeli farmers will face the threat of this wave’s insatiable brood, who will eat anything green in their path.
The new swarm hit Israel on the eve of the Passover festival, which marks the Israelites redemption from slavery in ancient Egypt, achieved after Egypt’s Pharaoh was hit by 10 divinely ordered plagues — the eighth of which was locusts.
*******************************************

19 March

Technology updates:  "And he gave life to the Beast" (that he might rule the world through it).

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/19/science/bringing-a-virtual-brain-to-life.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130319&_r=0
Bringing a Virtual Brain to Life
By TIM REQUARTH
Published: March 18, 2013
(lead):
For months, Henry Markram and his team had been feeding data into a supercomputer, four vending-machine-size black boxes whirring quietly in the basement of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne.

The boxes housed thousands of microchips, each programmed to act like a brain cell. Cables carried signals from microchip to microchip, just as cells do in a real brain.
In 2006, Dr. Markram flipped the switch. Blue Brain, a tangled web of nearly 10,000 virtual neurons, crackled to life. As millions of signals raced along the cables, electrical activity resembling real brain waves emerged.
“That was an incredible moment,” he said, comparing the simulation to what goes on in real brain tissue. “It didn’t match perfectly, but it was pretty good. As a biologist, I was amazed.”
Deciding then that simulating the entire brain on a supercomputer would be possible within his lifetime, Dr. Markram, now 50, set out to prove it. ...
***
NTF Commentary—

A bit of whimsical, "secular prophecy," but the point is taken.  The time of the reign of antchrist will be dehumanization brought to its ultimates.  I don't want to be here for it.  Remember "the Borg," Trekkie geeks?  You may now be in one or being observed and uploaded by someone who is!  "Resistance is futile," or "Join the Resistance," and "Get a grip, John Conner, get a grip!"

http://news.cnet.com/8301-1023_3-57574607-93/google-glass-the-opposition-grows/
Google Glass: The opposition grows
by Chris Matyszczyk
March 15, 2013 12:21 PM PDT
"Stop The Cyborgs" is a new site that attempts to bring a balanced trepidation to the unbalanced idea that we'll all be walking round with Google's outer brain strapped to our faces.
The opposition will congregate in dark corners.
They will whisper with their mouths, while their eyes will scan the room for spies wearing strange spectacles.
The spies will likely be men. How many women would really like to waft down the street wearing Google Glass?
It won't be easy. Once you've been cybernated, there's no turning back. Which is why the refuseniks are already meeting in shaded corners of the Web.
One site is called "Stop The Cyborgs." It claims to be "fighting the algorithmic future one bit at a time."

It's going to take a lot of bitty fighting, but the people behind this site -- they're naturally anonymous, in an attempt to stop Google spying on them -- say they're fighting Google Glass in particular.
They say that it will herald a world in which "privacy is impossible and corporate control total."
Some would say that, thanks to Googlies and other bright, deluded sparks, we're there already. The Lord and Master Zuckerberg explained to us a long time ago that he knows us better than we do and that we don't actually want privacy at all.
Still, the people behind this anti-cyborg movement claim that there's no way you'll ever know that someone wearing Google Glass is recording your every word and movement.
There's no way of even knowing if someone else is recording you through their glasses from somewhere in the cloud.
And how are we, whose egos are already more fragile than a porcelain potty, supposed to feel when we know that a glasses-wearer has one eye on us and another on our Klout score or teenage sexting pictures?
The site explains: "Gradually people will stop acting as autonomous individuals, when making decisions and interacting with others, and instead become mere sensor/effector nodes of a global network."
Well, yes. But isn't that the precise dream of those who want their engineering to finally prove that humanity is a deeply inferior species?
They are, of course, right. We aren't intelligent enough to see that "artificial intelligence" can't possibly be as much fun as the real intelligence that is creating it.
Still, those whose intelligent pleasures reside in online shopping will be overjoyed that there is a "Stop The Cyborgs" store.
There you can buy all sorts of goodies to protest your coming psychological annihilation.
There is hope for these clearly human anti-cyborgians, though.
Firstly, there's the very basic human sense of style that might reject Google's glasses as devilishly ugly.
There's an even greater hope: global warming might destroy us first.

***

via prophecynewswatch.com—
Big Brother Televisions: Intel Latest Firm To Announce TV Box That Spies On You 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk
Campaigners today warned of a 'seismic shift' in privacy invasion after it emerged that Intel was the latest company set to market a television set-top box equipped with a camera that stares back at viewers.  The company, which makes the microchips found inside most personal computers, has launched an entirely new division, Intel Media, to make and market the Orwellian streaming-television product.  Erik Huggers, vice-president of Intel Media, said the new service would offer users a TV 'that is much more personal, that learns about you, that actually cares about who you are.'  The camera, Intel claims, will enable them to personalise the interactive features of their product, so that different members of the same household can be served programming and advertising specific to them.  Intel is only the latest company to develop a television product that contains a camera and sensors designed to watch what viewers are up to.  In U.S. Patent Application 20120304206 the company suggests it could detect when people are 'cuddling' then show 'a commercial for a romantic getaway vacation, a commercial for a contraceptive, a commercial for flowers, etc.'.   Microsoft also recently registered a patent for technology to allow its Kinect motion sensor to figure out how many people are in front of it then stop playback if it detected more people than the copyright terms allowed. Google TV proposed a similar patent that would use video and audio recording devices to do the same.  And Comcast in 2008 patented a monitoring technology that would recommend content to users based on people it recognised in the room.  The surge in products that look back at you will no doubt spark associations with George Orwell's dystopian classic Nineteen Eighty-Four, in which an oppressed population live in fear of surveillance through two-way 'telescreens'.  The book's hero, Winston Smith, is only able to keep a diary - a banned activity - because one corner of his old-fashioned flat is out of the view of the telescreen's camera.  Erik Huggers, vice-president of Intel Media, spoke to AllThingsD's Dive Into Media conference this week, where he gave official confirmation of Intel's long-rumoured entry into the telescreen market.  'This thing looks like a leap in time of 10-20 years compared to what you have today, that is much more personal, that learns about you, that actually cares about who you are' Erik Huggers, vice-president of Intel MediaHe said: 'This thing looks like a leap in time of 10-20 years compared to what you have today, that is much more personal, that learns about you, that actually cares about who you are.'  He added: 'We think there's real value in the ability to actually identify the various users. Today television doesn't really know anything about you and it's the same television service for everyone in the household.'  Challenged about the privacy implications surrounding a television service which is designed to look back at the viewer, he said: 'We think there's real value in the ability to actually identify the various users.   'Today television doesn't really know anything about you and it's the same television service for everyone in the household.'  Dutch-born Mr Huggers gave a personal example drawn from his own family life, where his children's use of his Netflix account means that when he and his wife use it the service often suggests cartoons for them to watch.
'My kids may watch programming geared toward them, and I’ll watch programming geared toward me,' he said.  'If there’s a way to distinguish who is watching what, advertisers can then target ads at the proper parties.'  He also promised that the final product would ship with a 'shutter' over its camera's lens, allowing users fearful of being watched to block its view.  Privacy campaigners nevertheless reacted with horror to the product, which Intel intends to sell directly to the public as soon as later this year.
Nick Pickles, director of privacy and civil liberties campaign group Big Brother Watch, said: 'The idea that your television is watching you as you watch is a seismic shift in privacy protection.  'This is data collection solely for commercial purposes and most people won’t realise that this is even happening.   'It highlights why proper regulation is essential so companies aren’t free to scan and search your living room – or wherever you have a TV – to record more information on who is watching.  'At least this camera will have a physical way of blocking it, but with a range of smart televisions there is no way to block the in-built camera and microphones.   'Given the widespread concerns about these devices being hacked over the internet, they could well end up being Orwell’s telescreens controlled by strangers with a laptop.'


NTF commentary—

Saints!  "Shoot your television!" as the old counterculture bumpersticker once  suggested.

Some of my kids were laughing at me when this computer user started putting a spring clip over the camera port on his laptop several years ago.  I wanted a direct mechanical insurance that the digital world wasn't doing iris scans or room surveys, etc. on me when I wasn't looking.  "Paranoid" was one of my offspring's observations, but I countered with another old counterculture adage, "You're only paranoid if they're not really after you!" 

Since then, national Mainstream Media (MM) has broken stories on a school district, in Texas, as I recall, that sent home laptops with students, laptops with permanently activated cameras.  More recently, another story broke that now hackers are regularly looking into the living rooms, offices, boudoirs, etc. of computer using citizens via their hacking abilities to turn on webcams with or without activating the monitor LED…and even if you block the camera port or lower the laptop lid, they can still pick up all audio.  Even more recently, more MM stories are mentioning latest generation video devices that watch back, not only seeing everything in its visual purview but also running facial recognition and psychological monitoring of the watchers as well as recording and analyzing all furnishings, products, activities within the site range of the camera, and perhaps even wider audio analysis also, via the exponentially increasingly powerful algorithms of Artificial Intelligence software.  Yes, Big Brother really is watching you, and wants you to know its in your best interests.

I am not quite ready for the tinfoil lined hats yet, but lovers of individual privacy and personal liberty may want to consider—even if they are not leading edge tech savvy—reasonable, common sense, mechanical workarounds and also research their tech purchases carefully.  Demand to know if devices are camera equipped, can be turned off certainly or physically blocked.  Demand to know and investigate whether devices have any "reverse pixelation" so that even one tiny pixel on a screen can be working in reverse, as a monitor, and how to avoid or disable such machines. 

Perhaps, counter-techies will also come up with a short range EMP signal scrambler that can be used to block signals in a household when media is not elected.  But, if possible, even for us who are not utterly tech savvy, it may be possible to confine our media use to one area or room, and at least use awareness to realize that that room, like the internet these days, is a public space.  We can at least delay the AI's and the internets reach into our bedrooms and bathrooms, etc. by using common sense.  As far as unbeknownst iris-scanning, facial recognition and psychological analysis, even hypnosis or entrancement via media interface, it may be possible to set up viewing via a couple of angled wall mirrors in a room, and thus greatly reduce the direct analytical intrusion.  Food for thought.

And a last thought.  Since DARPA is now learning to shoot generated lightning bolts along laser beams, why can't some anti-cyber geek come up with a pistol-like device to shoot EMPs at low-flying drone intruders?  Spy vs. Spy, ya know.  The cold war is always going on against the forces of darkness.  Let the secular techies fight back and maybe some of them will also begin to see the battle in the spirit world too…and be converted.

******************************************

17 March
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RESEARCH WATCH
Quantum "spooky action at a distance" travels at least 10,000 times faster than light
By Brian Dodson  March 10, 2013
(lead):  Quantum entanglement, one of the odder aspects of quantum theory, links the properties of particles even when they are separated by large distances. When a property of one of a pair of entangled particles is measured, the other "immediately" settles down into a state compatible with that measurement. So how fast is "immediately"? According to research by Prof. Juan Yin and colleagues at the University of Science and Technology of China in Shanghai, the lower limit to the speed associated with entanglement dynamics – or "spooky action at a distance" – is at least 10,000 times faster than light.  …  …
NTF Commentary—
"Spooky action at a distance" almost spirit?

I won't pretend I am anything more than an amazed laymen concerning quantum theory and particle physics, but who cannot be amazed at the idea that twin particles, no matter what distance apart--including vast leaps of space--tens of millions of light years even--respond to each other instantaneously?  This article mentions that they react to one another at possibly 10,000 TIMES THE SPEED OF LIGHT.  

Wow.  God, of course, is not amazed.  He describes the whole of the physical universe as just one garment that belongs to him.  As we grow in knowledge, He allows us a peek at his garment.  Space, it is turning out, is not an endless vacuum with bits of dust, planets, galaxies here and there, but it is a continual network of being, energy, and matter…such that the tiny particles mentioned react to one another instantly.

So much for Starships.  Even the mortals in the Millennium will, I speculate, be able to travel the universe at near instant speeds.  Another old myth to make us feel small and lost is that the universe is so vast and endless that there can be no center.  Even a child can see through this.  If there is no center, then why is not any place in the Universe as much a center as any other one?  Are we on Earth, then, at the Center of the Universe?  Why not?  Why can it not be that Man was made to be the lords or overseers of all the physical Universe?  It is our home, our gift, our domain?

And in the Resurrection we will be granted to surmount even the limits of our domain…Earth and Heaven will be forever joined.  At the Great White Throne Judgment when Time is completed, Peter and John, both speaking as the voice of God, tell us all the heavens and earth--the whole of the material world--will pass away as God folds up this garment as his "old" one and puts it away, and will call all his sentient beings, the ones made to have direct fellowship with him--before his Throne to clear up all matters, to end all Judgment, and will set out a new heavens and new earth that make even the greatest glories of the old one seem tiny and unimportant!

***

Dividing Jerusalem? …"it ain’t going to happen.”

New Apartments Will Complicate Jerusalem Issue
NTF commentary—
A steady trickle of Jewish residents into the so-called "Palestinian East Jerusalem" is breaking down the political borders and insuring that Jerusalem and the Temple Mount will finally be all David's city again.

Today's piece in the NYTimes:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/17/world/middleeast/in-jerusalem-jewish-apartments-in-arab-neighborhoods-complicate-issue.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130317&_r=0

*************************************
15 March

Massachusetts criminalizes discrimination of gender for school children

See the full story at:  http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/March12/124.html#.UT_FC6Vur8s

Please join me in prayer:  Lord, we know these evils are a sign of your soon return, and we want to be found watching for you.  But, we do ask you to protect the innocents from this terrible dehumanization of their persons and overturn the enemy's wicked policies in this matter, extending your forbearance and restraining evil for a little longer.  We believe it is our duty to bring this to you, you who made gender and set its respect both for our sakes and for your honor, and we pray, asking that your will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven, Lord Jesus. Amen.

*************************************
10 March

NTF Commentary—

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the earth where moth and rust doth corrupt and thieves break through and steal…"   —The Lord Jesus

A refreshing secular testimony on the joy, peace, and stress reduction of minimalism and simplicity: sometimes, "The children of this world are in their own way wiser than the children of light," the Lord Jesus also noted.

Even Lennon and McCartney chimed in—  "My love don't give me presents.  I know that she's no peasant.  Only ever have to give me love forever and forever.  My love don't give me presents!

Happy Simple Sunday, Saints.  Enjoy the long days of Daylight Savings Time.  Free!

bro. Tim

Today's New York Times—  The rich young founder of TreeHugger and other start-ups repents of the gluts of materialism.  Now, Graham, come and follow Jesus too!

OPINION
Living With Less. A Lot Less.

By GRAHAM HILL
Published: March 9, 2013
(lead):
I LIVE in a 420-square-foot studio. I sleep in a bed that folds down from the wall. I have six dress shirts. I have 10 shallow bowls that I use for salads and main dishes. When people come over for dinner, I pull out my extendable dining room table. I don’t have a single CD or DVD and I have 10 percent of the books I once did

I have come a long way from the life I had in the late ’90s, when, flush with cash from an Internet start-up sale, I had a giant house crammed with stuff — electronics and cars and appliances and gadgets.
Somehow this stuff ended up running my life, or a lot of it; the things I consumed ended up consuming me. My circumstances are unusual (not everyone gets an Internet windfall before turning 30), but my relationship with material things isn’t.
We live in a world of surfeit stuff, of big-box stores and 24-hour online shopping opportunities. Members of every socioeconomic bracket can and do deluge themselves with products.
There isn’t any indication that any of these things makes anyone any happier; in fact it seems the reverse may be true. …
Read the whole piece in today's NYTimes @:  http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/10/opinion/sunday/living-with-less-a-lot-less.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130310&_r=0
*****************************************
9 March

NTF Commentary (for NYT article below)—

A most interesting essay

Two quotes:  "…exposed fears about ultra advanced technologies that are fueled by the increasingly fine line between science fiction and real life."  "Oh, my God, Code Pink is praising Rand Paul.  Hell has frozen over!" 

Saints,

Some months or few years back (hard to tell at this point of the accelerating time distortions of news and events), I pre-noted, in watching the news for prophetic events, that soon drone and robotic technologies would break over us like an exponentially-fed wave.  Here it is, and, as usual, even though bracing as well as possible, it is still overwhelming in scope.  For some time, I have entertained with my son and close associate the notion that "I feel like I'm living in a science fiction movie."  Apparently, we are not alone.

I don't get into politics here much, but it is very interesting to note that folks all over the political spectrum are rallying behind R. Paul as our skies threaten to fill up with killer robots, and the government seems all the more willing to proceed with launching them en masse.

Some prophetic words that come to mind for consideration:  "perplexity of nations,"  "fear" that will make "men's hearts fail at the things coming upon the earth,"  deadly clouds of locust-like, armed and stinging insects ascending out of the Abyss to torment mankind.  Does the door of the Abyss come through the technology suggested to the inventive mind of man?


***

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/09/us/politics/visions-of-drones-in-us-skies-touch-bipartisan-nerve.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130309&_r=0

Visions of Drones Swarming U.S. Skies Hit Bipartisan Nerve
By SCOTT SHANE and MICHAEL D. SHEAR
Published: March 8, 2013 45 Comments
		
		
WASHINGTON — The debate goes to the heart of a deeply rooted American suspicion about the government, the military and the surveillance state: the specter of drones streaking through the skies above American cities and towns, controlled by faceless bureaucrats and equipped to spy or kill.

That Big Brother imagery — conjured up by Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky during a more than 12-hour filibuster this week — has animated a surprisingly diverse swath of political interests that includes mainstream civil liberties groups, Republican and Democratic lawmakers, conservative research groups, liberal activists and right-wing conspiracy theorists.
They agree on little else. But Mr. Paul’s soliloquy has tapped into a common anxiety on the left and the right about the dangers of unchecked government. And it has exposed fears about ultra-advanced technologies that are fueled by the increasingly fine line between science fiction and real life.
Drones have become the subject of urgent policy debates in Washington as lawmakers from both parties wrangle with President Obama over their use to prosecute the fight against terrorism from the skies above countries like Pakistan and Yemen.
But they are also a part of the popular culture — toys sold by Amazon; central plot points in “Homeland” and a dozen other television shows and movies; the subject of endless macabre humor, notably by The Onion; and even the subject of poetry. (“Ode to the MQ-9 Reaper,” a serious work by the Brooklyn poet Joe Pan that was just published in the journal Epiphany, describes the drone as “ultra-cool & promo slick, a predatory dart” that is “as self-aware as silverware.”)
Benjamin Wittes, a national security scholar at the Brookings Institution who has written extensively about drones, said he thought Mr. Paul’s marathon was a “dumb publicity stunt.” But he said it had touched a national nerve because the technology, with its myriad implications, had already deeply penetrated the culture.
“Over the last year or so, this thing that was the province of a small number of technologists and national security people has exploded into the larger public consciousness,” Mr. Wittes said.
On the right, Mr. Paul has become an overnight hero since his filibuster. Self-proclaimed defenders of the Constitution have shouted their approval on Twitter, using the hashtag #StandWithRand and declaring him to be a welcomed member of their less-is-better-government club.
“The day that Rand Paul ignited Liberty’s Torch inside the beltway!” one Tea Party activist wrote on Twitter. “May it never be extinguished!”
But even as the right swooned, the left did, too. Senator Ron Wyden of Oregon — the only Democrat to join Mr. Paul’s filibuster — said the unexpected array of political forces was just the beginning, especially as Congress and the public face the new technologies of 21st-century warfare.
“I believe there is a new political movement emerging in this country that’s shaking free of party moorings,” Mr. Wyden said. “Americans want a better balance between protecting our security and protecting our liberty.”
P. W. Singer, whose 2009 book “Wired for War: The Robotics Revolution and Conflict in the 21st Century” anticipated the broad impact of drones, said he believed they had shaken up politics because they were “a revolutionary technology, like the steam engine or the computer.”
“The discussion doesn’t fall along the usual partisan lines,” he said. The dozen states that have passed laws restricting drones do not fall into conventional red-blue divisions, nor do the score of states competing to be the site of the Federal Aviation Administration’s test sites for drones.
The serious issues raised by the government’s lethal drones seem inextricably mixed with the ubiquitous appearance of the technology in art, commerce and satire.
A four-minute video by the Air Force Research Laboratory on “micro aerial vehicles” shows a futuristic bee-size drone flying in an open window and taking out an enemy sniper with a miniature explosive payload. Since it was posted in 2009, it has been viewed hundreds of thousands of times and reposted all over the Web.
When Amazon advertised a six-inch model of the Predator, made by Maisto, in its toy section, people wrote politically charged mock reviews that became Internet hits: “This goes well,” one reviewer wrote, “with the Maisto Extraordinary Rendition playset, by the way — which gives you all the tools you need to kidnap the family pet and take him for interrogation at a neighbor’s house, where the rules of the Geneva Convention may not apply. Loads of fun!”
Senator John McCain, Republican of Arizona, was not laughing Thursday when he took to the Senate floor to chastise Mr. Paul and defend the use of drones. In an interview with The Huffington Post, Mr. McCain dismissed Mr. Paul and the other critics of drones as “the wacko birds on right and left that get the media megaphone.”
But the issue is larger than Mr. Paul, whose ambitions may include a run for the presidency in 2016. For many, Mr. Paul gave voice to the dangers they whisper about to anyone who will listen: that the government is too powerful to be left unchecked.
“It’s not merely the black helicopter crowd of the folks on the far right,” said Mark Potok, a senior fellow at the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks extremist groups. “What Rand Paul had to say about drones absolutely fired up conspiracy theorists on the left as well as the right.”
Human Rights Watch plans to join other groups next month in starting an effort called the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. The technology, fully autonomous weapons that are still at the drawing-board stage, would find and fire at their programmed targets without requiring a human being to pull the trigger.
Some national security experts find the campaign overwrought, but Mary Wareham, the advocacy director for the arms division of Human Rights Watch, noted that the Defense Department in November issued a policy directive on autonomous weapons that recognized the challenges they pose.
At the same time, there are people like Everett Wilkinson, a Tea Party organizer and self-proclaimed conspiracy theorist in Florida, who is hailing Mr. Paul as a “rock star for the Constitution.” On Mr. Wilkinson’s Web site, Liberty.com, he warns that the United States government is building “internment camps” for political dissidents. He is wary of what comes next.
“First they said we are just going to use drones to observe stuff, and then they put Hellfire missiles on them,” Mr. Wilkinson said. “How soon are we going to have drones overhead with Tasers on them?”
In Washington, Code Pink, a leftist group of antiwar activists, showed up with flowers and chocolates at Mr. Paul’s Senate offices on Thursday to thank him for standing up against abuses of power. Known around Capitol Hill mainly for disrupting Congressional hearings, the group had found a new champion.
“People say: ‘Oh, my God, Code Pink is praising Rand Paul. Hell has frozen over!’ ” said Medea Benjamin, a co-founder of the group. “But we were glued to C-Span to the bitter end of the filibuster. We were amazed to see the education of the public that was taking place, and that has never occurred before.”
*************************************
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Saints,

If you are watching the times, you should bookmark prophecynewswatch.com.  I refer to it often in my updates and was using the same name before I knew it existed and when writing my former updates.

Today, see below the article on the drone situation from pnw.com.   But also see the pieces on Iran's preparations for WW3, the famed prophetic battle of Ezekiel 38 and 39.  And, view the piece on the decline and fall of apostate evangelicalism, defined here by the National Council of Churches.  Finally, be sure to also see the article on the signs in the heavens, several meteors and comets approaching us and portending havoc in our solar system.  Mars may take a very large hit in the relatively near future from a huge meteor tracking in on it (not in this piece but surfable).  This impact could even effect us here.  Also, note that the Russian meteorite is listed in explosive strength as 500 kilotons or 30 times the Hiroshima bomb.  And this was the small cousin of the one that went by at 17k miles out or so; we didn't even see it coming while we watched the big one zoom by from another direction.  

Also, note that the day the pope resigned, St. Peter's basilica took a massive lightning strike.  I would never equate post-canonical prophecy with the Canon of Scripture, but St. Malachy, an Irish pastor, received a vision of a list of popes, 112 long, ending in the "last one."  Benedict was the 111th.  The next one, according to his prophecy, will be called Petrus Romanov or Peter of Rome.  By the same word, he will be of the spirit of antichrist and will cause the destruction of Rome.

Many who are biblically radical consider the whole of the papacy as of the spirit of antichrist, Martin Luther chief among us in post-Reformation times.  But, it should be remembered that there was still only one church in 1139, the year the prophecy was given.  And we must remember that there is no reason to believe that God does not still speak to us today.  If you believe in answered prayer, then you, de facto, believe in the gift of prophecy whether your dogma otherwise allows it or not.  Malachy may have had a genuine vision from the Holy Spirit.  It must always be tested by comparing it against the Canon of Scripture, and a "wait and see" attitude must be held, but it could be the Lord, speaking, yes, even to the Roman communion, a numerically major portion of professing Christendom, even to warn them also.  Despite the differences in our salvational theologies, the Lord himself will decide in the end, individual by individual, who was calling upon his name in truth for salvation, and "whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."  (Yet, let us always labor for sound doctrine.)

For a brief tutorial on Malachy's prophecy see "prophecy of the popes" at wikipedia.org.

brother Tim


***
(breitbart via prophecynewswatch.com)
(Note also the piece on smart cars; very soon, if not now, even conversations in equipped cars may be monitored as well as cell phone tracking)
Homeland Security Drones Designed To Identify Civilians Carrying Guns/Track Cell Phone Signals
http://www.breitbart.com


Recently uncovered government documents reveal that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) unmanned Predator B drone fleet has been custom designed to identify civilians carrying guns and track cell phone signals.  "I am very concerned that this technology will be used against law-abiding American firearms owners," said founder and executive vice president of the Second Amendment Foundation, Alan Gottlieb. “This could violate Fourth Amendment rights as well as Second Amendment rights."  The Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) obtained a partially redacted copy of Homeland Security’s drone requirements through a Freedom of Information Act request; CNET uncovered an unredacted copy.  Homeland Security design requirements specify that its Predator B drones “shall be capable of identifying a standing human being at night as likely armed or not” and must be equipped with “interception” systems capable of reading cell phone signals.  The first known domestic use of a drone to arrest a U.S. citizen occurred last year in the small town of Lakota, North Dakota when rancher Rodney Brossart was arrested for refusing to return six of his neighbor’s cows that had wandered on to his property.   Critics say the fact that domestic drones are being used in such minor matters raises serious concerns about civil liberties and government overreach.  "That drone is not just picking up information on what's happening at that specific scene, it's picking up everything else that's going on," says drone expert and Brookings Institution senior fellow Peter Singer. "Basically it's recording footage from a lot of different people that it didn't have their approval to record footage.”   Others, like progressive author Naomi Wolf, have warned that domestic drones may soon be weaponized. The military version of the Predator B drone carries 100-pound Hellfire missiles, but the Homeland Security’s Customs and Border Protection (CBP) says the 10 drones in its domestic fleet are unarmed.  Last month, NBC News uncovered a confidential 16-page Justice Department memo that concluded the U.S. government may execute a drone strike on an American citizen it believes to be a “senior operational leader” of al-Qaeda or “an associated force.”   The Obama Administration defended the use of drones to kill Americans thought to be working with terrorists. “These strikes are legal, they are ethical, and they are wise,” said White House press secretary Jay Carney.

*************************************
7 March

NTF Commentary—

Flushing the Constitution down the drain?!

How fast things can move when the Day begins to arrive.  Said the Lord (paraphrase), "Except the days be shortened (history and time and events being condensed), no flesh would be saved."  Recent events include the purchase of 1.6 billion rounds of anti-personnel ammunition--bullets for pistols and assault rifles, and then more recently, the purchase of 2700 MRAPS, light tanks or heavily protected personnel carriers for USE WITHIN THE USA, and now, the until recently almost unbelievable argument needing to arise in Congress, NOT, can we use drones in the USA, but can we use armed ones to kill US citizens within the USA?  Astounding report in, yes, even the most mainstream of Mainstrean Media (MM), the New York Times—

By CHARLIE SAVAGE
Published: March 6, 2013
		
(lead):	 
WASHINGTON — Senators of both parties on Wednesday criticized Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. for the secrecy surrounding the Justice Department legal memorandums justifying drone strikes aimed at American citizens, while pushing him to say more about when the Obama administration believes it can use military force on United States soil. …
See the whole piece at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/07/us/politics/senators-press-holder-on-use-of-military-force-on-us-soil.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130307&_r=0


********************************************
4 March

"…a little creepy" says the site Drudge Report cites:

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2013/03/obama-dhs-purchases-2700-light-armored-tanks-to-go-with-their-1-6-billion-bullet-stockpile/

According to the Constitution of these United States, the people are to be free of any policing actions by the military, and this power of policing is limited to the civil police only.  The Framers saw military policing of citizens to be tyrannical, and the police were only to be there to keep civil order and peace against criminals and wrongdoers.  This is called the constitutional doctrine of "Posse Comitatus."

Why then has the DHS, over the last year, laid up 1.6 billion rounds of anti-personnel bullets--the kind you load into pistols and assault rifles?  And, now why are they equipping squadrons totaling 2700 "light armored tanks," MRAPS, to patrol the interior of the U.S.?

Right-wingers with their bunkers and AK-47s will be not a match for such firepower, and what if Hellfire missile equipped drones and, for that matter, the might of the Air Force, are turned on the citizenry?

We are taught to watch as the final events unfold, but our best armament is to walk in the Spirit of the Lord and in his word, which among many other teachings for life, teaches us also to "fear not him who can kill the body, but fear Him who having killed the body can cast both body and soul into hell."



*****************************************
22 February / a followup on our 21 jan blog entry no. 2 / this, forwarded from Berean Call for 21 Feb/

RUSSIA SEES AMERICA'S ERROR, MAY BAN PUBLIC HOMOSEXUALITY [Excerpts]
 Russia is preparing to debate and act on legislation barring homosexuality from the public arena, including homosexual "pride" parades. The country is moving to ban same-sex "marriage" and even public acts of affection between homosexuals.
 
The Associated Press reports that the bill, which comes up for a vote later this month in the Russian parliament, is "part of an effort to promote traditional Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism, which the Kremlin and the Russian Orthodox Church see as corrupting Russian youth...." 

As an evangelist who works in Russia, Tim Todd [says] "America is opening the floodgate -- and if you want to know what God thinks about the sin of homosexuality, you can look at his urban renewal development plan in Sodom and Gomorrah," he points out. "It gives you a pretty good idea."

Todd says Russia has had an opportunity for years now to observe the homosexual agenda in America and Europe and learn firsthand what it has done to the culture.

"[In America] there is open, blatant homosexuality on television and on the Internet where the homosexuals have come out of their hideouts in publicly proclaiming their sinful activity," he observes.


Todd adds that he believes Russia has known all along the detriment homosexuality has on society -- and now they have proof in the United States. There is also a surge of interest in Christianity in Russia.

"In fact, we've provided more than 2.5 million Bibles for Russian public school students," he says. "We've provided more than one million Bibles for Russian Red Army soldiers, and that work will continue."
 Butts, "Russia sees America's error, may ban public homosexuality," One New Now, 1/23/13)


************************************
21 February

Flushing our little ones down into the sewers of Sodom:  Massachusett's Department of Education forces mixed-sex bathrooms, lockerooms, sports teams, etc.

From Fox News—

http://radio.foxnews.com/toddstarnes/top-stories/students-who-refuse-to-affirm-transgender-classmates-face-punishment.html

Students Who Refuse to Affirm Transgender Classmates Face Punishment




********************************
3 February

Adderal strikes again.  Here it is again in no less than the liberal NYTimes—

"…The public needs to say this is totally unacceptable and walk out.”

"Young adults are by far the fastest-growing segment of people taking A.D.H.D medications. Nearly 14 million monthly prescriptions for the condition were written for Americans ages 20 to 39 in 2011, two and a half times the 5.6 million just four years before, …"

NTF Commentary—  
At the time of the end, and under the governance of Mystery Babylon (the "spiritual work" of the world system), "…by thy sorceries (pharmakeia/mind altering and controlling pharmaceuticals and the "therapy" ["con job" of powers of suggestion/hypno-entrancement and other "care"] that goes with them) were all nations (great multitudes) deceived."   —Revelation 18:23    "For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord."   —Romans 6:23

Drowned in a Stream of Prescriptions
By ALAN SCHWARZ
Published: February 2, 2013

(lead):
VIRGINIA BEACH — Every morning on her way to work, Kathy Fee holds her breath as she drives past the squat brick building that houses Dominion Psychiatric Associates.
It was there that her son, Richard, visited a doctor and received prescriptions for Adderall, an amphetamine-based medication for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. It was in the parking lot that she insisted to Richard that he did not have A.D.H.D., not as a child and not now as a 24-year-old college graduate, and that he was getting dangerously addicted to the medication. It was inside the building that her husband, Rick, implored Richard’s doctor to stop prescribing him Adderall, warning, “You’re going to kill him.”
It was where, after becoming violently delusional and spending a week in a psychiatric hospital in 2011, Richard met with his doctor and received prescriptions for 90 more days of Adderall. He hanged himself in his bedroom closet two weeks after they expired. ...
The whole of this in-depth piece at:  
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/us/concerns-about-adhd-practices-and-amphetamine-addiction.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130203&_r=0

*****************************************

2 February

Friends,

You can sit for years in a clery/laity religious structure, say a typical American evangelical church, feel pretty good about yourself and your association, and yet never have become an actual disciple of the Lord Jesus according to his terms and directions.

I link you to this radio program/article by Dave Hunt and Tom McMahon.  They say in it, "don't just believe us, search the Scriptures for yourselves," and taking their word, I do not just accept every word they say, and indeed I have a controversy with some other parts of their doctrine as I feel the footing is suspect in that area.  (But who has every answer?)  I will not delve into that here, but this message is needful. How many will not be found to actually know the Lord though they are "wearing the t-shirt" and are part of the present crowd?  

Those who do carry the cross, have the Spirit —and long and seek and hunger to obey and follow after — have a mission field within the visible church as well as to those outside it.  A flesh-pleasing church will never be happy with them or comfortable with them, but they must learn to gently insist to take the call to discipleship seriously.

http://www.thebereancall.org/content/what-does-it-mean-be-disciple

What Does It Mean to Be a Disciple?
 
Hunt & McMahon
The Berean Call
Featured Date: 
Sat, 02/02/2013
Link: 
Contending for the Faith: #2104c
Body: 
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CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH
Gary: You are listening to Search the Scriptures Daily , a radio ministry of The Berean Call. Still to come, Dave and Tom continue their weekly in-depth study of the doctrine of salvation. Please stay with us. Now, Contending for the Faith. In this regular feature, Dave and Tom respond to questions from listeners and readers of The Berean Call .
Here’s this week’s question: “Dear Dave and T.A., I heard someone on Christian radio say how important discipleship is in the body of Christ. I only caught part of what he was saying, but it sounded very interesting. However, I haven’t been a Christian very long, so I was wondering if you could explain discipleship. Thanks for your help.”
Tom: There’s a word we don’t hear too often—discipleship. And Dave, it seems to me it’s not taking place in the church as much as it ought. But first, let’s explain what it is.
Dave: Well, in some churches more than in others. Well, the disciples were disciples. That’s what we call them in the Bible. They weren’t called Christians. Jesus said to Matthew, “Follow me.” He said to Luke, He said to James and John, and so forth, “Follow me.” So following Jesus, you began to see what He did. You studied His example. You listened to His words. And in fact, it’s not until Acts 11, I think it is, where it says the disciples were first called Christian in Antioch. It was not something they called themselves. It was an epithet, I guess— I mean it was a derogatory term that their critics leveled at them. “Oh, these are Christians—these are ‘Christ-ed’ ones—they’re following Christ.”
So you know, as I often say to—whether it’s a Muslim or a Christian or whatever—I say, “Look, you call yourself a Christian. Well, you can make up your own religion if you want, but don’t call it Christianity. Do not call yourself a Christian unless you obey Christ—unless you obey His word; unless you follow His example.”
That’s one of the problems, of course, with the Crusaders, for example, Tom. Do you remember? They were waving the cross, they’re killing Jews all across Europe. They slaughter Jews in church when they get to Jerusalem—in the name of Jesus? Now, you want to make up your own religion, okay. But don’t call it “Christianity.”
But this is a problem today Tom. You’ve got the Jesus Seminar for example. And they sit around and they discuss whether Jesus said this or did that or whatever. And they make it up as they go along. You’ve got ministers, Protestant ministers, pastors, they make it up as they go along. They’re not following Christ. This is not Christianity. And they give it a bad name.
And you probably remember the illustration I’ve used for years. They’re going to hire me as…let’s say that I am the…oh Tom, let’s say you—you’re the greatest football coach in the world. And this professional team wants to hire you. And they’re going to pay you a huge salary. But the owner is not too bright. He says, “Yeah, but I’m gonna call the plays.”
And you say, “Wait a minute! I’m going to get blamed for the bad moves you make? You’re going to call the plays, but they’re going to call me the coach?”
There are people who claim that Jesus is their coach, He’s their Lord. They’re following Him. In fact, they’re calling the plays. So a disciple follows his Lord; follows His Word. And, Tom, it takes time, you know. We’ve got to teach the Word of God; we’ve got to set an example for others—and this is discipleship, being a disciple of the Lord.
Tom: Yeah, and it has to do with doctrine. Understanding, learning about doctrine. Dave, one of the things that concerns me in seeing what’s going on in the churches throughout the country is that doctrine is being put aside. Certainly, if that’s the case, then you can’t have discipleship. You can’t train people up in the way they should go. And now with regard to the seeker-friendly, seeker-sensitive churches, that’s not taking place, because they’re changing—in many cases, not in all cases—but in many cases, they’re changing the structure of the church around to accommodate the so-called “un-churched,” whatever that term means.
And many say, “Well, it has to do with the lost,” that it has to with people who claim to be believers but wouldn’t enter a church structure, and so on. But if the church is for the purpose of discipling—Jesus said, “If you continue in my word, you are my disciples indeed, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” If that’s not taking place in the church, we’re in trouble, I think.
Dave: Not only isn’t it taking place, Tom, but then we have something else. Acts 20, Paul warned the elders of Ephesus. He said, “After my departing, grievous wolves will enter in, not sparing the flock. Of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things to draw away disciples after them.”
So now we have another problem. People are making disciples—but their own disciples. And they’re speaking strange things that are not in the Bible, they are not sound doctrine, they will not be corrected by the Word of God. Why? Because they want their own disciples. They want to get people to follow them.
So, we have to follow the Lord. We have to follow His Word, and we have to be—you know that is why we call this program Search the Scriptures Daily , why we call our ministry The Berean Call. Because the Bereans searched the Scriptures, checking up on Paul. Well, please, check up on us! Check up on everyone. Don’t follow someone blindly.
So discipleship is following the Lord. It’s being trained, and, Tom, you used a good word—doctrine. That’s the container of truth, and this is what we have to—we must obey the Lord and His Word, and Jude warns us that people have crept into the church, inside the church. And he says we must earnestly contend for the faith once for all delivered to the saints.
Tom: Dave, in our last segment, we were talking about teenagers. And we had this quasi- pseudo-Bible program. What we need for our young people is to encourage them, to disciple them, to train them up, and I think if the Word of God is presented, God’s Word will not return void. It will have an impact and to encourage our young people into Bible studies, into discipleship programs. I think it’s the greatest thing that could ever happen in their lives.
Dave: Tom, what could be more exciting, more wonderful, more thrilling, more fulfilling, than serving the Lord and getting to know Him and His Word and being a witness to others? If we would put that before our teenagers….
Tom: I think they would go for it. But….
Dave: They really would—instead of the nonsense of the world that attracts them. 

***********************************

29 January

Saeed Abedini, laboring as a pastor among Iranian underground house churches, has been sentenced to eight years in the dungeon called Evin Prison for the crime of being a Christian.  Remember to pray for him and for his family.

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/January29/297.html#.UQgUyKVur8s

***********************************

22 January

MAJOR SIGNS IN THE HEAVENS HEADED THIS WAY FOR THIS YEAR!

Two Major Comets and possible resultant EMPs (ElectroMagneticPulses) from CMPs (Coronal Mass Ejections) from these comets crashing into the Sun may make this year seem like The End of the World, whether or not it is.  It is possible there will be widespread  destruction of electrical and electronic systems.  

Comet Ison may be as much as 15 times as bright as the full moon, hence likely it will be visible even in daytime if the Earth is facing it during daytime hours…and the night may be almost as bright as an ordinary day!

Will the "blood red Moon" sequences of 2014-2015, coinciding with Jewish holidays and seen in 1492, 1948, and 1967, all important dates in prophetic history, signal the catching up of the Church and the onset of the Tribulation?  Read this article, but, above all things, be obedient to "Watch and pray" as instructed the Lord Jesus in Mark 13:37 and in many other places:

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/January22/225.html#.UP7TwqVur8s

***********************************

21 January


Another step in the reintroduction of the doctrines of the Nephilim (bioengineering and eugenics among them).  Said the Lord Jesus, "As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be in the coming of the Son of man."


http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265402/Adventurous-human-woman-wanted-birth-Neanderthal-man-Harvard-professor.html?ito=feeds-newsxml

Wanted: 'Adventurous woman' to give birth to Neanderthal man - Harvard professor seeks mother for cloned cave baby
Professor George Church of Harvard Medical School believes he can reconstruct Neanderthal DNA
His ambitious plan requires a human volunteer willing to allow the DNA to be put into stem cells, then a human embryo
By ALLAN HALL and FIONA MACRAE
PUBLISHED: 10:36 EST, 20 January 2013 | UPDATED: 04:16 EST, 21 January 2013


They're usually thought of as a brutish, primitive species.
So what woman would want to give birth to a Neanderthal baby?
Yet this incredible scenario is the plan of one of the world’s leading geneticists, who is seeking a volunteer to help bring man’s long-extinct close relative back to life. 
Professor George Church of Harvard Medical School believes he can reconstruct Neanderthal DNA and resurrect the species which became extinct 33,000 years ago.
His scheme is reminiscent of Jurassic Park but, while in the film dinosaurs were created in a laboratory, Professor Church’s ambitious plan requires a human volunteer.
He said his analysis of Neanderthal genetic code using samples from bones is complete enough to reconstruct their DNA.
He said: ‘Now I need an adventurous female human.
‘It depends on a hell of a lot of things, but I think it can be done.’
Professor Church’s plan would begin by artificially creating Neanderthal DNA based on genetic code found in fossil remains. He would put this DNA into stem cells.
These would be injected into cells from a human embryo in the early stages of life.
It is thought that the stem cells would steer the development of the hybrid embryo on Neanderthal lines, rather than human ones. ...

***

http://apnews.myway.com/article/20130121/DA3UJM9O1.html

Russia moves to enact anti-gay law nationwide
Jan 21, 7:57 AM (ET)

By MANSUR MIROVALEV

MOSCOW (AP) - Kissing his boyfriend during a protest in front of Russia's parliament earned Pavel Samburov 30 hours of detention and the equivalent of a $16 fine on a charge of "hooliganism." But if a bill that comes up for a first vote later this month becomes law, such a public kiss could be defined as illegal "homosexual propaganda" and bring a fine of up to $16,000.

The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the Russian Orthodox Church would make it illegal nationwide to provide minors with information that is defined as "propaganda of sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality and transgenderism." It includes a ban on holding public events that promote gay rights. St. Petersburg and a number of other Russian cities already have similar laws on their books. ...


NTF Commentary—

It may be Russia's ordained doom to march against Israel in Ezekiel's great battle (cha. 38, 39), but they at least won't have platoons of open sodomites and lesbians in their ranks.  America took a great step in moral decline when the Supreme Court overthrew the last anti-sodomite laws in Texas some years back now, and the sodomite forces picked up the scent that they could call themselves a civil rights movement.

I don't believe the death penalty should be re-instituted for homosexuality as we are no longer in a theocracy, but the sodomite practices should be made illegal again, though it is unlikely that will happen here as America declines into utter moral apostasy.  Good for Russia for standing up against this perversion of humanity.  Let the sodomites here stop practicing "heterophobia" and leave us and our children alone!  We don't want to be "one" with you; we don't want your "diversity."  Let us be diverse from you and your caricature of life.  We have the "right" not to want to be around you in the matters of flaunting your obscene lifestyle, or to have you trying to get your hands on our children.  Repent instead, and we will receive you as brothers and sisters, but if you will not, hell awaits you.


*************************************
20 January
Saints,
Two pieces in today's NYTimes may serve to illustrate Ezekiel's great war coming at or near or in the early part of the Great Tribulation.  "Ethiopia and Libya" (most or all of present North Africa) will be in the alliance of Rosh, Russia, and her allies, and Persia (Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc.) and her allies.  But, strangely, Egypt is absent from the list of allies, awaiting a later move, nearer to Armageddon, when she is identified as "the king of the South."  
See the swirling mix as it is wanting to take shape with the invasion of Mali and the murder of hostages in Algeria.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/20/world/africa/in-chaos-in-north-africa-a-grim-side-of-arab-spring.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130120&_r=0
Jihadists’ Surge in North Africa Reveals Grim Side of Arab Spring
By ROBERT F. WORTH
Published: January 19, 2013

WASHINGTON — As the uprising closed in around him, the Libyan dictator Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi warned that if he fell, chaos and holy war would overtake North Africa. “Bin Laden’s people would come to impose ransoms by land and sea,” he told reporters. “We will go back to the time of Redbeard, of pirates, of Ottomans imposing ransoms on boats.”
In recent days, that unhinged prophecy has acquired a grim new currency. In Mali, French paratroopers arrived this month to battle an advancing force of jihadi fighters who already control an area twice the size of Germany. In Algeria, a one-eyed Islamist bandit organized the brazen takeover of an international gas facility, taking hostages that included more than 40 Americans and Europeans.
Coming just four months after an American ambassador was killed by jihadists in Libya, those assaults have contributed to a sense that North Africa — long a dormant backwater for Al Qaeda — is turning into another zone of dangerous instability, much like Syria, site of an increasingly bloody civil war. The mayhem in this vast desert region has many roots, but it is also a sobering reminder that the euphoric toppling of dictators in Libya, Tunisia and Egypt has come at a price. …

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/20/world/middleeast/brotherhood-struggles-to-exert-political-power-in-egypt.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130120
Brotherhood Struggles to Translate Power Into Policy in Egypt
CAIRO — When President Mohamed Morsi and his allies in the Muslim Brotherhood pushed through a new constitution last month, liberals feared it would enable them to put an Islamist stamp on the Egyptian state, in part by purging nearly half the judges on the Supreme Constitutional Court
But those warnings are turning out to be premature, at the very least, as the court itself made clear last week at its opening session last week, its first meeting under the new charter.
The president of the court sneered with disdain at a lawyer for the Muslim Brotherhood trying to address the reconfigured bench, stripped of 7 of its 18 members. “As if you left a court to be spoken of like this!” Judge Maher el-Beheiry snapped. He had already declared that the court, perceived as an enemy of the Islamists, “can never forget” the Brotherhood’s protests against it during the constitutional debate.
In the two years since the ouster of Hosni Mubarak, Mr. Morsi and the Islamists have trounced their political opposition again and again at the polls and have accumulated unrivaled political power.
But Judge Beheiry’s rebuke was a vivid reminder that their political victories have not yet translated into real power over the Egyptian bureaucracy. Mr. Morsi still appears to exercise little day-to-day authority over the judiciary, the police, the military and the state-run news media. ...
********************************

17 January

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/17/health/some-with-autism-diagnosis-can-recover-study-finds.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130117&_r=0

Some With Autism Diagnosis Can Overcome Symptoms, Study Finds
By BENEDICT CAREY
Published: January 16, 2013

(lead):

Doctors have long believed that disabling autistic disorders last a lifetime, but a new study has found that some children who exhibit signature symptoms of the disorder recover completely.
The study, posted online on Wednesday by the Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, is the largest to date of such extraordinary cases and is likely to alter the way that scientists and parents think and talk about autism, experts said.
Researchers on Wednesday cautioned against false hope. The findings suggest that the so-called autism spectrum contains a small but significant group who make big improvements in behavioral therapy for unknown, perhaps biological reasons, but that most children show much smaller gains. Doctors have no way to predict which children will do well. …

NTF commentary:
Autism is a disease of our generation, at least as far as its name and the general cultural/medical/psychological aura surrounding it.  Were there children who had Autism before it was called that?  Surely.  Do I know much of anything about it?  No.  Thank God, I raised four children healthy of that aspect.  Could I easily offend someone who is heavily emotionally involved with their own autistic child in discussing the issue with very little secular, scientific knowledge about these conditions?  No doubt.  But, it is still worth a brief and introductory look at a biblical approach, for God "hath given us all things that pertain to life and godliness" in his wonderful and holy Scriptures.
Biblically, autism is described by "entrancement."  A child, made in the image of God, enters this fallen world and one or many factors of death/mortality, fear/fearsome input cause this child to tune out to other humans and enter a world of being able only to focus well on inanimate objects.  How better can this be described but as "being entranced"?  Biblically, sometimes there are good trances, but they are never induced by the person himself, but are times when God Himself has drawn a person aside to speak to him from the other world of his Spirit:  Moses at the burning bush, Peter with the vision of the sheet let down,  the Mount of Tranfiguration where Peter struggled to merge the two worlds and was told to quiet himself and watch and listen, John while he received the Revelation.  But, all other kinds of trances come from fear and dread of death and mortality or from the fallen realm, and even that innate fear which can come upon an infant who otherwise has no knowledge.
For this cause, these secular, professional observers and their preliminary observation and analysis are worthy of consideration.  Autism may have a path of cure other than standard therapies, drug adjustments, etc.  Especially for Christian parents facing this dilemma and working out of the milieu of secular treatment.  Much prayer and watchfulness in the Spirit, along with the use of the gifts of the Spirit, may grant a way out of this trance for their child.  At least, this seems the way to me to add a Christian view to this worthy, open, and honest report by these secular, psychological (literally, "knowledge of the soul") and medical workers.

***********************************

11 January, 2013

Saints,
Just yesterday, it snowed in Jerusalem; the Temple Mount was covered. (You can see photos of it in this story too, at the link.)
Over the last few years, media weather teams everywhere have changed their names to "extreme weather teams," but perhaps we are all used to that already — "the new normal."
Are these, and climaxing events of all areas of life and material existence, signs of the End of the Age and the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus?  It will be in "perilous times," Saint Paul tells us.
Two verses that speak, first, to the growing intensity in both scope of disasters and in timing:  "the Day of the Lord" shall come "as travail (labor) upon a woman with child." (I Thes. 5:2,3).  The pains of childbearing labor become more intense and closer together as the time of birth nears.  We can expect more and more of natural and climatic disasters, stronger and closer together until the Lord comes.  Yet, many will harden their hearts to these warning events.
Second, the Scriptures themselves do implicate Man along with the other sentient but fallen creatures of God's Creation, the fallen angels, with at least some of the blame for what is happening to the planet.  John adds, speaking for God, that the Lord will return, in part, "to destroy them which destroy the earth." (Rev. 11:18)
Whether we destroy the earth by physical pollutions, or simply cause the earth to "vomit out its inhabitants" through moral pollutions, or what the mix is between the two —they are related— God knows.  But the times of great judgment are now raining down upon us.
We need to be very diligent and careful that our hearts do not grow cold as these events pummel the Earth…for "the love of many will grow cold,"  and "many will betray many."  Have you found yourself wanting to forget what is going on?  to not make the watch for Christ a part of your "gospel"?  Jesus warned us not to let this happen:  "And what I say unto you, I say unto all, watch."  (Mk. 13:37)
Maranatha!  The Lord is at hand!
Heat, Flood or Icy Cold, Extreme Weather Rages Worldwide

By SARAH LYALL
Published: January 10, 2013

WORCESTER, England — Britons may remember 2012 as the year the weather spun off its rails in a chaotic concoction of drought, deluge and flooding, but the unpredictability of it all turns out to have been all too predictable: Around the world, extreme has become the new commonplace.


Especially lately. China is enduring its coldest winter in nearly 30 years. Brazil is in the grip of a dreadful heat spell. Eastern Russia is so freezing — minus 50 degrees Fahrenheit, and counting — that the traffic lights recently stopped working in the city of Yakutsk.
Bush fires are raging across Australia, fueled by a record-shattering heat wave. Pakistan was inundated by unexpected flooding in September. A vicious storm bringing rain, snow and floods just struck the Middle East. And in the United States, scientists confirmed this week what people could have figured out simply by going outside: last year was the hottest since records began.
“Each year we have extreme weather, but it’s unusual to have so many extreme events around the world at once,” said Omar Baddour, chief of the data management applications division at the World Meteorological Association, in Geneva. “The heat wave in Australia; the flooding in the U.K., and most recently the flooding and extensive snowstorm in the Middle East — it’s already a big year in terms of extreme weather calamity.”
Such events are increasing in intensity as well as frequency, Mr. Baddour said, a sign that climate change is not just about rising temperatures, but also about intense, unpleasant, anomalous weather of all kinds.
Here in Britain, people are used to thinking of rain as the wallpaper on life’s computer screen — an omnipresent, almost comforting background presence. But even the hardiest citizen was rattled by the near-biblical fierceness of the rains that bucketed down, and the floods that followed, three different times in 2012. ...
…full story with photo log here: 
 http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/11/science/earth/extreme-weather-grows-in-frequency-and-intensity-around-world.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130111&_r=0

***********************************

10 January, 2013

Now, even Hollywood admits the twisted, caricatured world of chemically adjusted consciousness, the world of Pharma, or Sorcery as St. John calls it in Revelation 18:23.  No matter how humans may trick the brain and rewrite the programming called "the mind," Sin cannot be cured thereby.  Rather, more than likely, the end result is worse.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/10/movies/antidepressants-give-soderbergh-a-thrillers-plot.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130110
Where Pills and Crime Collide
Antidepressants Give Soderbergh a Thriller’s Plot

